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Susan ABULHAWA - Mornings in Jenin (2011, 352 pages)
Palestine, 1948. A mother clutches her six-month-old son as Israeli soldiers march through
the village of Ein Hod. In a split second, her son is snatched from her arms and the fate of
the Abulheja family is changed forever. Forced into a refugee camp in Jenin , the family
struggles to rebuild their world. Their stories unfold through the eyes of the youngest sibling,
Amal, the daughter born in the camp who will eventually find herself alone in the United
States; the eldest son who loses everything in the struggle for freedom; the stolen son who
grows up as an Israeli, becoming an enemy soldier to his own brother. Mornings in Jenin is a
novel of love and loss, war and oppression, and heartbreak and hope, spanning five
countries and four generations of one of the most intractable conflicts of our lifetime.

Ayobami ADEBAYO - Stay with me (2017, 298 pages)
Yejide is hoping for a miracle, for a child. It is all her husband wants, all her
mother-in-law wants, and she has tried everything - arduous pilgrimages,
medical consultations, dances with prophets, appeals to God. But when her inlaws insist upon a new wife, it is too much for Yejide to bear. It will lead to
jealousy, betrayal and despair.
Unravelling against the social and political turbulence of '80s Nigeria, Stay with
Me sings with the voices, colours, joys and fears of its surroundings. Ayobami
Adebayo weaves a devastating story of the fragility of married love, the undoing of family,
the wretchedness of grief and the all-consuming bonds of motherhood. It is a tale about our
desperate attempts to save ourselves and those we love from heartbreak. Shortlisted for the
Women’s Prize 2017, and the Wellcome Prize 2018.
Chimamanda ADICHIE – Half of a Yellow Sun (2007, 448 pages)
This is a heartbreaking, literary masterpiece. set in Nigeria during the 1960s, at the time of a
vicious civil war in which a million people died and thousands were massacred in cold blood.
The three main characters in the novel are swept up in the violence during these turbulent
years. As these people's lives intersect, they have to question their own responses to the
unfolding political events. This extraordinary novel is about Africa in a wider sense: about
moral responsibility, about the end of colonialism, about ethnic allegiances, about class and
race; and about the ways in which love can complicate all of these things.
Chimamanda ADICHIE – Purple Hibiscus (2003, 307 pages)
A haunting tale of an Africa and an adolescence undergoing tremendous changes. The limits
of fifteen-year-old Kambili's world are defined by the high walls of her family estate and the
dictates of her repressive and fanatically religious father. Her life is regulated by schedules:
prayer, sleep, study, and more prayer. When Nigeria begins to fall apart during a military
coup, Kambili's father, involved mysteriously in the political crisis, sends Kambili and her
brother away to live with their aunt. In this house, full of energy and laughter, she discovers
life and love – and a terrible, bruising secret deep within her family.
Chimamanda ADICHIE – Americanah (2014, 400 pages)
A story of love and race centred around a young woman and man from Nigeria who face
difficult choices and challenges in the countries they come to call home. Ifemelu - beautiful,
self-assured - departs for America to study, and achieves success as a writer of an eyeopening blog about race in America. Obinze - the quiet, thoughtful son of a professor –
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grows to be a wealthy man in a newly democratic Nigeria. But when Ifemelu returns to
Nigeria, and she and Obinze reignite their shared passion - for their homeland and for each
other - they will face the toughest decisions of their lives. A richly told story of love and
expectation set in today's globalized world.
Mitch ALBOM – Tuesdays with Morrie (Non-Fiction) (2003, 212 pages)
Maybe it was a grandparent, or a teacher or a colleague; someone older, patient and wise,
who understood you when you were young and searching, and gave you sound advice. For
Mitch Albom, that person was Morrie Schwartz, his college professor from nearly 20 years
ago. Maybe, like Mitch, you lost track of this mentor as you made your way, and the insights
faded. Wouldn't you like to see that person again, ask the bigger questions that still haunt
you? Mitch Albom had that second chance. He rediscovered Morrie in the last months of the
older man's life. Knowing he was dying Morrie visited Mitch in his study every Tuesday, just
as they used to back in college. Their rekindled relationship turned into one final "class":
lessons in how to live.
Louisa May ALCOTT – Little Women (2012, [1868], 432 pages)
Christmas won't be the same this year for Meg, Jo, Beth and Amy, as their father is away
fighting in the Civil War, and the family has fallen on hard times. But thought they may be
poor, life for the four March sisters is rich with colour, as they play games, put on wild
theatricals, make new friends, argue, grapple with their vices, learn from their mistakes,
nurse each other through sickness and disappointments, and get into all sorts of trouble.
Naomi ALDERMAN – The power (2016, 340 pages)
In The Power the world is a recognisable place: there's a rich Nigerian kid who
larks around the family pool; a foster girl whose religious parents hide their true
nature; a local American politician; a tough London girl from a tricky family. But
something vital has changed, causing their lives to converge with devastating
effect. Teenage girls now have immense physical power - they can cause
agonising pain and even death. And, with this small twist of nature, the world
changes utterly. Winner of the 2017 Baileys Women's Prize for fiction
Kitty ALDRIDGE – A trick I learned from dead men (2013, 224 pages)
The narrator of the book is twenty-something Lee Hart. He's not the sharpest tool in the box,
but his life has been tough; his father left when he was young and his mother has recently
died of cancer leaving him, his step-father a sofa-bound television make-over show addict
and his deaf and wayward younger brother, Ned, to fend for themselves. Lee lands a job as
a trainee at the local funeral home helping Derek prepare the dead for burial or cremation.
Far from being a dead end job though, it is here that he learns, ironically, about life, and love
in the form of the delivery girl from the local florists.
Monica ALI – Brick Lane (2003, 491 pages)
Still in her teenage years, Nazneen finds herself in an arranged marriage with a disappointed
man who is twenty years older. Away from the mud and heat of her Bangladeshi village,
home is now a cramped flat in a high-rise block in London's East End. Nazneen is forced to
depend on her husband, but unlike him she is practical and wise. She keeps in touch with
her sister Hasina back in the village, but the rebellious Hasina has kicked against cultural
tradition and run off in a 'love marriage' with the man of her dreams. When he suddenly turns
violent, she is forced into the degrading job of garment girl in a cloth factory. Confined in her
flat by tradition and family duty, Nazneen also sews furiously for a living until the radical
Karim steps unexpectedly into her life. On a background of racial conflict and tension, they
embark on a love affair that forces Nazneen finally to take control of her fate.
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Isabel ALLENDE – House of the Spirits (1982, 490 pages)
Spanning four generations, Isabel Allende's magnificent family saga is populated by a
memorable, often eccentric cast of characters. Together, men and women, spirits, the forces
of nature, and of history, converge in an unforgettable, wholly absorbing and brilliantly
realised novel that is as richly entertaining as it is a masterpiece of modern literature.
Maya ANGELOU – I Know why the Caged Bird Sings (Biography) (1969, 281 pages)
Maya Angelou's six volumes of autobiography are a testament to the talents and resilience of
this extraordinary writer. Loving the world, she also knows its cruelty. As a Black woman she
has known discrimination and extreme poverty, but also hope, joy, achievement and
celebration. In this first volume, Maya Angelou beautifully evokes her childhood with her
grandmother in the American south of the 1930s. She learns the power of the white folks at
the other end of town and suffers the terrible trauma of rape by her mother's lover. 'I write
about being a Black American woman, however, I am always talking about what it's like to be
a human being. This is how we are, what makes us laugh, and this is how we fall and how
we somehow, amazingly, stand up again'.
Simon ARMITAGE – Walking home (Non-Fiction) (2012, 250p)
In summer 2010 Simon Armitage decided to walk the Pennine Way. Through
beautiful and bleak terrain, across lonely fells and into the howling wind, he would
be walking home, towards the Yorkshire village where he was born. Travelling as
a 'modern troubadour' without a penny in his pocket, he stopped along the way to
give poetry readings in village halls, churches, pubs and living rooms. His
audiences varied from the passionate to the indifferent, and his readings were
accompanied by the clacking of pool balls, the drumming of rain and the bleating of sheep.
"Walking Home" describes this extraordinary, yet ordinary, journey. It's a story about Britain's
remote and overlooked interior - the wildness of its landscape and the generosity of the
locals who sustained him on his journey. It's about facing emotional and physical challenges,
and sometimes overcoming them. It's nature writing, but with people at its heart.
Gaynor ARNOLD – After such kindness (2013, 384 pages)
When the writer, Oxford scholar and photographer John Jameson visits the home of his vicar
friend, he is entranced by Daisy, his youngest daughter. Jameson charms her with his wit
and child-like imagination, teasing her with riddles and inventing humorous stories as they
enjoy afternoons alone by the river and in his rooms. The shocking impact of this unusual
friendship is only brought to light when, years later, Daisy, unsettled in her marriage,
rediscovers her childhood diaries hidden in an old toy chest. Inspired by the tender and
troubling friendship between Lewis Carroll and Alice Liddell, After Such Kindness
demonstrates Gaynor Arnold's extraordinary 'capacity to imagine the truth behind the facts'.
Isabel ASHDOWN – Flight (2015, 320p)
'Flight' is a story of secrets and lies – and of the indelible traces that are left
behind when someone tries to disappear. When Wren Irving’s numbers come up
in the first ever national lottery draw, she doesn’t tell her husband, Rob. Instead
she quietly packs her bags, kisses her six-month-old daughter Phoebe goodbye,
and leaves.Two decades later, Rob has moved on and found happiness with their
oldest friend, Laura. Phoebe, now a young woman, has never known any other
life. But when Rob receives a mysterious letter, the past comes back to haunt them all. With
their cosy world thrown into turmoil, Laura sets out to track Wren down and discover the truth
about why she walked out all those years ago.
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Isabel ASHDOWN – Little sister (2017, 364 pages)
A missing child. A broken mother. A sister who doesn't remember a thing.
After sixteen years apart sisters Jessica and Emily are reunited. With the past
now behind them, the warmth they once shared quickly returns and before long
Jess has moved into Emily's comfortable island home. Life couldn't be better.
But when baby Daisy disappears while in Jess's care, the perfect life Emily has
so carefully built starts to fall apart. Was Emily right to trust her sister after
everything that happened before?
Diana ATHILL – Somewhere towards the end (Non-Fiction) (2009, 192p)
Diana Athill, born in 1917, made her reputation as a writer with the candour of her
memoirs. In Somewhere Towards the End she reflects frankly on the losses and
occasionally the gains that old age brings, and on the wisdom and fortitude
required to face death. This is a lively narrative of events, lovers and friendships:
the people and experiences that have taught her to regret very little, to resist
despondency and to question the beliefs and customs of her own generation.
Kate ATKINSON – Behind the Scenes at the Museum (1998, 496 pages)
Ruby Lennox was conceived grudgingly by Bunty and born while her father, George, was in
the Dog and Hare in Doncaster telling a woman in an emerald dress and a D-cup that he
wasn't married. Bunty had never wanted to marry George, but here she was, stuck in a flat
above the pet shop in an ancient street beneath York Minster, with sensible and sardonic
Patrica aged five, greedy cross-patch Gillian who refused to be ignored, and Ruby...Ruby
tells the story of The Family, from the day at the end of the nineteenth century when a
travelling French photographer catches frail beautiful Alice and her children, like flowers in
amber, to the startling, witty, and memorable events of Ruby's own life.
Kate ATKINSON – Case Histories (2004, 399 pages)
Cambridge is sweltering, during an unusually hot summer. To Jackson Brodie, former police
inspector turned private investigator, the world consists of one accounting sheet – Lost on
the left, Found on the right – and the two never seem to balance. Jackson has never felt at
home in Cambridge, and has a failed marriage to prove it. He is forty-five but feels much,
much older. He is at that dangerous age when men suddenly notice that they're going to die
eventually, inevitably, and there isn't a damn thing they can do about it. Surrounded by
death, intrigue and misfortune, his own life is brought sharply into focus. Ingeniously plotted,
full of suspense and heartbreak, Case Histories is a feat of bravura storytelling that conveys
the mysteries of life, its inanities and its hilarities. It is a life-affirming work of profound insight
and intelligence.

Kate ATKINSON - Life after Life (2014, 640 pages)
During a snowstorm in England in 1910, a baby is born and dies before she can take her first
breath. During a snowstorm in England in 1910, the same baby is born and lives to tell the
tale. What if there were second chances? And third chances? In fact an infinite number of
chances to live your life? Would you eventually be able to save the world from its own
inevitable destiny? And would you even want to? Life After Life follows Ursula Todd as she
lives through the turbulent events of the last century again and again.
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Kate ATKINSON – A god in ruins (2015, 556p)
This story relates the life of Teddy Todd – would-be poet, heroic World War II
bomber pilot, husband, father, and grandfather – as he navigates the perils and
progress of the 20th century. For all Teddy endures in battle, his greatest
challenge will be to face living in a future he never expected to have.
This book looks at war and the effect it has, not only on those who live through it,
but on the lives of the subsequent generations. If you have read Life After Life you
will recognise Teddy as Ursula Todd’s adored younger brother – but for those
who have not read it, A God in Ruins stands fully on its own. Winner of the 2015 Costa Novel
Award
Kate ATKINSON – Started Early, Took My Dog (2010, 350 pages)
A day like any other for security chief Tracy Waterhouse, until she makes a shocking impulse
purchase. That one moment of madness is all it takes for Tracy's humdrum world to be
turned upside down, the tedium of everyday life replaced by fear and danger at every turn.
Witnesses to Tracy's outrageous exchange in the Merrion Centre in Leeds are Tilly, an
elderly actress teetering on the brink of her own disaster, and Jackson Brodie who has
returned to his home county in search of someone else's roots. All three characters learn
that the past is never history and that no good deed goes unpunished.
Jami ATTENBERG – The Middlesteins (2013, 288 pages)
Edie and Richard have been married for over thirty years, living in the Chicago suburbs.
Everyone who knew them - even their own children Robin and Benny - agreed that Edie was
a tough woman to love, but no one expected Richard to walk out on her, especially not in her
condition. Edie is fifty-nine years old, she weighs 300 pounds, and her doctors have told her
she'll die if she doesn't stop eating. As Richard is shut out by the family and seeks solace in
the world of internet dating, Robin is dragged back from the city and forced to rebuild a
relationship with her mother. Meanwhile Benny and his neurotic wife Rachelle try to take
control of the situation. But have any of them stopped to think about whether Edie really
wants to be saved? The Middlesteins explores the hopes and heartbreaks of new and old
love, the yearnings of Midwestern America, and our devastating, fascinating preoccupation
with food.
James ATTLEE – Isolarion: a different Oxford Journey (Non-Fiction) (2008, 400 pages)
A thoughtful, streetwise, and personal account of his own pilgrimage to a place he thought
he already knew - the Cowley Road in Oxford, right outside his door – Isolarion takes its title
from a type of fifteenth-century map that isolates an area in order to present it in detail, and
that's what Attlee, sharp-eyed and armed with tape recorder and notebook, provides for
Cowley Road. The former site of a leper hospital, a workhouse, and a medieval well said to
have miraculous healing powers, Cowley Road has little to do with the dreaming spires of
the tourist's or student's Oxford. What Attlee presents instead is a thoroughly modern,
impressively cosmopolitan, and utterly organic collection of shops, restaurants, pubs, and
religious establishments teeming with life and reflecting the multicultural makeup of the
surrounding neighbourhood.
Margaret ATWOOD – The Blind Assassin (2000, 544 pages)
At the end of her life, Iris Griffen takes up her pen to record the secret history of her family,
the romantic melodrama of its decline and fall between the two World Wars. Conjuring a
world of prosperity and misery, marriage and loneliness, the central enigma of Iris's tale is
the death of her sister, Laura Chase, who "drove a car off a bridge" at the end of the Second
World War. Suicide or accident? The story gradually unfolds, interspersed with sketches of
Iris's present-day life, confined by age and ill health. The different strands running through
the book come together in an ingenious and shocking way, in inimitable Atwood style.
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Margaret ATWOOD – The Handmaid’s Tale (1996, 324 pages)
The Republic of Gilead offers Offred only one function: to breed. If she deviates, she will, like
dissenters, be hanged at the wall or sent out to die slowly of radiation sickness. But even a
repressive state cannot obliterate desire - neither Offred's nor that of the two men on which
her future hangs...
Margaret ATWOOD – Hag-seed: the Tempest retold (2016, 293 pages)
Felix is at the top of his game as Artistic Director of the Makeshiweg Theatre
Festival. His productions have amazed and confounded. Now he's staging a
Tempest like no other. It will boost his reputation. It will heal emotional wounds.
Or that was the plan. Instead, after an act of unforeseen treachery, Felix is
living in exile in a backwoods hovel, haunted by memories of his beloved lost
daughter, Miranda and also brewing revenge. After twelve years, revenge finally
arrives in the shape of a theatre course at a nearby prison. Here, Felix and his
inmate actors will put on his Tempest and snare the traitors who destroyed him. It's magic!
But will it remake Felix as his enemies fall? Longlisted for the Baileys Women's Prize for
fiction 2017; one of the series of Hogarth Shakespeare re-tellings.
Margaret ATWOOD – The Penelopiad (2005, 224 pages)
In Homer's Odyssey, Penelope – wife of Odysseus and cousin of the beautiful Helen of Troy
– is portrayed as the quintessential faithful wife. Left alone for twenty years when Odysseus
goes off to fight in the Trojan Wars, Penelope manages to maintain the kingdom of Ithaca,
bring up her wayward son, and keep over a hundred suitors at bay. When Odysseus finally
comes home after enduring hardships, overcoming monsters and sleeping with goddesses,
he kills her suitors and – curiously – twelve of her maids. In a splendid contemporary twist to
the ancient story, Margaret Atwood gives the story to Penelope and to her twelve hanged
maids, asking: 'What led to the hanging of the maids, and what was Penelope really up to?'
With wit and verve, she gives Penelope new life and reality – and sets out to provide an
answer to an ancient mystery.
Margaret ATWOOD – The Year of the Flood (2009, 528 pages)
The times and species have been changing at a rapid rate, and the social compact is
wearing as thin as environmental stability. Adam One, the kindly leader of the God's
Gardeners--a religion devoted to the melding of science and religion, as well as the
preservation of all plant and animal life--has long predicted a natural disaster that will alter
Earth as we know it. Now it has occurred, obliterating most human life. Two women have
survived: Ren, a young trapeze dancer locked inside the high-end sex club Scales and Tails,
and Toby, a God's Gardener barricaded inside a luxurious spa where many of the treatments
are edible. Meanwhile, gene-spliced life forms are proliferating: the lion/lamb blends, the
Mo'hair sheep with human hair, and the pigs with human brain tissue. As Adam One and his
intrepid hemp-clad band make their way through this strange new world, Ren and Toby will
have to decide on their next move. They can't stay locked away . . . A follow-up to Oryx and
Crake, this can also be read as a stand-alone novel.
Jane AUSTEN – Emma (1815, 464 pages)
Beautiful, clever, rich – and single – Emma Woodhouse is perfectly content with her life and
sees no need for either love or marriage. Nothing, however, delights her more than
interfering in the romantic lives of others. But when she ignores the warnings of her good
friend Mr Knightley and attempts to arrange a suitable match for her protégée Harriet Smith,
her carefully laid plans soon unravel and have consequences that she never expected. With
its imperfect but charming heroine and its witty and subtle exploration of relationships, Emma
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is often seen as Jane Austen's most flawless work. Jane Austen said of Emma that “I am
going to take a heroine whom no one but myself will much like.” yet by the end of the book
we have fallen under her charm.
Jane AUSTEN – Persuasion (1816, 400 pages)
At twenty-seven, Anne Elliot is no longer young and has few romantic prospects. Eight years
earlier, she had been persuaded by her friend Lady Russell to break off her engagement to
Frederick Wentworth, a handsome naval captain with neither fortune nor rank. What
happens when they encounter each other again is movingly told in Jane Austen's last
completed novel. Set in the fashionable societies of Lyme Regis and Bath, Persuasion is a
brilliant satire of vanity and pretension, but, above all, it is a love story tinged with the
heartache of missed opportunities.
Fredrik BACKMAN – A man called Ove (2014, 304p)
At first sight, Ove is almost certainly the grumpiest man you will ever meet. He
thinks himself surrounded by idiots - neighbours who can't reverse a trailer
properly, joggers, shop assistants who talk in code, and the perpetrators of the
vicious coup d'etat that ousted him as Chairman of the Residents' Association. He
will persist in making his daily inspection rounds of the local streets.
But isn't it rare, these days, to find such old-fashioned clarity of belief and deed?
Such unswerving conviction about what the world should be, and a lifelong dedication to
making it just so? In the end, you will see, there is something about Ove that is quite
irresistible...
Fredrik BACKMAN – Britt-Marie was here (2016, 320p)
For as long as anyone can remember, Britt-Marie has been an acquired taste. It's
not that she's judgmental or fussy or difficult - she just expects things to be done
in a certain way. A cutlery drawer should be arranged in the right order, for
example - forks, knives, then spoons. We're not animals, are we? But behind the
passive-aggressive, socially awkward, absurdly pedantic busybody is a woman
who has more imagination, bigger dreams and a warmer heart than anyone
around her realises. So when Britt-Marie finds herself unemployed, separated from her
husband of 20 years, left to fend for herself in the miserable provincial backwater that is Borg
- of which the kindest thing one can say is that it has a road going through it - and somehow
tasked with running the local football team, she is a little unprepared. But she will learn that
life may have more to offer her than she's ever realised, and love might be found in the most
unexpected of places.
Catherine BAILEY – Black Diamonds (Non-Fiction) (2007, 568 pages)
Wentworth is in Yorkshire and was surrounded by 70 collieries employing tens of thousands
of men. It is the finest and largest Georgian house in Britain and belonged to the Fitzwilliam
family. It is England's forgotten palace which belonged to Britain's richest aristocrats. "Black
Diamonds" tells the story of its demise: family feuds, forbidden love, class war, and a tragic
and violent death played their part. But coal, one of the most emotive issues in twentieth
century British politics, lies at its heart. This is the extraordinary story of how the fabric of
English society shifted beyond recognition in fifty turbulent years in the twentieth century.
Beryl BAINBRIDGE – An Awfully Big Adventure (1996, 208 pages)
It is 1950 and the Liverpool repertory theatre company is rehearsing its Christmas production
of Peter Pan, a story of childhood innocence and loss. Stella has been taken on as assistant
stage manager and quickly becomes obsessed with Meredith, the dissolute director. But it is
only when the celebrated O'Hara arrives to take the lead that a different drama unfolds. In it,
he and Stella are bound together in a past that neither dares to interpret.
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Beryl BAINBRIDGE – Birthday Boys (1991, 192 pages)
This extraordinary account of Captain Scott's tragically ill-fated expedition to the Antarctic,
achieves the apparently impossible: Beryl Bainbridge's powers of expression and ability to
evoke an emotion or perception with almost tangible force are displayed to a hitherto unseen
degree. Deploying her extraordinary imagination to the task of recreating the inner lives and
outer trials of Scott and his team, Bainbridge gives us a study in the nature and action of
charisma and in the place of duty and aspiration in all our lives.
Beryl BAINBRIDGE – Bottle Factory Outing (1974, 208 pages)
Freda and Brenda spend their days working in an Italian-run wine-bottling factory. A work
outing offers promise for Freda and terror from Brenda; passions run high on that chilly day
of freedom, and life after the outing never returns to normal. Beryl Bainbridge will dazzle
readers in this offbeat, haunting yet hilarious novel.
Jo BAKER – Longbourn (2013, 400 pages)
If Elizabeth Bennet had the washing of her own petticoats, Sarah thought, she
would be more careful not to trudge through muddy fields. It is wash-day for the
housemaids at Longbourn House, and Sarah's hands are chapped and bleeding.
Domestic life below stairs, ruled tenderly and forcefully by Mrs Hill the
housekeeper, is about to be disturbed by the arrival of a new footman smelling of
the sea, and bearing secrets. For in Georgian England, there is a world the young
ladies in the drawing room will never know, a world of poverty, love, and brutal war.
Jo BAKER – A country road, a tree (2016, 391 pages)
When war breaks out in Europe in 1939, a young, unknown writer journeys from
his home in neutral Ireland to conflict-ridden Paris and is drawn into the
maelstrom. With him we experience the hardships yet stubborn vibrancy at the
heart of Europe during the Nazis' rise to power; his friendships with James
Joyce and other luminaries; his quietly passionate devotion to the
Frenchwoman who will become his lifelong companion; his secret work for the
French Resistance and narrow escapes from the Gestapo; his flight from
occupied Paris to the countryside; and the rubble of his life after liberation. And through it all
we are witness to workings of a uniquely brilliant mind struggling to create a language that
will express his experience of this shattered world. Here is a remarkable story of survival and
determination, and a portrait of the extremes of human experience alchemized into timeless
art.
Iain BANKS – The Wasp Factory (1984, 244 pages)
Frank, no ordinary sixteen-year-old, lives with his father outside a remote Scottish village.
Their life is, to say the least, unconventional. Frank's mother abandoned them years ago: his
elder brother Eric is confined to a psychiatric hospital; and his father measures out his
eccentricities on an imperial scale. Frank has turned to strange acts of violence to vent his
frustrations. In the bizarre daily rituals there is some solace. But when news comes of Eric's
escape from the hospital Frank has to prepare the ground for his brother's inevitable return –
an event that explodes the mysteries of the past and changes Frank utterly. Iain Banks'
celebrated first novel is a work of extraordinary originality, imagination and horrifying
compulsion: horrifying, because it enters a mind whose realities are not our own, whose
values of life and death are alien to our society; and compulsive, because the humour and
compassion of that mind reach out to us all.
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Iain M BANKS – The Player of Games (2005, 320 pages)
The Culture - a human/machine symbiotic society - has thrown up many great Game
Players, and one of the greatest is Gurgeh. Jernau Morat Gurgeh. The Player of Games.
Master of every board, computer and strategy. Bored with success, Gurgeh travels to the
Empire of Azad, cruel and incredibly wealthy, to try their fabulous game ...a game so
complex, so like life itself, that the winner becomes emperor. Mocked, blackmailed, almost
murdered, Gurgeh accepts the game, and with it the challenge of his life - and very possibly
his death.
John BANVILLE – The Sea (2005, 263 pages)
When art historian, Max Morden returns to the seaside village where he once spent a
childhood holiday, he is both escaping from a recent loss and confronting a distant trauma.
The Grace family had appeared that long-ago summer as if from another world. Mr. and Mrs.
Grace, with their worldly ease and candour, were unlike any adults he had met before. But it
was his contemporaries, the Grace twins, Myles and Chloe, who most fascinated Max. He
grew to know them intricately, even intimately, and what ensued would haunt him for the rest
of his years and shape everything that was to follow.
Ros BARBER – The Marlowe papers (2013, 464 pages)
On May 30th, 1593, a celebrated young playwright was killed in a tavern brawl in London.
That, at least, was the official version. Now Christopher Marlowe reveals the truth: that his
'death' was an elaborate ruse to avoid being convicted of heresy; that he was spirited across
the Channel to live on in lonely exile; that he continued to write plays and poetry, hiding
behind the name of a colourless man from Stratford - one William Shakespeare.
With the grip of a thriller and the emotional force of a sonnet, this remarkable novel in verse
gives voice to a man who was brilliant, passionate and mercurial. A cobbler's son who
counted nobles among his friends, a spy in the Queen's service, a fickle lover and a declared
religious sceptic, he was always courting trouble.
Muriel BARBERY – The Elegance of the Hedgehog (2008, 320 pages)
An enchanting "New York Times" and international bestseller about life, art, literature,
philosophy, culture, class, privilege, and power, seen through the eyes of a 54-year old
French concierge and a precocious but troubled 12-year-old girl; a moving, funny, triumphant
novel that exalts the quiet victories of the inconspicuous among us.
Joan BARFOOT – Getting Over Edgar (1999, 270 pages)
Seven weeks before his death, Edgar walks out on Gwen and their long-standing marriage.
In his search for excitement, he has taken to driving a brand-new cherry red convertible. But
it is not adventure that sweeps Edgar away when his beloved car becomes stuck on a level
crossing: it’s the 8.20 eastbound train… So begins Gwen’s own transformation in this witty
exploration of human relationships.
Pat BARKER – Border Crossing (2001, 288 pages)
When Tom Seymour, a child psychologist, plunges into a river to save a young man from
drowning, he unwittingly reopens a chapter from his past he'd hoped to forget. For Tom
already knows Danny Miller. When Danny was ten Tom helped imprison him for the killing of
an old woman. Now out of prison with a new identity, Danny has some questions.
Reluctantly, Tom is drawn back into Danny's world – a place where the border between good
and evil, innocence and guilt are often blurred.
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Pat BARKER – Regeneration (2008, 256 pages)
The book is set in Craiglockhart War Hospital, Scotland, 1917, and army psychiatrist William
Rivers is treating shell-shocked soldiers. Under his care are the poets Siegfried Sassoon and
Wilfred Owen, as well as mute Billy Prior, who is only able to communicate by means of
pencil and paper. Rivers' job is to make the men in his charge healthy enough to fight yet the
closer he gets to mending his patients' minds the harder becomes every decision to send
them back to the horrors of the front. Pat Barker's Regeneration is the classic exploration of
how the traumas of war brutalised a generation of young men.
Pat BARKER – Toby’s room (2013, 272 pages)
Elinor and her brother, Toby, are part of a very conventional family who keep things hidden
from one another and from whom secrets must be kept, and Elinor and Toby have a very
particular secret that must remain hidden. When Elinor receives notification that Toby, who
has gone off to war as a Medical Officer, is 'Missing, Believed Killed' she finds it very difficult
to accept that he is dead and she struggles to come to terms with the fact that she will never
see him again. But Toby's death was not a straightforward ending on the battlefield, there is
yet more mystery and secrecy surrounding his demise and Elinor needs to find the truth
before she can accept his death and begin the grieving process.
Julian BARNES – Sense of an ending (2012, 160 pages)
Tony Webster and his clique first met Adrian Finn at school. Sex-hungry and book-hungry,
they would navigate the girl-less sixth form together, trading in affectations, in-jokes, rumour
and wit. Maybe Adrian was a little more serious than the others, certainly more intelligent,
but they all swore to stay friends for life. Now Tony is retired; he's had a career and a single
marriage, a calm divorce, he's certainly never tried to hurt anybody. Memory, though, is
imperfect. It can always throw up surprises, as a lawyer's letter is about to prove.
Laura BARNETT – The versions of us (2015, 403p)
What if you had said yes . . . ?
Eva and Jim are nineteen, and students at Cambridge, when their paths first cross
in 1958. Jim is walking along a lane when a woman approaching him on a bicycle
swerves to avoid a dog. What happens next will determine the rest of their lives.
We follow three different versions of their future - together, and apart - as their
love story takes on different incarnations and twists and turns to the conclusion in
the present day. A novel about the choices we make and the different paths that our lives
might follow. What if one small decision could change the rest of your life? A Richard and
Judy Spring 2016 choice
Sebastian BARRY – Days without end (2016, 320 pages)
Thomas McNulty, aged barely seventeen and having fled the Great Famine in
Ireland, signs up for the U.S. Army in the 1850s. With his brother in arms, John
Cole, Thomas goes on to fight in the Indian Wars—against the Sioux and the
Yurok—and, ultimately, the Civil War. Orphans of terrible hardships themselves,
the men find these days to be vivid and alive, despite the horrors they see and are
complicit in. Moving from the plains of Wyoming to Tennessee, Sebastian Barry’s
latest work is an intensely poignant story of two men and the makeshift family they create
with a young Sioux girl, Winona. A fresh and haunting portrait of the most fateful years in
American history. Winner of the 2016 Costa Book of the Year.
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Sebastian BARRY – The Secret Scripture (2006, 320 pages)
Nearing her one-hundredth birthday, Roseanne McNulty faces an uncertain future, as the
Roscommon Regional Mental hospital where she's spent the best part of her adult life
prepares for closure. Over the weeks leading up to this upheaval, she talks often with her
psychiatrist Dr. Grene, and their relationship intensifies and complicates. Told through their
respective journals, the story that emerges is at once shocking and deeply beautiful.
Refracted through the haze of memory and retelling, Roseanne's story becomes an
alternative, secret history of Ireland's changing character and the story of a life blighted by
terrible mistreatment and ignorance, and yet marked still by love and passion and hope.
Stan Barstow – A kind of loving (2010 [1960], 300p)
All about love, lust, and loneliness, the book introduces Vic Brown, a young
working-class Yorkshireman. Vic is attracted to the beautiful but demanding
Ingrid, and as their relationship grows and changes, he comes to terms the hard
way with adult life and what it really means to love. Originally published in 1960,
this popular novel about frustrated youth laid the groundwork for contemporary
writers such as Tony Parsons and Nick Hornby.
Halima BASHIR – Tears of the Desert (Biography) (2009, 384 pages)
Halima Bashir was born into the remote western deserts of Sudan. She grew up in a
wonderfully rich environment and later went on to study medicine. At the age of twenty-four
she returned to her tribe and began practising as their first ever qualified doctor. But then a
dark cloud descended upon her people...Janjaweed Arab militias began savagely assaulting
her people. At first, Halima tried not to get involved. But in January 2004 they attacked
people in her village. Halima treated the traumatised victims and was sickened by what she
saw. She decided to speak out in a Sudanese newspaper and to the UN charities. Then the
secret police came for her. For days Halima was interrogated and subjected to unspeakable
torture. She finally escaped but the nightmare just seemed to follow her...This inspiring story
tells of one woman's determination to survive and her passion to defend her people.
Priya BASIL – Strangers on the 16.02 (Quick Reads) (2011, 112 pages)
It's a hot, crowded train. Helen Summers is on her way to see her sister Jill to tell her an
awful secret. Another passenger, Kerm, is on his way back from his grandfather's funeral.
They are strangers, jammed against each other in a crowded carriage. Noisy school kids fill
the train - and three of them are about to cause a whole heap of trouble. In the chaos, Helen
and Kerm are thrown together in a way they never expected.
Sara BAUME – Spill simmer falter wither (2015, 277p)
A misfit man finds a misfit dog. Ray, aged fifty-seven, ‘too old for starting over, too
young for giving up’, and One Eye, a vicious little bugger, smaller than expected,
a good ratter. Both are accustomed to being alone, unloved, outcast – but they
quickly find in each other a strange companionship of sorts. As spring turns to
summer, their relationship grows and intensifies, until a savage act forces them to
abandon the precarious life they’d established, and take to the road. This is a
wholly different kind of love story: a portrait of loneliness, loss and friendship, and of the
scars that are more than skin-deep. Shortlisted for the Costa First Novel Award, 2105
Richard BEARD - The day that went missing: a family tragedy (NF) (2017, 278 pages)
On a family holiday in Cornwall in 1978, Richard and Nicholas are in the sea,
jumping the waves. Suddenly and inexplicably Nicholas is out of his depth and
then, shockingly, so is Richard. Only one of the brothers returns to the shore.
Richard does not attend Nicholas's funeral and afterwards the family return to
Cornwall to continue the holiday. Soon they stop speaking of that day at the
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beach altogether. Years later, haunted by grief, Richard sets out to piece together the story.
Who was Nicholas? What really happened that day? And why did the family never speak of it
again?
Louise BEECH – How to be brave (2015, 320p)
When nine-year-old Rose is diagnosed with a life-threatening illness, Natalie must
use her imagination to keep her daughter alive. They begin dreaming about and
seeing a man in a brown suit who feels hauntingly familiar, a man who has
something for them. Through the magic of storytelling, Natalie and Rose are
transported to the Atlantic Ocean in 1943, to a lifeboat, where an ancestor
survived for fifty days before being rescued. How To Be Brave weaves together
the contemporary story of a mother battling to save her child’s life with an extraordinary true
account of bravery and a fight for survival in the Second World War. A debut novel that
celebrates the power of words, the redemptive energy of a mother’s love … and what it really
means to be brave.
Aimee BENDER – The Particular Sadness of Lemon Cake (2011, 336 pages)
On the eve of her ninth birthday, Rose Edelstein bites into her mother's homemade lemonchocolate cake and discovers she has a magical gift: she can taste her mother's emotions in
the slice. All at once her cheerful, can-do mother tastes of despair and desperation.
Suddenly, and for the rest of her life, food becomes perilous. Anything can be revealed at
any meal. Rose's gift forces her to confront the truth behind her family's emotions - her
mother's sadness, her father's detachment and her brother's clash with the world. But as
Rose grows up, she learns that there are some secrets even her taste buds cannot discern.
The Particular Sadness of Lemon Cake is about the pain of loving those whom you know too
much about, and the secrets that exist within every family. At once profound, funny, wise and
sad, this is a novel to savour.
David BENIOFF – City of Thieves (2008, 400 pages)
Four months into the siege of Leningrad, the city is starving. Seventeen-year-old Lev fears
for his life when he is arrested for looting the body of a dead German paratrooper, while his
charismatic cellmate, Kolya, a handsome young soldier arrested for desertion, seems
bizarrely unafraid. Dawn brings, instead of an execution squad, an impossible challenge. Lev
and Kolya can find a dozen eggs for an NKVD colonel to use for his daughter's wedding
cake, and live. Or fail, and die. In the depths of the coldest winter in history, through a city
cut off from all supplies and suffering appalling deprivation, man and boy embark on an
absurd hunt. Their search will take them through desolate, lawless Leningrad and the
devastated countryside surrounding it, in the captivating journey of two men trying to survive
against desperate odds.
Alan BENNETT – A Life Like Other People’s (Biography) (2009, 256 pages)
A poignant family memoir offering a portrait of his parents' marriage and recalling his Leeds
childhood, Christmases with Grandma Peel, and the lives, loves and deaths of his
unforgettable aunties Kathleen and Myra. Bennett's powerful account of his mother's descent
into depression and later dementia comes hand in hand with the uncovering of a long-held
tragic secret. This is a heartrending and at times irresistibly funny work of autobiography by
one of the best-loved English writers alive today.
Alan BENNETT – The Uncommon Reader (2009, 128 pages)
Features none other than HM the Queen who drifts accidentally into reading when her corgis
stray into a mobile library parked at Buckingham Palace. Her reading naturally changes her
world view and her relationship with people like the oleaginous prime minister and his
repellent advisers. The consequence is surprising, mildly shocking and funny.
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Peter BENSON – The south in winter (2017, 250 pages)
Matthew Baxter was almost there. Almost a writer, almost a lover, almost a
traveller. He wrote for the Tread Lightly range of travel guides, he loved his
boss and he was about to catch a plane to the south. His job was to give an
out-of-season slant to the Italian guide, and he was ready. Almost. For
everything wasn't exactly as it should have been. In fact, nothing was exactly as
it should have been. Especially Matthew Baxter. This novel is a story of
(almost) unrequited love and a meditation on the possibility of redemption. It's
also a tour of southern Italy, and aims to prove that although some people say "Never go
back," some people don't know what they're talking about.
John BERENDT – Midnight in the Garden of Good and Evil (Non-Fiction) (1994, 388
pages)
Genteel society ladies who compare notes on their husbands' suicides,a hilariously foulmouthed black drag queen,a voodoo priestess who works her roots in the graveyard at
midnight, a morose inventor who owns a bottle of poison powerful enough to kill everyone in
town,a prominent antiques dealer who hangs a Nazi flag from his window to disrupt the
shooting of a movie, and a redneck gigolo whose conquests describe him as a 'walking
streak of sex'. These are some of the real residents of Savannah, Georgia, a city whose
eccentric mores are unerringly observed – and whose dirty linen is gleefully aired in this
utterly irresistible book. It is both a true-crime murder story and a hugely entertaining and
deliciously perverse travelogue.
Anne BERRY – The adoption (2012, 390 pages)
Growing up as the only child of strict, God-fearing parents, Lucilla has always felt her
difference. But it is not till adulthood that she discovers the real reasons behind her adopted
mother's often violent indifference. As for Harriet, she would have readily sent her longed for
baby back if she could, having discovered she falls all too short of her expectations. And
then there is Bethan, a young girl in 1940s Wales, whose only mistake is falling in love with
the wrong man...
Mark BILLINGHAM – Sleepyhead (2002, 416 pages)
It's rare for a young woman to die from a stroke and when three such deaths occur in short
order it starts to look like an epidemic. Then a sharp pathologist notices traces of
benzodiazepine in one of the victim's blood samples and just traceable damage to the
ligaments in her neck, and their cause of death is changed from 'natural' to murder. The
police aren't making much progress in their hunt for the killer until he appears to make a
mistake: Alison Willetts is found alive and D.I. Tom Thorne believes the murderer has made
a mistake, which ought to allow them to get on his tracks. But it was the others who were his
mistakes: he doesn't want to take life, he just wants to put people into a state where they
cannot move, cannot talk, cannot do anything but think. When Thorne, starts to realise what
he is up against he knows the case is not going to be solved by normal methods – before he
can find out who did it he has to understand why.
Katarina BIVALD – Readers of Broken Wheel recommend (2015, 384p)
Broken Wheel, Iowa, has never seen anyone like Sara, who travelled all the way
from Sweden just to meet her pen pal, Amy. When she arrives, however, she
finds that Amy's funeral has just ended. Luckily, the townspeople are happy to
look after their bewildered tourist—even if they don't understand her peculiar need
for books. Marooned in a farm town that's almost beyond repair, Sara starts a
bookstore in honour of her friend's memory. All she wants is to share the books
she loves with the citizens of Broken Wheel and to convince them that reading is one of the
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great joys of life. But she makes some unconventional choices that could force a lot of
secrets into the open and change things for everyone in town. This is a book about
friendship, stories, and love. A Richard and Judy Autumn 2016 choice.
Malorie BLACKMAN – Noughts and crosses (2006, 512 pages)
Sephy is a Cross – a member of the dark-skinned ruling class. Callum is a nought – a
‘colourless’ member of the underclass who were once slaves to the Crosses. The two have
been friends since early childhood. But that’s as far as it can go until the first steps are taken
towards more social equality and a limited number of Noughts are allowed into Cross
schools… Against a background of prejudice and distrust, intensely highlighted by violent
terrorist activity by Noughts, a romance builds between Sephy and Callum – a romance that
is to lead both of them into terrible danger…
Tom BLASS – Naked shore of the North Sea (NF) (2015, 320p)
Saturnine and quick-tempered, the formidable North Sea is often overlooked even by those living within a stone's throw of its steel-grey waters. But as
playground, theatre of war and cultural crossing-point, it has shaped the world in
myriad ways, forged villains and heroes, and determined the fates of nations. It's
not all grim, though: the seaside holiday was born on North Sea beaches, and
artists, poets and writers have been as equally inspired by glinting sun on the
wave-tops as they have the drama of a winter storm. With a wry eye and a warm coat, Tom
Blass travels the edges of the North Sea meeting fishermen, artists, bomb disposal experts,
burgermeisters - and those who have found themselves flung to the sea's perimeters quite
by chance. In doing so he attempts to piece together its manifold histories and to reveal
truths, half-truths and fictions.
Dave BOLING – Guernica; a novel (2008, 372 pages)
In 1935, Miguel Navarro finds himself in conflict with the Spanish Civil Guard, so he flees the
Basque fishing village of Lekeitio to make a new start in Guernica, the centre of Basque
culture and tradition. In the midst of this isolated bastion of democratic values, Miguel finds
more than a new life – he finds someone to live for. Miren Ansotegui is the charismatic and
graceful dancer who he meets there, and the two discover a love they believe nothing can
destroy ...History and fiction merge seamlessly in this beautiful novel about the resilience of
family, love, and tradition in the face of hardship.
S.J. BOLTON – Little black lies (2015, 485p)
In such a small community as the Falkland Islands, a missing child is unheard of.
In such a dangerous landscape it can only be a terrible tragedy, surely...
When another child goes missing, and then a third, it’s no longer possible to
believe that their deaths were accidental, and the villagers must admit that there is
a murderer among them. Even Catrin Quinn, a damaged woman living a reclusive
life after the accidental deaths of her own two sons a few years ago, gets involved
in the searches and the speculation. And suddenly, in this wild and beautiful place that
generations have called home, no one feels safe and the hysteria begins to rise. But three
islanders—Catrin, her childhood best friend, Rachel, and her ex-lover Callum—are hiding
terrible secrets. And they have two things in common: all three of them are grieving, and
none of them trust anyone, not even themselves.
James BOWEN – A street cat named Bob (Non-Fiction) (2012, 288 pages)
When James Bowen found an injured, ginger street cat curled up in the hallway of his
sheltered accommodation, he had no idea just how much his life was about to change.
James was living hand to mouth on the streets of London and the last thing he needed was a
pet. Yet James couldn't resist helping the strikingly intelligent tom cat, whom he quickly
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christened Bob. He slowly nursed Bob back to health and then sent the cat on his way,
imagining he would never see him again. But Bob had other ideas. Soon the two were
inseparable and their diverse, comic and occasionally dangerous adventures would
transform both their lives, slowly healing the scars of each other's troubled pasts.
William BOYD – Ordinary Thunderstorms (2009, 234 pages)
What is the devastating effect on your life when, through no fault of your own, you lose
everything - home, family, friends, job, reputation, passport, money, credit cards, mobile
phone - and you can never get them back? This is what happens to a young man called
Adam Kindred, one May evening in Chelsea, London, when a freakish series of malign
accidents and a split-second decision turns his life upside down for ever. This is a heart-inmouth conspiracy novel about the fragility of social identity, the scandal of big business, and
the secrets that lie hidden in the filthy underbelly of every city.
William BOYD – Restless (2006, 336 pages)
It is 1939. Eva Delectorskaya is a beautiful 28-year-old Russian emigree living in Paris. As
war breaks out she is recruited for the British Secret Service by Lucas Romer, a mysterious
Englishman, and under his tutelage she learns to become the perfect spy, to mask her
emotions and trust no one, including those she loves most. Since the war, Eva has carefully
rebuilt her life as a typically English wife and mother. But once a spy, always a spy. Now she
must complete one final assignment, and this time Eva can't do it alone: she needs her
daughter's help. Restless is full of suspense, emotion and history. Exploring the devastating
consequences of duplicity and betrayal, William Boyd captures the drama of the Second
World War and a remarkable portrait of a female spy.,
William BOYD – Waiting for sunrise (2013, 448 pages)
The story focuses around the character of Lysander Rief, a young English actor who is
drawn by events into the world of wartime spies. Opening in 1913, in Vienna, shortly before
the outbreak of war, the story is driven along by the chance meeting, and subsequent
tempestuous relationship, of Lysander, and a young English sculptress. Arrested for a crime
he did not commit, Lysander finds the consequences taking over his life, taking him deeper
and deeper into a chain of events in which nothing is quite what it seems.
William BOYD – Sweet caress (2015, 451p)
Amory Clay's first memory is of her father doing a handstand - but it is his
absences that she chiefly remembers. Her Uncle Greville, a photographer, gives
her both the affection she needs and a camera, which unleashes a passion that
irrevocably shapes her future. She begins an apprenticeship with him in London,
photographing socialites for magazines. But Amory is hungry for more and her
search for life, love and artistic expression will take her to the demi-monde of
1920s Berlin, New York in the 1930s, the Blackshirt riots in London, and France during the
Second World War, where she becomes one of the first women war photographers. In this
enthralling story of a life fully lived, William Boyd has created a sweeping panorama of the
twentieth century, told through the camera lens of one unforgettable woman. A Richard and
Judy Summer 2016 choice.
John BOYNE - A ladder to the sky (2018, 433 p)
A psychological drama of cat and mouse, 'A Ladder to the Sky' shows how easy
it is to achieve the world if you are prepared to sacrifice your soul. If you look
hard enough, you can find stories pretty much anywhere. They don't even have
to be your own. Or so would-be writer Maurice Swift decides very early on in his
career. A chance encounter in a Berlin hotel with celebrated novelist Erich
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Ackermann gives him an opportunity to ingratiate himself with someone more powerful than
him. For Erich is lonely, and he has a story to tell. Whether or not he should do so is another
matter entirely. Once Maurice has made his name, he sets off in pursuit of other people's
stories. He doesn't care where he finds them - or to whom they belong - as long as they help
him rise to the top.
John BOYNE – The Thief of Time (2000, 424 pages)
Matthew Zela's life is characterised by one amazing fact: his body stopped ageing before the
end of the eighteenth century. Starting in 1758, a young Matthieu flees Paris after witnessing
his mother's brutal murder. His only companions are his younger brother Tomas and one
true love, Dominique Sauvet. The story of his life takes us from the French Revolution to
1920s Hollywood, from the Great Exhibition to the Wall Street Crash, and by the end of the
twentieth century, Matthieu has been an engineer, a rogue, a movie mogul, a soldier, a
financier, a lover to many, a cable TV executive and much more besides. Brilliantly weaving
history and personal experience, this is a dazzling story of love, murder, missed chances,
treachery - and redemption.
Ray BRADBURY – Fahrenheit 451 (1951,192 pages)
The hauntingly prophetic classic novel set in a not-too-distant future where books are burned
by a special task force of firemen. Guy Montag is a fireman. His job is to burn books, which
are forbidden, being the source of all discord and unhappiness. Even so, Montag is unhappy;
there is discord in his marriage. Are books hidden in his house? The Mechanical Hound of
the Fire Department, armed with a lethal hypodermic, escorted by helicopters, is ready to
track down those dissidents who defy society to preserve and read books. Fahrenheit 451
stands alongside Orwell's '1984' and Huxley's 'Brave New World' as a prophetic account of
Western civilization's enslavement by the media, drugs and conformity.
Melvyn BRAGG – Grace and Mary (2014, 256 pages)
In the nursing home a life is ebbing away - ninety-two year old Mary so often confused but in
lucid intervals with vivid memories of the long past. Her son John, a biographer, realizes she
represents living history and with research and photographs he will try to explore that past,
his revelations leading to greater understanding and respect.
We find an entire century covered in the tale of three mothers: Ruth who died giving birth to
Grace, she whose ironic fall from grace meant Mary could never really be brought up as her
daughter and all the while here is a study of changing times and attitudes to which some find
it impossible to adapt, as with honest farmer Wilson, unable to forgive the transgression of
one he held most dear.
Carys BRAY – A song for Issy Bradley (2015, 399p)
Meet the Bradleys. In lots of ways, they’re a normal family:
Zippy is sixteen and in love for the first time; Al is thirteen and dreams of playing
for Liverpool. And in some ways, they’re a bit different:
Seven-year-old Jacob believes in miracles. So does his dad.
But these days their mum doesn’t believe in anything, not even getting out of bed.
How does life go on, now that Issy is gone? Shortlisted for the Costa First Novel
Award and the Desmond Elliott Prize, 2015.
Charlotte BRONTE – Jane Eyre (1847, 448 pages)
Orphaned Jane Eyre grows up in the home of her heartless aunt and later attends a charity
school with a harsh regime, enduring loneliness and cruelty. This troubled childhood
strengthens Jane's natural independence and spirit - which prove necessary when she finds
a position as governess at Thornfield Hall. However, when she finds love with her sardonic
employer, Rochester, the discovery of his terrible secret forces her to make a choice. Should
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she stay with him and live with the consequences, or follow her convictions, even if it means
leaving the man she loves? A novel of intense power and intrigue, Jane Eyre dazzled and
shocked readers with its passionate depiction of a woman's search for equality and freedom.
Rhidian BROOK – The aftermath (2014, 336 pages)
In the bitter winter of 1946, Rachael Morgan arrives in the ruins of Hamburg with her only
remaining son Edmund. Here she is reunited with her husband Lewis, a British colonel
charged with rebuilding the shattered city; but as they set off for their new home, Rachael is
stunned to discover that Lewis has made an extraordinary decision: they will be sharing the
grand house with its previous owners, a German widower and his troubled daughter. In this
charged atmosphere, enmity and grief give way to passion and betrayal.
Geraldine BROOKS – Caleb’s crossing (2011, 320 pages)
Caleb's Experience is inspired by the little known story of the first native American to
graduate from Harvard College in 1665. Caleb, a Wampanoag from the island of Martha's
Vineyard, grew up in the first generation of Indians to experience contact with English
settlers. The story is told through the eyes of Bethia, daughter of the English minister who
educates Caleb in the Latin and Greek he needs in order to enter the college. As Caleb
makes the crossing into white culture, Bethia, 14 years old at the novel's opening, finds
herself pulled in the opposite direction. Trapped by the narrow strictures of her faith and her
gender, she seeks connections with Caleb's world that will challenge her beliefs and set her
at odds with her community.
Geraldine BROOKS – Year of wonders: a novel of the plague (2001, 336 pages)
When an infected bolt of cloth carries plague from London to an isolated village, a
housemaid named Anna Frith emerges as an unlikely heroine and healer.
Through Anna's eyes we follow the story of the fateful year of 1666, as she and
her fellow villagers confront the spread of disease and superstition. As death
reaches into every household and villagers turn from prayers to murderous witchhunting, Anna must find the strength to confront the disintegration of her
community and the lure of illicit love. As she struggles to survive and grow, a year of
catastrophe becomes instead annus mirabilis, a "year of wonders." Inspired by the true story
of Eyam, known as “the plague village”.
Dea BROVIG – The Last Boat Home (2014, 272 pages)
On the wind-swept southern coast of Norway, sixteen-year-old Else is out on the icy sea,
dragging her oars through the waves while, above her, storm clouds are gathering.
Surrounded by mountains, snow and white-capped water, she looks across the fjord and
dreams of another life, of escape and faraway lands. Back on shore, her father sits alone in
his boathouse with a jar of homebrew. In the Best Room, her mother covers her bruises and
seeks solace in prayer. Each tries to hide the truth from this isolated, God-fearing community
they call home. Until one night changes everything. More than thirty years later, the return of
an old friend forces Else to relive the events that marked the end of her childhood.
Lucie BROWNLEE – Life after you: a mother's true story of life after loss (Non-Fiction)
(2015, 319p)
Sudden death is rude. It just wanders in and takes your husband without any
warning; it doesn't even have the decency to knock. At the impossibly young age
of 37, as they were making love one night, Lucie Brownlee's beloved husband
Mark dropped dead. As Lucie tried to make sense of her new life - the one she
never thought she would be living - she turned to writing to express her grief. A
Richard and Judy Book Club choice in 2015.
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Bill BRYSON – Notes From a Small Island (Non-Fiction) (1996, 259 pages)
After nearly two decades in Britain, Bill Bryson took the decision to move back to the States
for a few years, to let his kids experience life in another country, to give his wife the chance
to shop until 10 p.m. seven nights a week, and, most of all, because he had read that 3.7
million Americans believed that they had been abducted by aliens at one time or another,
and it was thus clear to him that his people needed him. But before leaving his much-loved
home in North Yorkshire, Bryson insisted on taking one last trip around Britain, a sort of
valedictory tour of the green and kindly island that had so long been his home. His aim was
to take stock of the nation's public face and private parts (as it were), and to analyse what
precisely it was he loved so much about a country that had produced Marmite, a military
hero whose dying wish was to be kissed by a fellow named Hardy, place names like Farleigh
Wallop, Titsey and Shellow Bowells, people who said 'Mustn't grumble', and Gardeners'
Question Time.
Bill BRYSON – Neither here nor there (NF) (1998, 320p)
Bryson brings his unique brand of humour to bear on Europe as he shoulders his
backpack, keeps a tight hold on his wallet, and journeys from Hammerfest, the
northernmost town on the continent, to Istanbul on the cusp of Asia, retracing his
travels as a student twenty years before. Whether braving the homicidal motorists
of Paris, being robbed by gypsies in Florence, attempting not to order tripe and
eyeballs in a German restaurant or window-shopping in the sex shops of the
Reeperbahn, Bryson takes in the sights, dissects the culture and illuminates each place and
person with his hilariously caustic observations. He even goes to Liechtenstein. A re-issue of
a popular classic.
NoViolet BULAWAYO – We Need New Names (2013, 294 pages)
Darling is only ten years old, and yet she must navigate a fragile and violent world. In her
unnamed African country, Darling and her friends steal guavas, try to get the baby out of
young Chipo's belly, and grasp at memories of Before. Before their homes were destroyed
by paramilitary policemen, before the school closed, before the fathers left for dangerous
jobs abroad. But Darling has a chance to escape: she has an aunt in America. She travels to
this new land in search of America's famous abundance only to find that her options as an
immigrant are perilously few. Like the thousands of people all over the world trying to forge
new lives far from home, Darling finds this new paradise brings its own set of challenges - for
her and also for those she's left behind.
Jessie BURTON –The Miniaturist (2015, 400 pages)
On an autumn day in 1686, young Nella Oortman knocks at the door of a grand house in
Amsterdam. She has come from the country to begin a new life as the wife of illustrious
merchant trader Johannes Brandt, but instead she is met by his sharp-tongued sister, Marin.
Only later does Johannes appear and present her with an extraordinary wedding gift: a
cabinet-sized replica of their home. It is to be furnished by an elusive miniaturist, whose tiny
creations mirror their real-life counterparts in unexpected ways . . . As Nella uncovers the
secrets of the household she realizes the escalating dangers that await them all. Does the
miniaturist hold their fate in her hands? And will she be the key to their salvation or the
architect of their downfall? Burton’s first novel is a story of love and obsession, betrayal and
retribution, appearance and truth.
A. S. BYATT – The Children’s Book (2009, 624 pages)
Famous author Olive Wellwood writes a special private book, bound in different colours, for
each of her children. In their rambling house near Romney Marsh they play in a story-book
world – but their lives, and those of their rich cousins and their friends, the son and daughter
of a curator at the new Victoria and Albert Museum, are already surrounded by mystery.
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Each family carries its own secrets. They grow up in the golden summers of Edwardian
times, but as the sons rebel against their parents and the girls dream of independent futures,
they are unaware that in the darkness ahead they will be betrayed unintentionally by the
adults who love them.
Shaun BYTHELL - The diary of a bookseller (NF) (2017, 310 pages)
Shaun Bythell owns The Bookshop, Wigtown - Scotland's largest second-hand
bookshop. It contains 100,000 books, spread over a mile of shelving, with
twisting corridors and roaring fires, and all set in a beautiful, rural town by the
edge of the sea. A book-lover's paradise? Well, almost ... In these wry and
hilarious diaries, Shaun provides an inside look at the trials and tribulations of
life in the book trade, from struggles with eccentric customers to wrangles with
his own staff, who include the ski-suit-wearing, bin-foraging Nicky. He takes us
with him on buying trips to old estates and auction houses, recommends books (both lost
classics and new discoveries), introduces us to the thrill of the unexpected find, and evokes
the rhythms and charms of small-town life, always with a sharp and sympathetic eye.
Alastair CAMPBELL – All in the Mind (2008, 368 pages)
Martin Sturrock desperately needs a psychiatrist. The problem? He is one. Emily is a
traumatised burns victim, Arta a Kosovan refugee recovering from a rape. David Temple is a
long term depressive, while the Rt Hon Ralph Hall MP lives in terror of his drink problem
being exposed. Very different Londoners, but they share one thing: every week they spend
an hour revealing the secrets of their psyche to Professor Martin Sturrock. Little do they
know that Sturrock's own mind is not the reassuring place they believe it to be and for years
he has hidden in his work, ignoring his demons. But now his life is falling apart and the only
person he can turn to is a patient. Alastair Campbell's astonishing first novel delves deep into
the human mind to create a gripping portrait of the strange dependency between patient and
doctor. Both a comedy and tragedy of ordinary lives, it is rich in compassion for those whose
days are spent on the edge of the abyss.
Joanna CANNON – The Trouble with goats and sheep (2016, 464p)
The title refers to a Bible quote and two 10-year old girls are greatly mystified as
to its meaning and where to find God. They spend the hot summer of 1976
looking for answers. Set in a small town housing estate, the girls’ avenue is a
close-knit community of busy bodies. They all know everyone else’s business,
they all have secrets they are trying to hide. Told in multi first-person narratives
and nipping in and out of several houses, many of these secrets are drip-fed to
us. At its heart is the disappearance of Mrs Creasy from No 8 and the neighbours ostracising
Walter Bishop from No 11 whose house mysteriously burnt in 1967. Then there was the
“taking of a baby” in the same year. All these mysteries and more bounce round the houses
in a charming tale of ordinary folk sweltering in the heat.
Anthony CAPELLA – The Various Flavours of Coffee (2008, 480 pages)
It is 1895. Robert Wallis, would-be poet, bohemian and impoverished dandy, accepts a
commission from coffee merchant Samuel Pinker to categorise the different tastes of coffee and encounters Pinker's free-thinking daughters, Philomenia, Ada and Emily. As romance
blossoms with Emily, Robert realises that the Muse and marriage may not be incompatible
after all. Sent to Abyssinia to make his fortune in the coffee trade, he becomes obsessed
with a negro slave girl. He decides to use the money he has saved to buy her from her
owner - a decision that will change not only his own life, but the lives of the three Pinker
sisters ...
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Truman CAPOTE – Breakfast at Tiffany’s ([1958] 2000, 157p)
The classic story of Holly Golightly - generally up all night drinking cocktails and
breaking hearts. She hasn't got a past. She doesn't want to belong to anything or
anyone, not even to her one-eyed rag-bag pirate of a cat. One day Holly might
find somewhere she belongs

J.L. CARR – A month in the country (1980 [2000], 112 pages)
A damaged survivor of the First World War, Tom Birkin finds refuge in the quiet village
church of Oxgodby where he is to spend the summer uncovering a huge medieval wallpainting. Immersed in the peace and beauty of the countryside and the unchanging rhythms
of village life he experiences a sense of renewal and belief in the future. Now an old man,
Birkin looks back on the idyllic summer of 1920, remembering a vanished place of blissful
calm, untouched by change, a precious moment he has carried with him through the
disappointments of the years.
Mary CAVANAGH – The Crowded Bed (2007, 308 pages)
Joe Fortune, a Jewish GP, has been married to Anna, his Aryan beauty, for twenty years, in
a relationship that is sustained with great passion and happiness. But in the shadows of their
lives, dark secrets are hidden. Joe has long nurtured a desire to murder Gordon, Anna's
father; a motive born of past events and involving revenge, mutual hatred, and Gordon's
deep prejudice for Joe's Judaism. 'If you wrong us, shall we not seek revenge?' Anna too is
hiding deep, painful secrets. In a highly charged expose, the reader is led back and forth
over the changing face of the last half century to discover love, lies, passion, religion, cruelty
and violence. While the powerful Joe is revealed as angry and resentful, Anna's quiet dignity
discloses her own extraordinary and shocking revelations.
Mary CAVANAGH – A Man Like Any Other: The Priest, his Lady and the drowned child
(2008, 248 pages)
Father Ewan McEwan is the chaplain of Waldringhythe, a Cistercian Abbey on the Suffolk
coast. Despite his binding vows as a Roman Catholic priest he has, for most of his adult life,
secretly enjoyed a passionate and devoted affair with Marina Proudfoot. When Marina dies,
his profound grief forces Father McEwan to tell his life story, from the mystery of his early
childhood, his moral dilemmas as a young adult, his world fame as the subject of a
controversial, iconic photograph, and his present as a sinning priest. Marina's own
posthumous story is told, with great warmth, and humour, through her own scandalous
revelations.
Jung CHANG – Wild Swans: Three Daughters of China (Non-Fiction) (1992, 720 pages)
Wild Swans is the story of three generations of women in Jung Chang’s family - her
grandmother Yu-fang, who grew up in pre-communist China, a time when women had their
feet bound as children and could be given to warlords as concubines; Chang’s mother, Dehong, who became a senior official in the Communist party following their victory over the
Kuomintang; and Jung Chang herself, detailing her own experiences during Mao’s Cultural
Revolution of the 1960s and 70s.
Tracy CHEVALIER – Girl with a Pearl Earring (1999, 248 pages)
The mysterious portrait of the anonymous Girl with a Pearl Earring has fascinated art
historians for centuries, and it is this magnetic painting that lies at the heart of Tracy
Chevalier's novel of the same title which centres on Vermeer's prosperous household in Delft
in the 1660s. The appointment of the quiet, perceptive heroine of the novel, the servant
Griet, gradually throws the household into turmoil as Vermeer and Griet become increasingly
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intimate, an increasingly tense situation that culminates in her working for Vermeer as his
assistant, and ultimately sitting for him as a model. The complex domestic tensions of the
Vermeer household are vividly evoked, from the jealous, vain, young wife to the wise,
taciturn mother in law. A wonderful novel, mysterious, steeped in atmosphere, deeply
revealing about the process of painting!
Tracy CHEVALIER – The last runaway (2013, 400 pages)
Honor Bright is a sheltered Quaker who has rarely ventured out of 1850s Dorset when she
impulsively emigrates to America. Opposed to the slavery that defines and divides the
country, she finds her principles tested to the limit when a runaway slave appears at the farm
of her new family. In this tough, unsentimental place where whisky bottles sit alongside
quilts, Honor befriends two spirited women who will teach her how to turn ideas into actions.

Tracy CHEVALIER - New boy (2017, 288 pages)
Arriving at his fifth school in as many years, a diplomat's son, Osei Kokote,
knows he needs an ally if he is to survive his first day so he's lucky to hit it off
with Dee, the most popular girl in school. But one student can't stand to witness
this budding relationship: Ian decides to destroy the friendship between the
black boy and the golden girl. By the end of the day, the school and its key
players - teachers and pupils alike - will never be the same again. This
contemporary version of Othello is the latest in the Hogarth series of
Shakespeare re-tellings.
Tracy CHEVALIER – Remarkable Creatures (2009, 352 pages)
In the early nineteenth century, a windswept beach along the English coast brims with fossils
for those with the eye! From the moment she's struck by lightning as a baby, it is clear Mary
Anning is marked for greatness. When she uncovers unknown dinosaur fossils in the cliffs
near her home, she sets the scientific world alight, challenging ideas about the world's
creation and stimulating debate over our origins. In an arena dominated by men, however,
Mary is soon reduced to a serving role, facing prejudice from the academic community,
vicious gossip from neighbours, and the heartbreak of forbidden love. Even nature is a
threat, throwing bitter cold, storms, and landslips at her. Luckily Mary finds an unlikely
champion in prickly, intelligent Elizabeth Philpot, a middle-class spinster who is also fossilobsessed. Their relationship strikes a delicate balance between fierce loyalty and barely
suppressed envy. Despite their differences in age and background, Mary and Elizabeth
discover that, in struggling for recognition, friendship is their strongest weapon. Above all, it
is a revealing portrait of the intricate and resilient nature of female friendship.
Tracy CHEVALIER (editor) – Reader, I married him: stories inspired by Jane Eyre
(Short stories) (2016, 307 pages)
This collection of original stories by today’s finest women writers takes inspiration
from a line in Charlotte Brontë’s most beloved novel, Jane Eyre. Unique,
inventive, and poignant, the stories pay homage to the literary genius of Charlotte
Brontë, and demonstrate once again that her extraordinary vision continues to
inspire readers and writers. The collection features stories by Tracy Chevalier,
Tessa Hadley, Helen Dunmore, Kirsty Gunn, Joanna Briscoe, Jane Gardam,
Emma Donoghue, Susan Hill, Francine Prose, Elif Shafak, Evie Wyld, Patricia Park, Salley
Vickers, Nadifa Mohamed, Esther Freud, Linda Grant, Sarah Hall, Lionel Shriver, Audrey
Niffenegger, Namwali Serpell, and Elizabeth McCracken.
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Jane CHRISTMAS - Incontinent on the continent: my mother, her walker, and our
grand tour of Italy (NF) (2016, 320 pages)
To honour a promise to her dying father, Jane takes her ageing incontinent
mother to Italy. What could possibly go wrong? Jane Christmas had always had
a difficult relationship with her mother, but thought that a mother and daughter
trip to Italy could be the start of a whole new friendship. In this hilarious but
poignant memoir, she discovers that it will not be that easy. Describing her
mother as a cross between 'Queen Victoria and Hyacinth Bucket', Jane
struggles to build bridges to a woman she has always found a puzzle, while also trying to
cope with her mother's failing health and physical needs.
Horatio CLARE – Down to the sea in ships: of ageless oceans and modern men (NonFiction) (2014, 352p)
Our lives depend on shipping but it is a world which is largely hidden from us. In
every lonely corner of every sea, through every night, every day, and every
imaginable weather, tiny crews of seafarers work the giant ships which keep
landed life afloat. These ordinary men live extraordinary lives, subject to dangers
and difficulties we can only imagine, from hurricanes and pirates to years of
confinement in hazardous, if not hellish, environments. Horatio Clare joins two
container ships on their epic voyages across the globe and experiences unforgettable
journeys. As the ships cross seas of history and incident, seafarers unfold the stories of their
lives, and a beautiful and terrifying portrait of the oceans and their human subjects emerges.
Shortlisted for the Dolman Travel Book of the Year in 2015.
Alice CLARK-PLATTS – Bitter fruits (2015, 439 pages)
The murder of a first-year student at Durham University shocks the city. But
the very last thing anyone expects is an instant confession.... As Detective
Inspector Erica Martin investigates Joyce College, a cradle for the country's
future elite, she finds a close-knit community of secrets, jealousy and
obsession. The picture of the victim, Emily Brabents, that begins to emerge is
that of a girl wanted by everyone, but not truly known by anyone. Anyone, that
is, except Daniel Shepherd. Her fellow student, ever-faithful friend and the only
one who cares. The only one who would do anything for her....
Chris CLEAVE – Everyone brave is forgiven (2016, 438 pages)
It’s 1939 and Mary, a young socialite, is determined to shock her blueblood
political family by volunteering for the war effort. She is assigned as a teacher to
children who were evacuated from London and have been rejected by the
countryside because they are infirm, mentally disabled, or—like Mary’s favourite
student, Zachary—have coloured skin. Tom, an education administrator, is
distraught when his best friend, Alastair, enlists. Alastair, an art restorer, has
always seemed far removed from the violent life to which he has now
condemned himself. But Tom finds distraction in Mary, first as her employer and then as
their relationship quickly develops in the emotionally charged times. When Mary meets
Alastair, the three are drawn into a tragic love triangle and—while war escalates and bombs
begin falling around them—further into a new world unlike any they’ve ever known.
Marika COBBOLD – Drowning Rose (2011, 352 pages)
It is winter in London. Eliza Cummings, a ceramics restorer at the V&A Museum, is leaving
work when she receives an unexpected phone call. Standing in the haze of the Christmas
lights she hears a voice which draws her back twenty-five years - to the tragic death of her
best friend.
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But why does Rose's father want her to visit him? Why now? And why is he killing her with
kindness when they both know that he blames her for what happened to his daughter?
Grief and guilt cast terrible shadows, but as this story unfolds and the scene shifts from
London to the fairy tale landscape of the Swedish countryside we learn that generosity,
humour and friendship can smooth over and restore even the most broken lives, and that
some secrets just can't be kept hidden.
Jonathan COE – The Rain Before it Falls (2007, 256 pages)
'What I want you to have, Imogen, above all, is a sense of your own history; a sense of
where you come from, and of the forces that made you'. Rosamund lies dying in her remote
Shropshire home. But before she does so, she has one last task: to put on tape not just her
own story but the story of the young blind girl, her cousin's granddaughter, who turned up
mysteriously at her party all those years ago. This is a story of generations, of the
relationships within a family – and of what goes to make a child.
Paulo COELHO – The Alchemist (1998, 224 pages)
This magical fable is a beautiful parable about learning to listen to your heart, read the
omens strewn along life's path and, above all, follow your dreams. Santiago, a young
shepherd living in the hills of Andalucia, feels that there is more to life than his humble home
and his flock. One day he finds the courage to follow his dreams into distant land. The
people he meets along the way, the things he sees and the wisdom he learns are lifechanging. With Paulo Coelho's visionary blend of spirituality, magical realism and folklore,
The Alchemist is a story with the power to inspire nations and change people's lives.

Paolo COELHO - The spy (2016, 190 pages)
When Mata Hari arrived in Paris she was penniless. Within months she was the
most celebrated woman in the city. As a dancer, she shocked and delighted
audiences; as a courtesan, she bewitched the era’s richest and most powerful
men. But as paranoia consumed a country at war, Mata Hari’s lifestyle brought
her under suspicion. In 1917, she was arrested in her hotel room on the
Champs Elysees, and accused of espionage.
Told in Mata Hari’s voice through her final letter, The Spy is the unforgettable
story of a woman who dared to defy convention and who paid the ultimate price.
Wilkie COLLINS – The Moonstone (1868, 384 pages)
The Moonstone, a priceless yellow diamond, is looted from an Indian temple and maliciously
bequeathed to Rachel Verinder. On her eighteenth birthday, her friend and suitor Franklin
Blake brings the gift to her. That very night, it is stolen again. No one is above suspicion, as
the idiosyncratic Sergeant Cuff and the Franklin piece together a puzzling series of events as
mystifying as an opium dream and as deceptive as the nearby Shivering Sand.

Joseph CONRAD - Heart of darkness (1902 [2012], 96 pages)
Dark allegory describes the narrator's journey up the Congo River and his
meeting with, and fascination by, Mr. Kurtz, a mysterious personage who
dominates the unruly inhabitants of the region. Masterly blend of adventure,
character development, psychological penetration. Considered by many
Conrad's finest, most enigmatic story.
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Marion COUTTS – The iceberg (Non-Fiction) (2014, 294p)
In 2008 the art critic Tom Lubbock was diagnosed with a brain tumour. The
tumour was located in the area controlling speech and language, and would
eventually rob him of the ability to speak. He died early in 2011. Marion Coutts
was his wife. In short bursts of prose, Coutts describes the eighteen months
leading up to her partner's death. This book is an account of a family unit, man,
woman, young child, under assault, and how the three of them fought to keep it
intact. The Iceberg charts the deterioration of Tom's speech even as it records the
developing language of his child. Fury, selfishness, grief, indignity and impotence are all
examined and brought to light. Yet out of this comes a rare story about belonging, an
'adventure of being and dying'. Winner of the Wellcome Book Prize in 2015.
Jim CRACE – The Gift of Stones (1988, 169 pages)
Set in the Bronze Age, this is the story of a dreamer, an apparently useless contributor to the
tribe, in a village of stone-workers. It tells how the narrator’s father becomes the village
storyteller, providing a compulsive read with an unusual setting.
Jim CRACE – Harvest (2014, 288 pages)
As late summer steals in and the final pearls of barley are gleaned, a village comes under
threat. A trio of outsiders – two men and a dangerously magnetic woman – arrives on the
woodland borders triggering a series of events that will see Walter Thirsk’s village unmade in
just seven days: the harvest blackened by smoke and fear, cruel punishment meted out to
the innocent, and allegations of witchcraft, but something even darker is at the heart of
Walter’s story, and he will be the only man left to tell it . . .
Rachel CUSK – Outline (2014, 249 pages)
A woman arrives in Athens in the height of summer to teach a writing course.
Once there, she becomes the audience to a chain of narratives as the people she
meets tell her one after another the stories of their lives.
Beginning with the neighbouring passenger on the flight out and his tales of fast
boats and failed marriages, the storytellers talk of their loves and ambitions and
pains, their anxieties, their perceptions and daily lives. In the stifling heat and
noise of the city the sequence of voices begins to weave a complex human
tapestry: the experience of loss, the nature of family life, the difficulty of intimacy and the
mystery of creativity itself.
Roald DAHL – Someone Like You (Short Stories) (1973, 272 pages)
There's the gambler who collects little fingers from losers...there's the lady who murders her
husband with a frozen leg of lamb...not to mention the man who has made a machine that
can hear grass scream... Roald Dahl's particular brand of bizarre, alarming and disturbing
story-telling has already attracted a huge following which can only be more disturbed,
alarmed and - thankfully - amused by Someone Like You.
Paula DALY – Trophy child (2017, 400 pages)
Karen Bloom is not the coddling mother type. She believes in raising her children
for success. Some in the neighborhood call her assertive, others say she’s driven,
but in gossiping circles she’s known as the tiger mother. Karen believes that tough
discipline is the true art of parenting and that achievement leads to ultimate
happiness. She expects her husband and her children to perform at 200
percent—no matter the cost. But in an unending quest for excellence, her
seemingly flawless family start to rebel against her. Her husband Noel is a handsome doctor
with a proclivity for alcohol and women. Their prodigy daughter, Bronte, is excelling at
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school, music lessons, dance classes, and yet she longs to run away. Verity, Noel’s teenage
daughter from his first marriage, is starting to display aggressive behaviour. And Karen’s son
from a previous relationship falls deeper into drug use. When tragedy strikes the Blooms,
Karen’s carefully constructed facade begins to fall apart—and once the deadly cracks
appear, they are impossible to stop. Set in a Lake District community where families strive
for perfection, this is a story of motherhood and fallibility.
Stevie DAVIES – Awakening (2015, 350 pages)
Awakening is set in the fictional town of Chauntsey, within sight of Salisbury's cathedral
spire. The novel opens in 1860, when Beatrice and Anna Pentecost, daughters of a Baptist
pastor, are 28 and 26. The girls are mistresses of their own household, but this is a
precarious state. Anna is fragile, suffering some type of decline. Beatrice, while nursing her
sister back to health, would like to swallow up every crumb of Anna's privacy. Beatrice is
invasive, controlling, loving on her own terms, generous even as she dictates the expected
returns. This is an account of sisterly love, jealousy and betrayal, in a time when religion
dominated lives and women’s failure to conform could be interpreted as madness.
Brooke DAVIS – Lost & Found (2015, 308p)
Millie Bird is seven-years-old. On a shopping trip with her mum, Millie is left alone
beneath the Ginormous Women’s underwear rack in a department store. Her
mum never returns. Agatha Pantha is eighty-two and hasn’t left home since her
husband died. Instead, she fills the silence by yelling at passers-by, watching loud
static on TV, and maintaining a strict daily schedule. Until the day Agatha spies a
little girl across the street. Karl the Touch Typist is eighty-seven and in a nursing
home. He remembers how he once typed love letters with his fingers on to his wife’s skin.
Now widowed, he knows that somehow he must find a way for life to begin again. In a
moment of clarity, he escapes. Together, Millie, Agatha and Karl set out to find Millie’s mum.
And along the way, they will discover that the young can be wise, that old age is not the
same as death, and that breaking the rules once in a while might just be the key to a happy
life.
Elizabeth DAY - The party (2017, 294 pages)
Martin Gilmour is an outsider. When he wins a scholarship to Burtonbury
School, he doesn't wear the right clothes or speak with the right kind of accent.
But then he meets the dazzling, popular and wealthy Ben Fitzmaurice, and
gains admission to an exclusive world. Soon Martin is enjoying tennis parties
and Easter egg hunts at the Fitzmaurice family's estate, as Ben becomes the
brother he never had.
But Martin has a secret. He knows something about Ben, something he will
never tell. It is a secret that will bind the two of them together for the best part of 25 years. At
Ben's 40th birthday party, the great and the good of British society are gathering to celebrate
in a haze of champagne, drugs and glamour. Amid the hundreds of guests - the politicians,
the celebrities, the old-money and newly rich - Martin once again feels that disturbing pang
of not-quite-belonging. His wife, Lucy, has her reservations too. There is disquiet in the air.
But Ben wouldn't do anything to damage their friendship.... A Richard and Judy Summer
Club choice for 2018
Edmund DE WAAL – The Hare with Amber Eyes (Non-Fiction) (2010, 354 pages)
264 wood and ivory carvings, none of them larger than a matchbox: potter Edmund de Waal
was entranced when he first encountered the collection in the Tokyo apartment of his great
uncle. Later, when Edmund inherited the 'netsuke', they unlocked a story far larger than he
could ever have imagined...The Ephrussis came from Odessa, and at one time were the
largest grain exporters in the world; in the 1870s, Charles Ephrussi was part of a wealthy
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new generation settling in Paris. Charles's passion was collecting netsuke. The Anschluss
and Second World War swept the Ephrussis to the brink of oblivion. Almost all that remained
of their vast empire was the netsuke collection, dramatically saved by a loyal maid when
their huge Viennese palace was occupied. In this stunningly original memoir, Edmund de
Waal traces the network of a remarkable family against the backdrop of a tumultuous century
and tells the story of a unique collection.
Kit DE WAAL – My name is Leon (2016, 262 pages)
Leon is nine, and has a perfect baby brother called Jake. They have gone to
live with Maureen, who has fuzzy red hair like a halo, and a belly like Father
Christmas. But the adults are speaking in low voices, and wearing pretend
faces. They are threatening to give Jake to strangers. Since Jake is white and
Leon is not. Evoking a Britain of the early eighties, My Name is Leon is a heartbreaking story of love, identity and learning to overcome unbearable loss. Of
the fierce bond between siblings. And how - just when we least expect it - we
manage to find our way home.
Michael DEAN – I, Hogarth (2012, 272 pages)
Hogarth's epoch-defining paintings and engravings, such as Gin Lane and The Rake's
Progress, are renowned. He was London's painter par excellence, and supplies the most
enduring vision of the eighteenth century's ebullience, enjoyments and social iniquities. From
a childhood spent in a debtor's prison to his death in the arms of his wife, I, Hogarth follows
the life of painter William Hogarth as he makes a name for himself and as he fights for artists
with his Copyright Act. Through his lifelong marriage to Jane Thornhill, his inability to have
children, his time as one of England's best portrait painters, his old age and unfortunate dip
into politics, and ultimately his death, I, Hogarth is the artist's life through the artist's eyes.
Michael Dean blends Hogarth's life and his work into one rich narrative in such a way that
Hogarth lives what he paints.
Sahar DELIJANI – Children of the jacaranda tree (2013, 280p)
Neda is born in Tehran’s Evin Prison, where her mother is allowed to nurse her
for a few months before the arms of a guard appear at the cell door one day and,
simply, take her away. In another part of the city, three-year-old Omid witnesses
the arrests of his political activist parents from his perch at their kitchen table,
yogurt dripping from his fingertips. More than twenty years after the violent,
bloody purge that took place inside Tehran’s prisons, Sheida learns that her
father was one of those executed, that the silent void firmly planted between her and her
mother all these years was not just the sad loss that comes with death, but the anguish and
the horror of murder. A portrait of three generations of men and women inspired by love and
poetry, burning with idealism, chasing dreams of justice and freedom.
Don DELILLO – Falling Man (2007, 246 pages)
Falling Man is a magnificent, essential novel about September 11, the event that defines
turn-of-the-century America. It begins in the smoke and ash of the burning towers and tracks
the aftermath of this global tremor in the intimate lives of a few people. First there is Keith,
walking out of the rubble into a life that he'd always imagined belonged to everyone but him.
Then Lianne, his estranged wife, memory-haunted, trying to reconcile two versions of the
same shadowy man. And their small son Justin, standing at the window, scanning the sky for
more planes. These are lives shaped by loss, grief and the enormous force of history. Brave
and brilliant, Falling Man traces the way the events of September 11 have reconfigured our
emotional landscape, our memory and our perception of the world. It is cathartic, beautiful,
and heartbreaking.
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Kiran DESAI – Hullabaloo in the Guava Orchard (1999, 224 pages)
Sampath Chawla was born in a time of drought that ended with a vengeance the night of his
birth. All signs being auspicious, the villagers triumphantly assured Sampath's proud parents
that their son was destined for greatness. But after years of failure at school, failure at work,
spending his days dreaming in the tea stalls and singing to himself in the public gardens, it
doesn't seem as if post-office clerk Sampath is going to amount to much. Then he climbs a
guava tree and becomes unexpectedly famous as a guru…
Kiran DESAI – The Inheritance of Loss (2006, 368 pages)
At the foot of Mount Kanchenjunga in the Himalayas, lives an embittered old judge who
wants nothing more than to retire in peace. But with the arrival of his orphaned
granddaughter, Sai, and his cook's son trying to stay a step ahead of US immigration
services, this is far from easy. When a Nepalese insurgency threatens Sai's blossoming
romance with her handsome tutor they are forced to consider their colliding interests. The
judge must revisit his past, his own journey and his role in this grasping world of conflicting
desires every moment holding out the possibility for hope or betrayal. Winner of the Man
Booker Prize in 2006.
Anita DIAMANT – The Red Tent (1997, 347 pages)
A fictional account of Dinah, a character whose life has only a passing mention in the Old
Testament. Don’t be misled by the Biblical setting as this story has a wide appeal. Love,
passion, tragedy, betrayal and forgiveness are the timeless themes explored in this well
researched and fascinating picture of everyday life as an early Jewish woman.
Charles DICKENS – A Christmas carol ([1843] 2012, 112p)
Scrooge, the most miserly of all misers, is shown the true meaning of Christmas
by four ghostly visitors - his partner Marley, and the ghosts of Christmas Past,
Christmas Present and Christmas Yet To Come. By Christmas day, he has learnt
his lesson and is willing to enter into the spirit of things.

Charles DICKENS – A Tale of Two Cities (1859, 368 pages)
Set against the backdrop of the French Revolution, this work is Charles Dickens' masterful
portrait of Paris and London – the shadow of the guillotine's blade hangs over two reputable
men, one French, one English, as they compete for the love of Lucie Manette.
Anthony DOERR – All the light we cannot see (2014, 544p)
This is a novel about a blind French girl and a German boy whose paths collide in
occupied France as both try to survive the devastation of World War II. MarieLaure has been blind since the age of six. Her father builds a perfect miniature of
their Paris neighbourhood so she can memorize it by touch and navigate her way
home. But when the Nazis invade, father and daughter flee with a dangerous
secret. Werner is a German orphan, destined to labour in the same mine that
claimed his father's life, until he discovers a knack for engineering. His talent wins him a
place at a brutal military academy, but his way out of obscurity is built on suffering. At the
same time, far away in a walled city by the sea, an old man discovers new worlds without
ever setting foot outside his home. But all around him, impending danger closes in. Winner
of the Pulitzer prize for fiction.
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Emma DONOGHUE – Room (2010, 400 pages)
It's Jack's birthday, and he's excited about turning five. Jack lives with his Ma in Room, which
has a locked door and a skylight, and measures 11 feet by 11 feet. He loves watching TV,
and the cartoon characters he calls friends, but he knows that nothing he sees on screen is
truly real, only him, Ma and the things in Room. Until the day Ma admits that there's a world
outside ...Told in Jack's voice, Room is the story of a mother and son whose love lets them
survive the impossible. Unsentimental and sometimes funny, devastating yet uplifting, Room
is a novel like no other.
Emma DONOGHUE – Frog music (2014, 467 pages)
San Francisco, 1876: a stifling heat wave and smallpox epidemic have engulfed
the city. Deep in the streets of Chinatown live three former stars of the Parisian
circus: Blanche, now an exotic dancer at the House of Mirrors, her lover Arthur
and his companion Ernest. When an eccentric outsider joins their little circle,
secrets unravel, changing everything and leaving one of them dead.
Emma DONOGHUE – The wonder (2016, 256 pages)
Set in the Irish Midlands in the 1850s, Emma Donoghue's The Wonder is inspired
by numerous European and North American cases of 'fasting girls' between the
sixteenth century and the twentieth. An English nurse brought to a small Irish
village to observe what appears to be a miracle - a girl said to have survived
without food for months - soon finds herself fighting to save the child's life.
Tourists flock to the cabin of 11-year-old Anna O'Donnell, who believes herself to
be living off manna from heaven, and a journalist is sent to cover the sensation. Lib Wright, a
veteran of Florence Nightingale's Crimean campaign, is hired to keep watch over the girl. A
tale of two strangers who transform each other's lives, a powerful psychological thriller, and a
story of love pitted against evil.
John DONOGHUE – Death’s head chess club (2015, 387p)
In 1962, Emil Clément comes face to face with Paul Meissner at a chess
tournament in Holland. They haven t seen one another in almost two decades.
Clément, once known only as The Watchmaker, is a Jewish former inmate of
Auschwitz. Whilst there, he was forced to play chess against Nazi guards. If he
won, he could save a fellow prisoner’s life; if he lost, he would lose his own.
Anne DONOVAN – Being Emily (2008, 320 pages)
Things are never dull in the O'Connell family. Fiona, squeezed between her quiet brother
and her mischievous twin sisters, thinks life in their tenement flat is far less interesting than
Emily Bronte's. But tragedy is not confined to Victorian novels. And life for Fiona in this
happy domestic setup is about to change forever. Following the devastating events of a
single day, her family can never be the same. But perhaps, new relationships will develop –
built on a solid foundation of love. Moving, funny and ultimately heart-warming, Being Emily
is a wonderful novel about one young girl trying to find her place in the world amid the turmoil
that only your own family can create.
Louise DOUGHTY – Apple Tree Yard (2014, 448 pages)
There can't be a woman alive who hasn't once realised, in a moment of panic that she's in
the wrong place at the wrong time with the wrong man; a stunning psychological thriller
about a respected female scientist, and the single reckless decision that leads to her
standing trial for murder.
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Clare DOWLING – Would I lie to you? (2012, 374 pages)
Hannah has known Ellen and Barbara since they shared student digs. So when Ollie, the
father of her daughter Cleo, unexpectedly walks out, who better to turn to than her best
friends? The reunion takes place in Ellen and husband Mark's converted farmhouse in
France, where Hannah slowly becomes reacquainted with nature - the white-back pigs, the
rooster with the mental health issues - and, more importantly, what she really wants out of
her life. Then something shocking happens, which threatens not only her recovery, but the
very bonds of her friendship with Ellen and Barbara. Her loyalty is put to the test - if she does
the right thing, will it blow Ellen's marriage out of the water? And why does she find herself
turning to Ollie, of all people, for advice...?
Arthur Conan DOYLE – Hound of the Baskervilles ([1902] 2012, 188p)
A case for Holmes and Watson. The legend of the devil-beast that haunts the
moors around the Baskerville family's home warns the descendants of that ancient
clan never to venture out in those dark hours when the power of evil is exalted.
Now, the most recent Baskerville, Sir Charles, is dead and the footprints of a giant
hound have been found near his body. Will the new heir meet the same fate?

Miranda DOYLE - A book of untruths: a memoir (NF) (2017, 272 pages)
This is a family story told through a series of lies. Each short chapter features
one of these lies and each lie builds to form a picture of a life-Miranda Doyle's
life as she struggles to understand her complicated family and her own place
within it. This is a book about love, family and marriage. It is about the fallibility
of human beings and the terrible things we do to one another. It is about the
ways we get at-or avoid-the truth. And it is about storytelling itself: how we build
a sense of ourselves and our place in the world.
Roddy DOYLE – Smile (2018, 213 pages)
Just moved in to a new apartment, alone for the first time in years, Victor Forde
goes every evening to Donnelly's pub for a pint, a slow one. One evening his
drink is interrupted. A man in shorts and pink shirt brings over his pint and sits
down. He seems to know Victor's name and to remember him from school. Says
his name is Fitzpatrick. Victor dislikes him on sight, dislikes too the memories
that Fitzpatrick stirs up of five years being taught by the Christian Brothers. He
prompts other memories too - of Rachel, his beautiful wife who became a
celebrity, and of Victor's own small claim to fame, as the man who says the unsayable on the
radio. But it's the memories of school, and of one particular Brother, that he cannot control
and which eventually threaten to destroy his sanity.
Margaret DRABBLE – The Millstone ([1965] 2016, 176p)
At a time when illegitimacy is taboo, Rosamund is pregnant after her only sexual
encounter. Despite her independence and academic brilliance, she is naive and
unworldly and her choices are terrifying. But in the perfection and helplessness of
her baby she finds a love she has never known before.
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Margaret DRABBLE – The dark flood rises (2016, 326 pages)
Fran may be old but she's not going without a fight. So she dyes her hair, enjoys
every glass of red wine, drives around the country for her job with a housing
charity and lives in an insalubrious tower block that her loved ones disapprove
of. And as each of them - her pampered ex Claude, old friend Jo, flamboyant
son Christopher and earnest daughter Poppet - seeks happiness in their own
way, what will the last reckoning be? Will they be waving or drowning when the
end comes?
Daphne DU MAURIER – Jamaica Inn (2003 [1936], 320 pages
On a bitter November evening, young Mary Yellan journeys across the rain swept moors to
Jamaica Inn in honour of her mother's dying request. When she arrives, the warning of the
coachman begins to echo in her memory, for her aunt Patience cowers before hulking Uncle
Joss Merlyn. Terrified of the inn's brooding power, Mary gradually finds herself ensnared in
the dark schemes being enacted behind its crumbling walls -- and tempted to love a man she
dares not trust.
Carol Ann DUFFY – Answering Back (Poetry) (2007, 140 pages)
Carol Ann Duffy has invited fifty of her peers to choose and respond to a poem from the
past. With up-and-coming poets alongside more established names, and original poems
alongside the new works they have inspired – Paul Muldoon, Vicki Feaver and U. A.
Fanthorpe, for example, engage with classic works by poets such as Philip Larkin, Emily
Dickinson and Christina Rossetti – the result is a collection of voices that speak to one
another across the centuries. Teasing, subverting, arguing, echoing and ultimately
illuminating, Answering Back is a vibrant, fascinating and timeless anthology, compiled by
one of the nation's favourite poets.
Carol Ann DUFFY – The World’s Wife (Poetry) (2007, 96 pages)
Draws on some weighty emotional experiences: loneliness, jealousy, self-loathing, desire,
the fierceness of a mother's love. This book reveals the foibles of the great, the ghastly and
the ordinary bloke and the sufferings of those closest to them.
Sarah DUNANT– Blood and beauty (2013, 529p)
By the end of the fifteenth century, the beauty and creativity of Italy is matched
only by its brutality and corruption. When Cardinal Rodrigo Borgia buys his way
into the papacy, he is defined not just by his wealth, charisma and power, but by
his blood: a Spanish Pope in a city run by Italians. If he is to succeed, he must
use his Machiavellian son and innocent daughter.
Stripping away the myths around the Borgias, Blood & Beauty breathes life into
the astonishing family of Alexander VI and celebrates the raw power of history itself:
compelling, complex, and relentless.
Patricia DUNCKER – James Miranda Barry (1999, 384 pages)
At the turn of the nineteenth century, ten-year-old James Miranda Barry enrolled as a
medical student in Edinburgh, the start of a glorious career as a military surgeon. Across the
Empire, Barry achieved fame not only as a brilliant physician, but also a legendary duellist
and a celebrated social figure. But James Miranda Barry was also a woman. Her greatest
achievement of all had been to 'pass' for a man for more than fifty years. Patricia Duncker's
novel tells Barry's story for the first time, in a richly inventive and entertaining tale of dark
family secrets, adultery, questioned paternity and colonial history.
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Helen DUNMORE – The Betrayal (2010, 328 pages)
It is Leningrad, 1952. Andrei, a young hospital doctor, and Anna, a nursery school teacher,
are forging a life together in the post-war, post-siege wreckage. But their happiness is
precarious, like that of millions of Russians who must avoid the claws of Stalin's merciless
Ministry of State Security. So when Andrei is asked to treat the seriously ill child of a senior
secret police officer, he and Anna are fearful. Trapped in an impossible, maybe unwinnable
game, can they avoid the whispers and watchful eyes of those who will say or do anything to
save themselves? The Betrayal is a powerful and touching novel of ordinary people in the
grip of a terrible and sinister regime, and a moving portrait of a love that will not be
extinguished.
Helen DUNMORE - Birdcage walk (2017, 406 pages)
It is 1792 and Europe is seized by political turmoil and violence. Lizzie Fawkes
has grown up in radical circles where each step of the French Revolution is
followed with eager idealism. But she has recently married John Diner
Tredevant, a property developer who is heavily invested in Bristol's housing
boom, and he has everything to lose from social upheaval and the prospect of
war. Soon his plans for a magnificent terrace built above the 200-foot drop of
the gorge come under threat. Diner believes that Lizzie's independent,
questioning spirit must be coerced and subdued. She belongs to him: law and custom
confirm it, and she must live as he wants. In a tense drama of public and private violence,
resistance and terror, Diner's passion for Lizzie darkens until she finds herself dangerously
alone. The last novel from Helen Dunmore, who died in 2017.
Helen DUNMORE – Counting the Stars (2008, 288 pages)
In the sticky summer heat unruly desires stir the blood ...For Catullus, the brilliantly witty and
outrageous young poet, and Clodia, his older, married lover, a borrowed villa in Rome is a
secret, illicit meeting-place. When they are apart, Catullus burns with desire for 'his girl',
while Clodia goes her own way among his rivals. Other passions simmer in the heat: the
streets threaten to erupt in political violence, hearts sour and contemplate murder, and love
and hate are dangerously entwined. Catullus' jealousy grows as toxic as hellebore or
hemlock. Poisoning is a Roman art, and there is poison everywhere ...
Helen DUNMORE – The Lie (2014, 304 pages)
Set during and just after the First World War, The Lie is a novel of love, memory and
devastating loss. A young man stands on a headland, looking out to sea. He is back from the
war, homeless and without family. Behind him lie the mud, barbed-wire entanglements and
terror of the trenches. Behind him is also the most intense relationship of his life. Daniel has
survived, but the horror and passion of the past seem more real than the quiet fields around
him. He is about to step into the unknown. But will he ever be able to escape the terrible,
unforeseen consequences of a lie?
Helen DUNMORE – The Siege (2001, 304 pages)
The Siege really brings to life the suffering of the people of Leningrad in 1941. You are
drawn into the Levin family’s struggle to survive the terrible winter as they face starvation
and bombs. Yet against the background of physical and emotional wounds is the story of two
love affairs in two generations. A moving celebration of love life and survival. Short listed for
the 2002 Orange Prize for Fiction.
Helen DUNMORE – The Greatcoat
In the winter of 1952, Isabel Carey moves to the East Riding of Yorkshire with her husband
Philip, a GP. With Philip spending long hours on call, Isabel finds herself isolated and lonely
as she strives to adjust to the realities of married life. Woken by intense cold one night, she
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discovers an old RAF greatcoat hidden in the back of a cupboard. Sleeping under it for
warmth, she starts to dream. And not long afterwards, while her husband is out, she is
startled by a knock at her window. Outside is a young RAF pilot, waiting to come in. His
name is Alec, and his powerful presence both disturbs and excites her. Her initial alarm soon
fades, and they begin an intense affair. But nothing has prepared her for the truth about
Alec's life, nor the impact it will have on hers. (2012, 208 pages)
Helen DUNMORE – Exposure (2016, 368p)
London, November, 1960: the Cold War is at its height. Spy fever fills the
newspapers, and the political establishment knows how and where to bury its
secrets. When a highly sensitive file goes missing, Simon Callington is accused of
passing information to the Soviets, and arrested. His wife, Lily, suspects that his
imprisonment is part of a cover-up, and that more powerful men than Simon will
do anything to prevent their own downfall. She knows that she too is in danger,
and must fight to protect her children. But what she does not realise is that Simon has
hidden vital truths about his past, and may be found guilty of another crime that carries with it
an even greater penalty.
Jenny ÉCLAIR – Moving (2015, 388p)
Artist and illustrator Edwina Spinner used to have a busy family life. Now she lives
alone, in a house that has grown too big for her. She has decided to sell it. As
Edwina takes the estate agent from room to room, she finds herself transported
back to her life as a young mother. Back to her twins, Rowena and Charlie, and a
stepson she cannot bring herself to mention by name. As the house reveals its
secrets, Edwina is forced to confront her family's past, and a devastating betrayal
that changed everything. But Edwina doesn't know the whole story. And to
discover the truth, she will have to face the one person she vowed never to see again. A
Richard and Judy choice for Spring 2016.
Robert EDRIC – Sanctuary (2014, 296p)
Haworth, West Yorkshire, 1848.
Branwell Brontë - unexhibited artist, unacknowledged writer, sacked railwayman,
disgraced tutor and spurned lover, finds himself unhappily back in Haworth
Parsonage, to face the crushing disappointment of his father and his three sisters,
whose own pseudonymous successes - allegedly kept secret from him – are only
just becoming apparent. With his health failing rapidly, his literary aspirations
abandoned and his once loyal circle of friends shrinking fast, Branwell lives in a world of
secrets, conspiracies and seemingly endless betrayals. To restore himself to a creative and
fulfilling existence in the face of an increasingly claustrophobic environment, he returns to
the drugs, alcohol and the morbid self-delusion which have already played such a large part
in his unhappy life. Robert Edric has reimagined the final months of one of the great
bystanders of literary history, and, in so doing, has shone a penetrating light on one of the
most celebrated and perennially fascinating families in our creative history.
Esi EDUGYAN - Washington Black: a novel (2018, 419 p)
When two English brothers take the helm of a Barbados sugar plantation,
nervousness and fear run high. Washington Black - an eleven-year-old field
slave who has known no other life - is aghast to find himself selected as
personal servant to one of these men. His new master is the eccentric
Christopher Wilde - naturalist, explorer, scientist, inventor and abolitionist whose single-minded pursuit of the perfect aerial machine mystifies all around
him. Through Wilde, Washington is initiated into a world of wonder: a world
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where even a boy born in chains may embrace a life of dignity and meaning. But when a
man is killed and a bounty is placed on Wash's head, they must abandon everything and flee
together. Over the course of their travels, what brings Wash and Christopher together will
tear them apart, propelling Wash ever farther across the globe in search of his true self.
Spanning the Caribbean to the frozen Far North, London to Morocco, Washington Black is a
story of self-invention and betrayal, of love and redemption, and of a world destroyed and
made whole again. Shortlisted for the Man Booker prize 2018
George ELIOT – Middlemarch (1874, 582 pages)
Middlemarch is the quintessential Victorian novel, a concept of life and society free from the
dogma of the past yet able to confront the scepticism that was taking over the age. In a
panoramic sweep of English life, Eliot explores nearly every subject of concern to modern
life: art, religion, science, politics, self, society, human relationships. Among her characters
are some of the most remarkable portraits in English literature: Dorothea Brooke, the
heroine, idealistic but naive; Rosamond Vincy, beautiful and egoistic: Edward Casaubon, the
dry-as-dust scholar: Tertius Lydgate, the brilliant but morally-flawed physician: the
passionate artist Will Ladislaw: and Fred Vincey and Mary Garth, childhood sweethearts
whose charming courtship is one of the many humorous elements in the novel's rich comic
vein.
George ELIOT – Silas Marner (1861, 240 pages)
Gentle linen weaver Silas Marner is wrongly accused of a heinous theft, and he exiles
himself from the world – until he finds redemption and spiritual rebirth through his unselfish
love for an abandoned child who mysteriously appears one day at his isolated cottage.
Sombre, yet hopeful, Eliot's realistic depiction of an irretrievable past, tempered with the
magical elements of myth and fairy tale, remains timeless in its understanding of human
nature and is beloved by every generation.
Ben ELTON – Inconceivable (1999, 272 pages)
Sometimes it's possible to want something too much. That's when you risk losing what you
have. Sam and Lucy seem like the perfect couple. Successful, happy and in love. But life
isn't that simple. Lucy thinks thinks Sam is a sad, cold sensitivity-exclusion zone who would
rather read a newspaper than have an emotion. Sam thinks Lucy is blaming him because
she can't walk past Mothercare without getting all teary. The problem is that they might be
infertile. Lucy wants a baby and Sam wants to write a hit movie – given that the average IVF
cycle has about a one in five chance of going into full production, Lucy's chances of getting
what she wants are considerably better than Sam's.
What Sam and Lucy are about to go through is absolutely inconceivable. The question is,
can their love survive?
Anne ENRIGHT – The Gathering (2007, 260 pages)
The nine surviving children of the Hegarty clan gather in Dublin for the wake of their
wayward brother Liam. It wasn't the drink that killed him – although that certainly helped – it
was what happened to him as a boy in his grandmother's house, in the winter of 1968. The
Gathering is a novel about love and disappointment, about thwarted lust and limitless desire.
Anne ENRIGHT – The Green Road (2015, 309p)
The Green Road is a tale of family and fracture, compassion and selfishness - a
book about the gaps in the human heart and how we strive to fill them. Spanning
thirty years, it tells the story of Rosaleen, matriarch of the Madigans, a family on
the cusp of either coming together or falling irreparably apart. As they grow up,
Rosaleen's four children leave the west of Ireland for lives they could have never
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imagined in Dublin, New York, and Mali, West Africa. In her early old age their difficult,
wonderful mother announces that she's decided to sell the house and divide the proceeds.
Her adult children come back for a last Christmas, with the feeling that their childhoods are
being erased, their personal history bought and sold. Shortlisted for the Bailey’s, Costa and
Man Booker Prizes.
Jonathan EVISON – This is your life, Harriet Chance! (2015, 304p)
Harriet Chance has spent the last seventy-eight years following the rules…
Career girl (brief), Wife (fifty-five years), Mother of two
Now widowed, Harriet discovers that her late husband had been planning an
Alaskan cruise. Ignoring the advice of her children and wanting to make the
most of the opportunity, she decides to set sail. There, amid the buffets and
lounge singers, between the imagined appearances of Bernard and the very
real arrival of her daughter, Harriet is forced to take a long look back, confronting the truth
about pivotal events that changed the course of her life. What she will discover is that she
has lived the best part of her life under entirely false assumptions. Confronted with the notion
that her past could have been different, will she take a second chance at life?
Gavin EXTENCE – Mirror world of Melody Black (2015, 293p)
It all starts, as these things sometimes do, with a dead man. He was a neighbour,
not someone Abby knew well, but still, finding a body when you only came over to
borrow a tin of tomatoes, that comes as a bit of a shock. At least, it should. And
now she can't shake the feeling that if she hadn't gone into Simon's flat, if she'd
had her normal Wednesday night instead, then none of what happened next
would have happened. And she would never have met Melody Black ...
Josephine FALLA – Dear God (2012, 128 pages)
What would happen if you decided to email God... and God emailed back? It was during one
of his periodic bouts of smouldering resentment at the way his life had turned out that
William Penfold first thought of emailing God. It seemed more modern than praying,
somehow, more up-to-date. Anyway he didn’t want to pray he wanted to protest. He'd been
on this earth about 70 years and he did not like the way he was living. He didn't want to be
perpetually angry, he wanted serene comfort. He would tell The Lord about it and see if He
could put it right... William Penfold is a wreck of a man, drinking too much and depressed at
the way his life has turned out. He is one of life's eccentrics who is aware that his life was
once very different but who refuses to try to remember the past. He decides to email God to
protest about all this only to get an enigmatic reply! As they exchange emails, William‘s life
changes for the better, in a most surprising way, and he finds himself becoming someone
with social standing and friends in the community.
Sebastian FAULKS – Birdsong (1993, 503 pages)
Readers who are entranced by sweeping historical sagas will devour Birdsong, Sebastian
Faulks' drama set during the First World War. There's even a little high-toned erotica thrown
into the mix to convince the doubtful. The book's hero, a 20-year-old Englishman named
Stephen Wraysford, finds his true love on a trip to Amiens in 1910. Unfortunately, she's
already married, the wife of a wealthy textile baron. Wraysford convinces her to leave a life
of passionless comfort to be at his side, but things do not turn out according to plan.
Wraysford is haunted by this doomed affair and carries it with him into the trenches of the
war. Birdsong derives most of its power from its descriptions of mud and blood, and
Wraysford's attempt to retain a scrap of humanity while surrounded by it. Birdsong is a
rewarding read, an unflinching war story and a touching romance.
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Sebastian FAULKS – Engleby (2007, 352 pages)
A convincing portrayal of a loner, Mike Engleby, this is a gripping read that draws you in right
up to the end. We hear about the school and college experiences that form this troubled
character, and the period details of the time give a thorough and well written backdrop to
events. The story is told through Engleby's eyes, and it is up to the reader to believe what
they will. Faulks evokes some degree of sympathy in the reader for Engleby and the lonely
world he inhabits, yet we are fearful and chilled by some of his actions and reactions to
people and events. It is compelling, though at times painful, to be inside Engleby's head. The
way in which Faulks creates empathy for a character who on the surface level is barely
likeable is masterful. Seemingly simple and straightforward, Engleby the book, like its
eponymous character, is rich with layers of imagery and epiphanies.
Sebastian FAULKS – A Week in December (2010, 400 pages)
It is London, the week before Christmas, 2007. Over seven days we follow the lives of seven
major characters: a hedge fund manager trying to bring off the biggest trade of his career; a
professional footballer recently arrived from Poland; a young lawyer with little work and too
much time to speculate; a student who has been led astray by Islamist theory; a hack bookreviewer; a schoolboy hooked on skunk and reality TV; and, a Tube train driver whose Circle
Line train joins these and countless other lives together in a daily loop. With daring skill, the
novel pieces together the complex patterns and crossings of modern urban life. As the novel
moves to its gripping climax, they are forced, one by one, to confront the true nature of the
world they inhabit.
Sebastian FAULKS – Where my heart used to beat (2015, 400p)
On a small island off the south coast of France, Robert Hendricks – an English
doctor who has seen the best and the worst the twentieth century had to offer – is
forced to confront the events that made up his life. His host is Alexander Pereira,
a man who seems to know more about his guest than Hendricks himself does.
The search for the past takes us through the war in Italy in 1944, a passionate
love that seems to hold out hope, the great days of idealistic work in the 1960s
and finally – unforgettably – back into the trenches of the Western Front. This novel casts a
long, baleful light over the century we have left behind but may never fully understand.
Ellen FELDMAN – The unwitting (2014, 286p)
On a bright November day in 1963, President Kennedy is shot. That same day,
Nell Benjamin receives a phone call with news about her husband. As the nation
mourns its public loss, Nell has her private grief to reckon with, as well as a
revelation about Charlie that turns her understanding of her marriage on its head,
along with the world she thought she knew. With the Cold War looming ominously
over the lives of American citizens in a battle of the Free World against the
Communist powers, the blurry lines between what is true, what is good, and what is right
tangle with issues of loyalty and love. As the truths Nell discovers about her beloved
husband upend the narrative of her life, she must question her own allegiance: to her career
as a journalist, to her country, but most of all to the people she loves.
Julian FELLOWES – Past Imperfect (2009, 528 pages)
Damian Baxter is very, very rich - and he's dying. He lives alone in a big house in Surrey,
looked after by a chauffeur, butler, cook and housemaid. He has but one concern: who
should inherit his fortune. Past Imperfect is the story of a quest. Damian Barker wishes to
know if he has a living heir. By the time he married in his late thirties he was sterile (the
result of adult mumps), but what about before that unfortunate illness? He was not a virgin.
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Had he sired a child? A letter from a girlfriend from these times suggests he did. But the
letter is anonymous. Damian contacts someone he knew from their days at university. He
gives him a list of girls he slept with and sets him a task: find his heir...
Ben FERGUSSON – Spring of Kasper Meier (2014, 388p)
The war is over, but Berlin is a desolate sea of rubble. There is a shortage of
everything: food, clothing, tobacco. The local population is scrabbling to get by.
Kasper Meier is one of these Germans, and his solution is to trade on the black
market to feed himself and his elderly father. He can find anything that people
need, for the right price - even other people. When a young woman, Eva, arrives
at Kasper's door seeking the whereabouts of a British pilot, he feels a reluctant
sympathy for her but won't interfere in military affairs. But Eva is prepared for this. Kasper
has secrets, she knows them, and she'll use them to get what she wants.
Patrick Lee FERMOR – A Time of Gifts (Travel) (1977, 304 pages)
In 1933, at the age of 18, Patrick Leigh Fermor set out on an extraordinary journey by foot –
from the Hook of Holland to Constantinople. A Time of Gifts is the first volume in a trilogy
recounting the trip, and takes the reader with him as far as Hungary. His powers of
recollection have astonishing sweep and verve, and the scope is majestic. First published to
enormous acclaim, it confirmed Fermor's reputation as the greatest living travel writer, and
has, together with its sequel Between the Woods and the Water (the third volume is
famously yet to be published), been a perennial seller for 25 years.
Elena FERRANTE – My brilliant friend (2012, 336p)
My Brilliant Friend is a story about two friends, Elena and Lila. Ferrante’s
inimitable style lends itself perfectly to a meticulous portrait of these two women
that is also the story of a nation and a touching meditation on the nature of
friendship. The story begins in the 1950s, in a poor but vibrant neighbourhood on
the outskirts of Naples. Growing up on these tough streets the two girls learn to
rely on each other ahead of anyone or anything else. As they grow, as their paths
repeatedly diverge and converge, Elena and Lila remain best friends whose respective
destinies are reflected and refracted in the other. They are likewise the embodiments of a
nation undergoing momentous change. Through the lives of these two women, Ferrante tells
the story of a neighbourhood, a city, and a country as it is transformed in ways that, in turn,
also transform the relationship between her protagonists, the unforgettable Elena and Lila.
Ranulph FIENNES – Cold (Non-Fiction) (2013, 488p)
Few humans have evolved who can survive and thrive in the bitter cold. Below
a certain temperature, death is inevitable. This book is about this aspect of our
environment and about Sir Ranulph Fiennes' own life experiencing the extreme
cold, from his adventuring apprenticeship 40 years ago on the Greenland Ice
Cap to masterminding over the past five years the crossing of the Antarctic
during winter; the 'coldest journey on Earth', where temperatures will regularly
plummet to minus 92 degrees C.
William FIENNES – The Music Room (Non-Fiction) (2009, 224 pages)
William Fiennes' childhood was one of imagination and curiosity, bounded only by the
horizon he saw from the roof-tiles of his ancient family home. His older brother Richard,
known for his towering presence, his inventiveness, his great passion for Leeds United, and
his suffering due to severe epilepsy, was an adored and charismatic figure in his life. Years
later, eager to understand his brother's mind as fully as the ancient trees and secret haunts
of his own journey towards adulthood, William Fiennes has written a profoundly moving
account of his home, his family's care, and above all, of Richard.
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Nathan FILER – The shock of the fall (2014, 320 pages)
‘I’ll tell you what happened because it will be a good way to introduce my brother. His name’s
Simon. I think you’re going to like him. I really do. But in a couple of pages he’ll be dead. And
he was never the same after that.’ The Shock of the Fall is an extraordinary portrait of one
man’s descent into mental illness.
F. Scott FITZGERALD – The beautiful and damned (2013 [1922], 464 pages)
Fitzgerald’s rich and detailed novel of the decadent Jazz Era follows the beautiful and vibrant
Anthony Patch and his wife Gloria as they navigate the heady lifestyle of the young and
wealthy in 1920s New York. Patch is the presumptive heir to his grandfather’s fortune, and
keeps his equally spoiled wife in comfort while biding time until his grandfather’s death.
Patch is unable to hold down any kind of job and spends his days in luxury, indulging in
whatever pleasures are available. But as the money begins to fail, so does their marriage.
Patch’s gradual descent into alcoholism, depression and alienation from his marriage
ultimately lead to his ruin.
F. Scott FITZGERALD – The Great Gatsby (1925, 176 pages)
Jay Gatsby is the man who has everything. Everybody who is anybody is seen at his
glittering parties. Day and night his Long Island mansion buzzes with bright young things
drinking, dancing and debating his mysterious character. For Gatsby always seems alone in
the crowd, watching and waiting, though no one knows what for. Beneath the shimmering
surface of his life he is hiding a secret: a silent longing that can never be fulfilled. And soon
this destructive obsession will force his world to unravel.
F. Scott FITZGERALD – Tender is the Night (1934, 320 pages)
Between the First World War and the Wall Street Crash the French Riviera was the stylish
place for wealthy Americans to visit. Among the most fashionable are the Divers, Dick and
Nicole who hold court at their villa. Into their circle comes Rosemary Hoyt, a film star, who is
instantly attracted to them, but understands little of the dark secrets and hidden corruption
that hold them together. As Dick draws closer to Rosemary, he fractures the delicate
structure of his marriage and sets both Nicole and himself on to a dangerous path where
only the strongest can survive.
Richard FLANAGAN – Narrow road to the deep north (2014, 448p)
Moving deftly from a Japanese POW camp to present-day Australia, from the
experiences of Dorrigo Evans and his fellow prisoners to that of the Japanese
guards, this savagely beautiful novel tells a story of the many forms of love and
death, of war and truth, as one man comes of age, prospers, only to discover all
that he has lost. Winner of the Man Booker prize.
Patrick FLANERY – Absolution (2013, 396 pages)
In her garden, ensconced in the lush vegetation of the Western Cape, Clare Wald, worldrenowned author, mother, critic, takes up her pen and confronts her life. Sam Leroux has
returned to South Africa to embark upon a project that will establish his reputation - he is to
write Clare's biography. But how honest is she prepared to be? Was she complicit in crimes
lurking in South Africa's past; is she an accomplice or a victim? Are her crimes against her
family real or imagined? In the stories she weaves and the truth just below the surface of her
shimmering prose, lie Sam's own ghosts.
Gustave FLAUBERT – Madame Bovary (1857, 384 pages)
Emma Bovary is beautiful and bored, trapped in her marriage to a mediocre doctor and
stifled by the banality of provincial life. An ardent reader of sentimental novels, she longs for
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passion and seeks escape in fantasies of high romance, in voracious spending and,
eventually, in adultery. But even her affairs bring her disappointment and the consequences
are devastating.
Gillian FLYNN – Gone girl (2013, 496 pages)
Just how well can you ever know the person you love? This is the question that Nick Dunne
must ask himself on the morning of his fifth wedding anniversary when his wife Amy
suddenly disappears. The police immediately suspect Nick. Amy's friends reveal that she
was afraid of him, that she kept secrets from him. He swears it isn't true. A police
examination of his computer shows strange searches. He says they aren't his. And then
there are the persistent calls on his mobile phone. So what really did happen to Nick's
beautiful wife? And what was in that half-wrapped box left so casually on their marital bed?
In this novel, marriage truly is the art of war...
Ford Maddox FORD – Parade’s end ([1924] 2012, 864p)
The Great War changes everything. In this epic tale, spanning over a decade, war
turns the world of privileged, English aristocrat Christopher Tietjens upside down.
It forces him to question everything he holds dear – social order, morality,
marriage and loyalty. And it rocks the very foundations of English society. This is
a powerful story about love, betrayal and disillusionment in a time of horror and
confusion.
Jamie FORD – Songs of Willow Frost (2013, 413 pages)
William Eng has lived at Seattle's Sacred Heart Orphanage for five long years, ever since his
mother's listless body was carried from their Chinatown apartment. When, during a trip to the
movie theatre, William glimpses an actress on the silver screen, he is immediately struck by
her features. Because Willow Frost is many things - a singer, a dancer, a movie star - but
most of all, William is convinced, she is his mother. Determined to find her, William attempts
to confront the mysteries of his past. But the story of Willow Frost is far more complicated
than any Hollywood fantasy ...
E.M. FORSTER – A Passage to India (2005 [1924], 416 pages)
When Adela Quested and her elderly companion Mrs Moore arrive in the Indian town of
Chandrapore, they quickly feel trapped by its insular and prejudiced 'Anglo-Indian'
community. Determined to escape the parochial English enclave and explore the 'real India',
they seek the guidance of the charming and mercurial Dr Aziz, a cultivated Indian Muslim.
But a mysterious incident occurs while they are exploring the Marabar caves with Aziz, and
the well-respected doctor soon finds himself at the centre of a scandal that rouses violent
passions among both the British and their Indian subjects.
E. M. FORSTER – Room with a View (1908, 168 pages)
A brilliant social comedy about the English middle classes abroad and at home, "A Room
with a View" is one of E.M. Forster's most popular novels. The medieval beauty of Florence
is the setting for the emotional awakening of Lucy Honeychurch, a young woman travelling
abroad for the first time with her cousin Charlotte. On her return to England, in her
relationships with her cousin, the unconventional Emersons and her supercilious fiance
Cecil, Lucy is torn between lingering Victorian proprieties and the spontaneous promptings of
her heart.
Margaret FORSTER – Good Wives (2002, 352 pages)
In 1848, Mary Moffatt became the devoted wife of the missionary and explorer, David
Livingstone in Africa and it eventually killed her. A hundred and twelve years later, in 1960,
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Margaret Forster married her high school sweetheart, Hunter Davies in a London Register
Office and forty years later, they are still married. Between those two marriages and their
experience is a huge gulf during which time women's lives changed immeasurably but
curiously, some aspects and attitudes remained fixed and immutable and found an echo in
Forster's own life. Have these fixed points finally shifted? What was and is now a good wife?
Why do many women still get married? Why do others not? Why do couples still marry in
church in an age of unbelief?
Margaret FORSTER – How to measure a cow (2016, 304 pages)
Tara Fraser has a secret. Desperate to escape herself and her past, she changes
her name, packs up her London home and moves to a town in the North of
England where she knows no one. But one of her new neighbours, Nancy, is
intrigued by her. And as hard as Tara tries to distance herself, she starts to drop
her guard. Then a letter arrives. An old friend wants to meet up. Struggling to
keep her old life at bay, Tara soon discovers the dangers of fighting the past.
Margaret FORSTER – Is There Anything You Want? (2005, 320 pages)
What do Mrs H., Rachel, Edwina, Ida, Sarah, Dot, Chrissie have in common? They're all
women, but they're fat, thin, old, young, professional, incompetent – and appear as diverse
as human nature can be. But they are all survivors. This compelling novel follows the ripples
that go out into ordinary lives, women's lives in particular, which have been scarred and
changed by a shared experience, all connected by the same hospital clinic in a small
Northern town. This is a novel about what it means to live in the shadow of disease and with
its scars, whether mental and physical, looking back over one's shoulder while trying to go
forward. At its heart is a strong, difficult but finally vulnerable, old woman. Mrs H. is generous
and helpful to a (sometimes comical) fault and lives alone with a secret that she tells no one
but that finally explains everything.
Margaret FORSTER – Keeping the World Away (2006, 352 pages)
Lost, found, stolen, strayed, sold, fought over...This engrossing, beautifully crafted novel
follows the fictional adventures, over a hundred years, of an early 20th-century painting and
the women whose lives it touches. It opens with bold, passionate Gwen, struggling to be an
artist, leaving for Paris where she becomes Rodin's lover and paints a small, intimate picture
of a quiet corner of her attic room...Then, there's Charlotte, a dreamy intellectual Edwardian
girl, and Stella, Lucasta, Ailsa and finally young Gillian, who share an unspoken desire to
have for themselves a tranquil golden place like that in the painting. Quintessential Forster,
this is a novel about women's lives, about what it means and what it costs to be both a
woman and an artist, and an unusual, compelling look at a beautiful painting and its
imagined afterlife.
Tom FORT – Channel shore: from the White Cliffs to Land’s End (Non Fiction) (2015,
448 pages)
The English Channel is the busiest waterway in the world. Ferries steam back and
forth, trains thunder through the tunnel. The narrow sea has been crucial to our
development and prosperity. It helps define our notion of Englishness, as an
island people, a nation of seafarers. It is also our nearest, dearest playground
where people have sought sun, sin and bracing breezes. Tom Fort takes us on a
journey from east to west, to find out what this stretch of water means to us and what is so
special about the English seaside, that edge between land and seawater. He dips his toe
into Sandgate's waters, takes the air in Hastings and Bexhill, chews whelks in Brighton,
builds a sandcastle in Sandbanks, sunbathes in sunny Sidmouth, catches prawns off the
slipway at Salcombe and hunts a shark off Looe. Stories of smugglers and shipwreck
robbers, of beachcombers and samphire gatherers, gold diggers and fossil hunters abound.
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Karen Joy FOWLER – We are all completely beside ourselves (2014, 336 pages)
Rosemary is now an only child, but she used to have a sister the same age as her, and an
older brother. Both are now gone - vanished from her life. There's something unique about
Rosemary's sister, Fern. And it was this decision, made by her parents, to give Rosemary a
sister like no other, that began all of Rosemary's trouble. So now she's telling her story: full
of hilarious asides and brilliantly spiky lines, it's a looping narrative that begins towards the
end, and then goes back to the beginning. Twice. This is an imaginative moral comedy
examining the scope of family relationships.
John FOWLES – The Magus (1966, 672 pages)
On a remote Greek Island, Nicholas Urfe finds himself embroiled in the deceptions of a
master trickster. As reality and illusion intertwine, Urfe is caught up in the darkest of
psychological games. John Fowles expertly unfolds a tale that is lush with over-powering
imagery in a spellbinding exploration of human complexities. By turns disturbing, thrilling and
seductive, The Magus is a feast for the mind and the senses.
John FOWLES – The French Lieutenant’s Woman (1969, 480 pages)
This book tells the story of Charles Smithson's infatuation with the unusual Sarah Woodruff
(deserted after a brief affair with a French naval officer a short time before the story begins),
whilst being engaged to a young lady of good family and a considerable dowry. As he
becomes increasingly fascinated by Sarah he is forced to re-examine his own values as his
forthcoming marriage is threatened. Set in Victorian England, this novel employs more
modern literary techniques, with the author himself part of the story, and multiple endings.
Laurie FRANKEL – Goodbye for now (2013, 352p)
Imagine a world in which you never have to say goodbye. A world in which you
can talk to your loved ones after they've gone - about the trivial things you used to
share, about the things you wish you'd said while you still had the chance, about
how hard it is to adjust to life without them. When Sam Elling invents a computer
programme that enables his girlfriend Meredith to do just this, nothing can prepare
them for the success and the complications that follow. For every person who
wants to say goodbye, there is someone else who can't let go. And when tragedy strikes,
they have to find out whether goodbye has to be for ever. Or whether love can take on a life
of its own...
Michael FRAYN – Headlong (1998, 400 pages)
Martin Clay, a would-be art historian, discovers what he believes to be a long-lost old
master. He sees the chance to make his professional reputation and secure the painting for
the nation. The rather philistine owner is unaware of the painting’s potential value, so how
will Martin obtain the painting without arousing the owner’s suspicions? Setting up a classic
sting could lead to the loss of everything he values.
Kimberley FREEMAN – Wildflower Hill (2012, 388 pages)
In 1929, Beattie Blaxland had dreams. Big dreams. She dreamed of a life of fashion and
fabrics. One thing she never dreamed was that she would find herself pregnant to her
married lover, just before her nineteenth birthday.
In 2009, Emma Blaxland-Hunter was living her dream. A prima ballerina with the London
Ballet, she had everything... Until the moment she lost it all.
Separated by decades, both women must find the strength to rebuild their lives. A legacy
from one to the other will lead to Wildflower Hill, a place where a woman can learn to stand
alone long enough to realise what she really wants.
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Elizabeth FREMANTLE – Queen’s Gambit (2013, 464 pages)
Katherine Parr, widowed for the second time aged thirty-one, is obliged to return to the court
of Henry VIII but, suspicious of the ageing king and those who surround him, she does so
with reluctance. Nevertheless, when she finds herself caught up in a passionate affair with
the dashing and seductive Thomas Seymour, she believes she might finally be able to marry
for love. But her presence at court has attracted the attentions of the King himself . . No one
is in a position to refuse a proposal from the King, and so Katherine must accept the hand of
the ailing egotistical monarch and become Henry's sixth wife - and yet she has still not quite
given up on love.
Esther FREUD – Mr Mac and me (2014, 296p)
It is 1914, and Thomas Maggs, the son of the local publican, lives with his parents
and sister in a village on the Suffolk coast. He is the youngest child, and the only
son surviving. Life is quiet - shaped by the seasons, fishing and farming, the
summer visitors, and the girls who come down from the Highlands every year to
gut and pack the herring. Then one day a mysterious Scotsman arrives. To
Thomas he looks for all the world like a detective. But Mac isn't a detective, he's
the architect Charles Rennie Mackintosh, and together with his red haired artist wife, they
soon become a source of fascination and wonder to Thomas. Yet just as Thomas and Mac's
friendship begins to blossom, war with Germany is declared. The summer guests flee and
are replaced by regiments of soldiers on their way to Belgium, and as the brutality of war
weighs increasingly heavily on this coastal community, they become more suspicious of Mac
and his curious behaviour.
Claire FULLER – Our endless numbered days (2015, 304p)
1976: Peggy Hillcoat is eight. She spends her summer camping with her father,
playing her beloved record of The Railway Children and listening to her mother's
grand piano, but her pretty life is about to change. Her survivalist father, who has
been stockpiling provisions for the end which is surely coming soon, takes her
from London to a cabin in a remote European forest. There he tells Peggy the rest
of the world has disappeared. Her life is reduced to a piano which makes music
but no sound, a forest where all that grows is a means of survival. And a tiny wooden hut
that is Everything. Winner of the Desmond Elliott prize in 2015.

Neil GAIMAN – The ocean at the end of the lane (2013, 240p)
It began for our narrator forty years ago when the family lodger stole their car and
committed suicide in it, stirring up ancient powers best left undisturbed. Dark
creatures from beyond the world are on the loose, and it will take everything our
narrator has just to stay alive. There is primal horror here, and menace unleashed
- within his family and from the forces that have gathered to destroy it. His only
defense is three women, on a farm at the end of the lane. The youngest of them
claims that her duckpond is an ocean. The oldest can remember the Big Bang. A novel of
memory and the adventure of childhood. Winner of the Specsavers National Book Awards
2013.
Patrick GALE – Notes from an Exhibition (2007, 304 pages)
When troubled artist Rachel Kelly dies painting obsessively in her studio in Penzance, her
saintly husband and adult children have more than the usual mess to clear up. She leaves
behind an extraordinary and acclaimed body of work -- but she also leaves a legacy of
secrets and emotional damage it will take months to unravel. To her children she is both
curse and blessing, though they all in one way or another reap her whirlwind, inheriting her
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waywardness, her power of loving -- and her demons! Only their father's Quaker gifts of
stillness and resilience give them any chance of withstanding her destructive influence. What
emerges is a story of enduring love, and of a family which weathers tragedy, mental illness
and the intolerable strain of living with genius.
Patrick GALE – A place called Winter (2015, 354p)
A shy but privileged elder son, Harry Cane has followed convention at every step.
Even the beginnings of an illicit, dangerous affair do little to shake the
foundations of his muted existence - until the shock of discovery and the threat of
arrest force him to abandon his wife and child and sign up for emigration to
Canada. Remote and unforgiving, his allotted homestead in a place called Winter
is a world away from the golden suburbs of turn-of-the-century Edwardian
England. And yet it is here, isolated in a seemingly harsh landscape, under the threat of war
and madness that the fight for survival will reveal in Harry an inner strength and capacity for
love beyond anything he has ever known before. Shortlisted for the Costa Novel Award
2015.
Damon GALGUT – Arctic Summer (2014, 355p)
In 1912, the SS Birmingham approaches India. On board is Morgan Forster,
novelist and man of letters, who is embarking on a journey of discovery. As
Morgan stands on deck, the promise of a strange new future begins to take shape
before his eyes. The seeds of a story start to gather at the corner of his mind: a
sense of impending menace, lust in close confines, under a hot, empty sky. It will
be another 12 years, and a second time spent in India, before 'A Passage to India'
is published. During these years, Morgan will come to a profound understanding of himself
as a man, and of the infinite subtleties and complexity of the human nature, bringing these
great insights to bear in his remarkable novel.
Damon GALGUT – The good doctor (2004, 240p)
When Laurence Waters arrives at his rural hospital posting, Frank is instantly
suspicious. Laurence is everything Frank is not - young, optimistic and full of new
schemes. The two become uneasy friends, while the rest of the staff in the
deserted hospital view Laurence with a mixture of awe and mistrust. The town
beyond the hospital is also coping with new arrivals, and the return of old faces.
The brigadier - a self-fashioned dictator from apartheid days - is rumoured still to
be alive. And down at Mama's place, a group of soldiers have moved in with their malign
commandant, a man Frank has met before and is keen to avoid. Laurence wants to help but in a world where the past is demanding restitution from the present, his ill-starred
idealism cannot last. Shortlisted for the Man Booker prize in 2003.
Gabriel GARCIA MARQUEZ – Love in the Time of Cholera (1985, 368 pages)
Fifty-one years nine months and four days have passed since Fermina Daza rebuffed
hopeless romantic Florentino Arizo's impassioned advances and married Dr. Juvenal Urbino
instead. During that half century, Florentino has fallen into the arms of many delighted
women, but has loved none but Fermina. Having sworn his eternal love to her, he lives for
the day when he can court her again. When Fermina's husband is killed trying to retrieve his
pet parrot from a mango tree, Florentino seizes his chance to declare his enduring love. But
can young love find new life in the twilight of their lives?
Gabriel GARCIA MARQUEZ – One Hundred Years of Solitude (1967, 432 pages)
'Many years later, as he faced the firing squad, Colonel Aureliano Buendia was to remember
that distant afternoon when his father took him to discover ice.' Pipes and kettledrums herald
the arrival of gypsies on their annual visit to Macondo, the newly founded village where Jose
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Arcadio Buendia and his wife, Ursula, have started their new life. As the mysterious
Melquiades excites Aureliano Buendia's father with new inventions and tales of adventure,
neither can know the significance of the indecipherable manuscript that the old gypsy passes
into their hands. Through plagues of insomnia, civil war, hauntings and vendettas, the many
tribulations of the Buendia household push memories of the manuscript aside. Few
remember its existence and only one will discover the hidden message that it holds...
Jane GARDAM – Old Filth (2004, 272 pages)
Filth, in his heyday, was an international lawyer with a practice in the Far East. Now, only the
oldest QCs and Silks can remember that his nickname stood for Failed In London Try Hong
Kong. Long ago, Old Filth was a Raj orphan – one of the many young children sent 'Home'
from the East to be fostered and educated in England. Brilliantly constructed – going
backwards and forwards in time, yet constantly working towards the secret at its core – Old
Filth is funny and heart-breaking, witty and peopled with characters who astonish, dismay
and delight the reader.
Jane GARDAM – The Man in the Wooden Hat (2009, 288 pages)
Filth (Failed In London, Try Hong Kong) is a successful lawyer when he marries Elisabeth in
Hong Kong soon after the War. Reserved, immaculate and courteous, Filth finds it hard to
demonstrate his emotions, but Elisabeth is different - a free spirit. She was brought up in the
Japanese Internment Camps, which killed both her parents, but left her with a lust for
survival and an affinity with the Far East. No wonder she is attracted to Filth's hated rival at
the Bar - the brash, forceful Veneering. Veneering has a Chinese wife and an adored son and no difficulty whatsoever in demonstrating his emotions.
Jane GARDAM – Last Friends (2014, 256 pages)
Old Filth and The Man in the Wooden Hat told with bristling tenderness and black humour
the stories of that Titan of the Hong Kong law courts, Old Filth QC, and his clever,
misunderstood wife Betty. Last Friends, the final volume of this trilogy, picks up with Terence
Veneering, Filth's great rival in work and - though it was never spoken of - in love.
Veneering's were not the usual beginnings of an establishment silk: the son of a Russian
acrobat marooned in northeast England and a devoted local girl, he escapes the war to
emerge in the Far East as a man of panache, success and fame. But, always, at the stuffy
English Bar he is treated with suspicion: where did this blond, louche, brilliant Slav come
from? Veneering, Filth and their friends tell a tale of love, friendship, grace, the bittersweet
experiences of a now-forgotten Empire and the disappointments and consolations of age.
Elizabeth GASKELL – North and South (1855, 496 pages)
North and South is a novel about rebellion. Moving from the industrial riots of discontented
millworkers through to the unsought passions of a middle-class woman, and from religious
crises of conscience to the ethics of naval mutiny, it poses fundamental questions about the
nature of social authority and obedience. Through the story of Margaret Hale, the middleclass southerner who moves to the northern industrial town of Milton, Gaskell skilfully
explores issues of class and gender in the conflict between Margaret's ready sympathy with
the workers and her growing attraction to the charismatic mill owner, John Thornton.
Emma GEEN - The many selves of Katherine North (2016, 355 pages)
Kit has been projecting into other species for seven years. Longer than anyone
else at ShenCorp. Longer than any of the scientists thought possible. But lately
she has the feeling that when she jumps, she isn't alone....
Since she was 12, Kit has been a phenomenaut, her consciousness projected
into the bodies of lab-grown animals for the purpose of research. Kit
experiences a multitude of other lives - fighting and fleeing, predator and prey 43

always hoping, but never quite believing, that her work will help humans better understand
the other species living alongside them. But after a jump as an urban fox ends in disaster, Kit
begins to suspect that those she has trusted for her entire working life may be out to cause
her harm. And as she delves deeper into the events of that night, her world begins to shift in
ways she had never thought possible.
Lisa GENOVA – Still Alice (2007, 329p)
Alice Howland, happily married with three grown children and a house on the
Cape, is a celebrated Harvard professor at the height of her career when she
notices a forgetfulness creeping into her life. As confusion starts to cloud her
thinking and her memory begins to fail her, she receives a devastating diagnosis:
early onset Alzheimer's disease. Fiercely independent, Alice struggles to maintain
her lifestyle and live in the moment, even as her sense of self is being stripped
away. Still Alice captures in remarkable detail what's it's like to literally lose your
mind...
Amitav GHOSH – The Calcutta Chromosome (1996, 312 pages)
In the not-too-distant future, Antar, a computer-bound desk clerk in New York City unearths
the abandoned ID card of an old colleague. Antar remembers him as the man who described
himself as the world authority on Ronald Ross, A Nobel-winning scientist who solved the
‘malaria puzzle’ in Calcutta in 1898. This leads him to investigate the truth of what happened
in a tropical laboratory in the 1890s, a truth in which the past, present and future all play a
mysterious part. An ingenious story, which combines the suspense of a Victorian melodrama
with the fascination of a scientific thriller.
Amitav GHOSH – Sea of poppies (2008, 544p)
At the heart of this saga is a vast ship, the Ibis. Its destiny is a tumultuous voyage
across the Indian Ocean; its purpose, to fight China's vicious nineteenth-century
Opium Wars. As for the crew, they are a motley array of sailors and stowaways,
coolies and convicts. In a time of colonial upheaval, fate has thrown together a
diverse cast of Indians and Westerners, from a bankrupt raja to a widowed
tribeswoman, from a mulatto American freedman to a freespirited French orphan.
As their old family ties are washed away, they, like their historical counterparts, come to view
themselves as jahaj-bhais, or ship-brothers. An unlikely dynasty is born, which will span
continents, races, and generations. First title in the Ibis Trilogy, shortlisted for the Man
Booker prize.
Amitav GHOSH – River of Smoke (2011, 590 pages) In September 1838, a storm blows up
on the Indian Ocean and the Ibis, a ship carrying a consignment of convicts and indentured
labourers from Calcutta to Mauritius, is caught up in the whirlwind. River of Smoke follows its
storm-tossed characters to the crowded harbours of China. There, despite efforts of the
emperor to stop them, ships from Europe and India exchange their cargoes of opium for
boxes tea, silk, porcelain and silver. Among them are Bahram Modi, a wealthy Parsi opium
merchant out of Bombay, his estranged half-Chinese son Ah Fatt, the orphaned Paulette and
a motley collection of others whose pursuit of romance, riches and a legendary rare flower
have thrown together. All struggle to cope with their losses—and for some, unimaginable
freedoms—in the alleys and crowded waterways of 19th-century Canton. Second title in the
Ibis Trilogy.
Stella GIBBONS – Cold Comfort Farm (1932, 233 pages)
When sensible, sophisticated Flora Poste is orphaned at nineteen, she decides her only
choice is to descend upon relatives in deepest Sussex. At the aptly named Cold Comfort
Farm, she meets the doomed Starkadders: cousin Judith, heaving with remorse for
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unspoken wickedness; Amos, preaching fire and damnation; their sons, lustful Seth and
despairing Reuben; child of nature Elfine; and crazed old Aunt Ada Doom, who has kept to
her bedroom for the last twenty years. But Flora loves nothing better than to organize other
people. Armed with common sense and a strong will, she resolves to take each of the family
in hand. A hilarious and merciless parody of rural melodramas, "Cold Comfort Farm" (1932)
is one of the best-loved comic novels of all time.
Elizabeth GILBERT – Eat, Pray, Love (Travel) (2007, 384 pages)
It's 3 a.m. and Elizabeth Gilbert is sobbing on the bathroom floor. She's in her thirties, she
has a husband, a house, they're trying for a baby – and she doesn't want any of it. A bitter
divorce and a turbulent love affair later, she emerges battered and bewildered and realises it
is time to pursue her own journey in search of three things she has been missing: pleasure,
devotion and balance. So she travels to Rome, where she learns Italian from handsome,
brown-eyed identical twins and gains twenty-five pounds, an ashram in India, where she
finds that enlightenment entails getting up in the middle of the night to scrub the temple floor,
and Bali where a toothless medicine man of indeterminate age offers her a new path to
peace: simply sit still and smile. And slowly happiness begins to creep up on her.
Ji-Young GONG – Our Happy Time (2014, 272 pages)
Yujeong - beautiful, bright and wealthy - is in hospital recovering from her third suicide
attempt; angry at the world, she reluctantly accepts her no-nonsense aunt's suggestion to
accompany her on charitable visits to inmates on death row. At first, Yunsu - a convicted
murderer - seems unrepenting and savage. Yujeong is repulsed by his crimes, but detects
deep suffering behind his hard demeanour. Slowly and with growing passion, the two young
misfits reveal to each other the dark secrets and traumas that have shaped their lives, yet
every week Yunsu's hands are in cuffs, and it is impossible to forget that the time they have
together is painfully short...This is a story that will make you rethink the way we can love
others, and how we can ultimately redeem ourselves.
Bryony GORDON – Mad girl (Non Fiction) (2016, 336 pages)
Bryony Gordon has OCD. It's the snake in her brain that has told her ever since
she was a teenager that her world is about to come crashing down: that her
family might die if she doesn't repeat a phrase 5 times, or that she might have
murdered someone and forgotten about it. It's caused alopecia, bulimia, and drug
dependency. And Bryony is sick of it. Keeping silent about her illness has given it
a cachet it simply does not deserve, so here she shares her story with trademark
wit and dazzling honesty.
Eliza GRAHAM – The History Room (2012, 304 pages)
After her soldier husband is seriously injured and her marriage begins to fall apart, Meredith
Cordingley returns to teach at Letchford, the grand Cotswold private school run by her father.
The setting provides Meredith with a tranquil refuge from her own heartache until one
September afternoon, when a shocking discovery is made in the history room. The police are
called, but all is not what it seems. Meredith is determined to discover the culprit, but on her
journey to untangle the truth she risks her father’s reputation, as well as her own. As the
mystery unravels Meredith comes to discover that there is more than one person at
Letchford School hiding a past filled with complicated secrets. What follows is a gripping
mystery, a tale of war, grief, love and second chances.
Laurie GRAHAM – The Future Homemakers of America (2001, 392 pages)
Filled with warmth, wit and wisdom, The Future Homemakers of America takes us to the
heart of female friendship.Norfolk,1953 - the Fens have never seen anything quite like the
girls from USAF Drampton, overpaid, overfed, and over here. While their men patrol the
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skies keeping the Soviets at bay, some are content to live the life of the Future Homemakers
of America - clipping coupons, cooking chicken pot pie - but other start to stray, looking for a
little native excitement beyond the perimeter fence. Out there in the freezing fens they meet
Kath Pharaoh, a tough but warm Englishwoman. Bonds are forged, uniting the women in
friendship that will survive distant postings, and the passage of forty years.
Laurie GRAHAM – The Humble Companion (2012, 368 pages)
Nellie Welche is the daughter of a high-ranking steward in the household of Prinnie, Prince
of Wales. In 1788, at the age of twelve, she's proposed as a suitably humble companion to
Princess Sophia, one of George III's enormous brood of children. Nellie and Sofy become
friends for life. From the first rumblings of revolution in France to the exciting, modern times
of gas light and steam trains, from poor mad George to safe and steady Victoria, Nellie is the
sharp-penned narrator of a changing world and the unchanging, cloistered lives of Princess
Sofy and her sisters. Nellie proves to be more a hawk-eyed witness than a Humble
Companion, as her memoir lifts the lid on the House of Hanover's secrets and lies.
Massimo GRAMELLINI – Sweet Dreams Little One (2015, 300 pages)
At turns poignant and funny, Sweet Dreams, Little One is the story of a secret which has
been kept hidden for forty years and a lifelong search for happiness. It's early morning on
New Year's Eve, and nine-year-old Massimo wakes up to a long, doleful cry and the
disconcerting image of his dad being supported by two strangers. Inexplicably, his mother
has disappeared, leaving only a vague trail of perfume in his room and her dressing gown
bundled up at the foot of his bed. Where has she gone? Will she ever come back? And will
Massimo be able to say sorry, after quarrelling with her the night before? This is the uplifting
tale of a boy who, as he grows into an adult, has to learn how to cope with the pain of
bereavement and the demons of his own nightmares.
Linda GRANT – Dark circle (2016, 320 pages)
World War II is over, and a new decade is beginning, but for an East End teenage
brother and sister living on the edge of the law, life has been suspended. Sent
away to a tuberculosis sanatorium to learn the way of a patient, they find
themselves in the company of army and air force officers, a car salesman, a
mysterious German woman and an American merchant seaman. They discover
that a cure is tantalisingly just out of reach, and only by inciting wholesale
rebellion can freedom be snatched. Shortlisted for the 2017 Bailey’s Prize.
Graham GREENE – Brighton Rock (1938, 304 pages)
A gang war is raging through the dark underworld of Brighton. Seventeen-year-old Pinkie,
malign and ruthless, has killed a man. Believing he can escape retribution, he is unprepared
for the courageous, life-embracing Ida Arnold. Greene's gripping thriller exposes a world of
loneliness and fear, of life lived on the 'dangerous edge of things'.
Graham GREENE – The End of the Affair (1951, 160 pages)
The love affair between Maurice Bendix and Sarah, flourishing in the turbulent times of the
London Blitz, ends when she suddenly and without explanation breaks it off. After a chance
meeting rekindles his love and jealousy two years later, Bendix hires a private detective to
follow Sarah, and slowly his love for her turns into an obsession.
Graham GREENE – Heart of the Matter (1940, 288 pages)
Scobie is a principled police officer in a war-torn West African state. When he is passed over
for promotion he is forced to borrow money to send his despairing wife away on a holiday. In
her absence he falls in love with Helen and his life is transformed by the experience.
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Philippa GREGORY – The Other Queen (2008, 375 pages)
At the centre of this novel is Mary Queen of Scotland, forced to flee into England. Mary, a
devout Catholic, is a living threat to the rule of her cousin Elisabeth, whose Protestant reign
is uncertain. Elizabeth’s chief advisor, Cecil, formulates a plan in which the destabilising
Mary will live under guard with his faithful friend, Bess of Hardwick. Bess is a remarkable
woman herself; someone who has forged her own destiny, and is now in her fourth marriage,
to the distinguished Earl of Shrewsbury. But soon Bess and Mary find themselves plunged
into very different personal crises – with Bess’s marriage under considerable strain. With her
characteristic combination of superb storytelling and authentic historical background,
Philippa Gregory brings to life this period of great change in her final novel in the Tudor
series.
Philippa GREGORY – The White Queen (2009, 464 pages)
Philippa Gregory brings the tumult and intrigue of The Wars of the Roses to vivid life through
the women of the House of Lancaster and the House of York, beginning with the story of
Elizabeth Woodville, the White Queen. A woman who won the love of a king and ascended
to royalty by virtue of her beauty, Elizabeth fought tenaciously for the success of her family -her daughter who would one day unite the warring dynasties, and her two sons whose
eventual fate has confounded historians for centuries: the Princes in the Tower.
Kate GRENVILLE – The Idea of Perfection (1999, 410 pages)
A funny and touching romance between two people who have given up on love. Douglas is a
gawky engineer and Harley a woman larger than life. They each arrive in the eccentric
backwater of Karakarook, New South Wales, with conflicting aims. Douglas is there to pull
down the quaint old Bent Bridge, Harley to preserve heritage. They are on a collision course
when something unexpected happens. Winner of the 2001 Orange Prize for Fiction.
Kate GRENVILLE – The Lieutenant (2009, 302 pages)
As a boy, Daniel Rooke was always an outsider. At school, he learned to hide his clever
thoughts from his cruel peers; at home, his parents were bemused by their bookish son.
Daniel could only hope – against all the evidence – that he would one day find his place in
life. By 1788, Daniel has become Lieutenant Rooke, astronomer with the First Fleet as it
lands on the unknown shores of New South Wales. As the newcomers struggle to establish
a settlement for themselves and their cargo of convicts, and attempts are made to
communicate with those who already inhabit this land, Rooke sets up his observatory to
chart the stars. But the place where they have landed will prove far more revelatory than the
night sky. Out on his isolated point, Rooke comes to know the local Aboriginal people, and
forges a remarkable connection with one child, which will change his life in ways he never
imagined.
David GUTERSON – Snow Falling on Cedars (1994, 404 pages)
When Carl Heine is pulled out of his gill net with his skull cracked open just above his left
ear, foul play is suspected. A casual remark by the coroner leads to the arrest of Kabu
Miyamoto, a local fisherman of Japanese descent. The ensuing trial exposes the tensions
between the Japanese community and other ethnic groups on a small island in the Puget
Sound. Guterson re-creates the confusion created by different cultural interpretations of a
single act, but also establishes a wonderful sense of place. The characters have strong
physical and emotional relationships to the land and sea. The novel is suffused with the
scent of cedars and strawberries, the softness of moss, mist and snow.
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Yaa GYASI – Homegoing (2016, 305 pages)
Effia and Esi: two sisters with two very different destinies. One sold into slavery;
one a slave trader's wife. The consequences of their fate reverberate through
the generations that follow. Taking us from the Gold Coast of Africa to the
cotton-picking plantations of Mississippi; from the missionary schools of Ghana
to the dive bars of Harlem, spanning three continents and seven generations,
Yaa Gyasi has written a miraculous novel - the intimate, gripping story of a
brilliantly vivid cast of characters and through their lives the very story of
America itself.
Mark HADDON – The Curious Incident of the Dog in the Night-time (2003, 224 pages)
This is a murder mystery novel like no other. The detective and narrator is Christopher
Boone, aged 15, who has Asperger’s, a form of autism. He knows a very great deal about
maths and very little about human beings. He loves lists, patterns and the truth. He hates the
colours yellow and brown and being touched. He has never gone further than the end of the
road on his own, but when he finds a neighbour’s dog murdered he sets out on a terrifying
journey which will turn his whole world upside down. Brilliant original and inventive.
Mark HADDON – The Red House (2012, 352 pages)
Two families. Seven days. One house. Angela and her brother Richard have spent twenty
years avoiding each other. Now, after the death of their mother, they bring their families
together for a holiday in a rented house on the Welsh border. Four adults and four children.
Seven days of shared meals, log fires, card games and wet walks. But in the quiet and
stillness of the valley, ghosts begin to rise up. The parents Richard thought he had. The
parents Angela thought she had. Past and present lovers. Friends, enemies, victims,
saviours.
Mark HADDON – A Spot of Bother (2006, 512 pages)
At fifty-seven, George is settling down to a comfortable retirement. Then Katie, his
tempestuous daughter, announces that she is getting remarried, to Ray. Her family is not
pleased. Katie can't decide if she loves Ray, or loves the wonderful way he has with her son
Jacob, and her mother Jean is a bit put out by all the planning and arguing the wedding has
occasioned, which get in the way of her quite fulfilling late-life affair with one of her
husband's former colleagues. Unnoticed in the uproar, George discovers a sinister lesion on
his hip, and quietly begins to lose his mind.
Mark HADDON – The pier falls (Short stories) (2016, 346 pages)
An expedition to Mars goes terribly wrong. A seaside pier collapses. A 30-stone
man is confined to his living room. One woman is abandoned on a tiny island in
the middle of the ocean. Another is saved from drowning. Two boys discover a
gun in a shoebox, and a group of explorers find a cave of unimaginable size, deep
in the Amazon jungle. The characters in this collection of stories are often isolated
physically or estranged from their families, yet they yearn for connection. Together
the stories become a meditation on the essential aloneness of the human condition but also
on the connections, however tenuous and imperfect, that link people to one another.
Matt HAIG – The Humans (2013, 304 pages)
The Humans is a novel about alien abduction, mathematics, and that most interesting
subject of all: ourselves. Our hero, Professor Andrew Martin, is dead before the book even
begins. As it turns out, though, he wasn’t a very nice man--as the alien imposter who now
occupies his body discovers. Sent to Earth to destroy evidence that Andrew had solved a
major mathematical problem, the alien soon finds himself learning more about the professor,
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his family, and “the humans” than he ever expected. When he begins to fall for his own wife
and son--who have no idea he’s not the real Andrew--the alien must choose between
completing his mission and returning home or finding a new home right here on Earth.
Matt HAIG – Reasons to stay alive (Non-Fiction) (2015, 254p)
Aged 24, Matt Haig's world caved in. He could see no way to go on living. This is
the true story of how he came through crisis, triumphed over an illness that almost
destroyed him and learned to live again. Shortlisted for the Waterstone’s Book of
the Year 2015.

Clare HAJAR – Ishmael’s Oranges (2015, 336 pages)
It’s April 1948, and war hangs over Jaffa. One minute seven-year-old Salim is dreaming of
taking his first harvest from the family’s orange tree; the next he is swept away into a life of
exile and rage. Seeking a new beginning in swinging-’60s London, Salim falls in love with
Jude. The only problem? Jude is Jewish.
A story about love and loss, Ishmael’s Oranges follows two families spanning the crossroad
events of modern times, and of the legacy of hatred their children inherit.
Araminta HALL – Everything and Nothing (2011, 336 pages)
A family near breaking point hire a nanny with secrets of her own in this gripping novel. On
the surface, Ruth and Christian seem like an ordinary working couple with two kids – and a
home in chaos. As the cracks in their marriage widen, they decide to get their very own
super-nanny, Aggie. Quietly efficient, she brings calm and order, and the children adore her
but why is Aggie so eager to gain their trust? Is there something sinister about her efforts to
create the perfect family and what is she really doing in their home?
Mohsin HAMID - Exit west (2017, 228 pages)
In a country teetering on the brink of civil war, two young people meet - sensual,
fiercely independent Nadia and gentle, restrained Saeed. They embark on a
furtive love affair, and are soon cloistered in a premature intimacy by the unrest
roiling their city. When it explodes, turning familiar streets into a patchwork of
checkpoints and bomb blasts, they begin to hear whispers about doors - doors
that can whisk people far away, if perilously and for a price. As the violence
escalates, Nadia and Saeed decide that they no longer have a choice. Leaving
their homeland and their old lives behind, they find a door and step through. . . . Shortlisted
for Man Booker prize 2017.
Penny HANCOCK – Trick of the mind (2014, 372p)
Driving down to the cottage in Southwold she's newly inherited from her Aunty
May, Ellie senses she is on the edge of something new. The life she's always
dreamed of living as a successful artist seems as though it is about to begin. So
excited is she that she barely notices when the car bumps against something on
the road. That evening Ellie hears a news flash on the radio. A man was seriously
injured in a hit and run on the very road she was driving down that evening. Then
Ellie remembers the thump she heard. Could she have been responsible for putting a man in
hospital? Unable to hold the doubts at bay, she decides to visit the victim to lay her mind to
rest, little knowing that the consequences of this decision will change her life forever.
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Tom HANKS - Uncommon type: some stories (Short stories) (2017, 405 pages)
A gentle Eastern European immigrant arrives in New York City after his family
and his life have been torn apart by his country's civil war. A man who loves to
bowl rolls a perfect game - and then another and then another and then many
more in a row until he winds up ESPN's newest celebrity, and he must decide
if the combination of perfection and celebrity has ruined the thing he loves. An
eccentric billionaire and his faithful executive assistant venture into America
looking for acquisitions and discover a down-and-out motel, romance and a bit
of real life - just some of the tales Tom Hanks tells in this first collection of his
short stories.
Mohammed HANIF – A Case of Exploding Mangoes (2008, 288 pages)
A novel that re-imagines the conspiracies and coincidences leading to the mysterious 1988
plane crash that killed Pakistan's dictator General Zia ul-Haq. At the centre is Ali Shigri:
Pakistan Air Force pilot and Silent Drill Commander of Fury Squadron. His father, one of
Zia's colonels, committed suicide under suspicious circumstances. Ali is determined to
understand what or who pushed his father to such desperation – and to avenge his death.
He mounts an elaborate plot for revenge with an ever-changing crew, including a mangobesotted crow. General Zia begins every day by asking his chief of security: "Who's trying to
kill me?" The answer lies in a conspiracy trying its damnedest to happen. Intrigue and
subterfuge combine with mishap and luck in this darkly comic book about love, betrayal,
tyranny, and family.
Sophie HANNAH – Monogram murders (2014, 272p)
For the first time, the guardians of Christie’s legacy have approved a brand-new
novel featuring Dame Agatha's most beloved creation.
Hercule Poirot's quiet supper in a London coffee house is interrupted when a
young woman confides to him that she is about to be murdered. She is terrified,
but begs Poirot not to find and punish her killer. Once she is dead, she insists,
justice will have been done. Later that night, Poirot learns that three guests at a
fashionable London hotel have been murdered, and a cufflink has been placed in each one's
mouth. Could there be a connection with the frightened woman? While Poirot struggles to
put together the bizarre pieces of the puzzle, the murderer prepares another hotel bedroom
for a fourth victim....
Georgina HARDING – Painter of Silence (2012, 320 pages)
Iasi, Romania, the early 1950s. A nameless man is found on the steps of a hospital. Deaf
and mute, he is unable to communicate until a young nurse called Safta brings paper and
pencils with which he can draw. Slowly, painstakingly, memories appear on the page. The
memories are Safta's also. for the man is Augustin, son of the cook at the manor house
which was Safta's family home. Born six months apart, they grew up with a connection that
bypassed words. But while Augustin's world remained the same size Safta's expanded to
embrace languages, society - and a fleeting love, one long, hot summer. But then came war,
and in its wake a brutal Stalinist regime, and nothing would remain the same.
Thomas HARDING – House by the lake (Non-Fiction) (2015, 442p)
In 2013, Thomas Harding returned to his grandmother’s house on the outskirts of
Berlin which she had been forced to leave when the Nazis swept to power. What
was once her ‘soul place’ now stood empty and derelict. A concrete footpath cut
through the garden, marking where the Berlin Wall had stood for nearly three
decades. In a bid to save the house from demolition, Thomas began to unearth
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the history of the five families who had lived there: a nobleman farmer, a prosperous Jewish
family, a renowned Nazi composer, a widow and her children and a Stasi informant.
Discovering stories of domestic joy and contentment, of terrible grief and tragedy, and of a
hatred handed down through the generations, a history of twentieth century Germany and
the story of a nation emerged.
Thomas HARDY – Far From the Madding Crowd (1874, 330 pages)
Gabriel Oak is only one of three suitors for the hand of the beautiful and spirited Bathsheba
Everdene. He must compete with the dashing young soldier Sergeant Troy and respectable,
middle-aged Farmer Boldwood. And while their fates depend upon the choice Bathsheba
makes, she discovers the terrible consequences of an inconstant heart. Set against the
backdrop of the unchanging natural cycle of the year, the story both upholds and questions
rural values with a startlingly modern sensibility.

Thomas HARDY - Mayor of Casterbridge (1886 [2003], 464 pages)
In a fit of drunken anger, Michael Henchard sells his wife and baby daughter for
five guineas at a country fair. Over the course of the following years, he
manages to establish himself as a respected and prosperous pillar of the
community of Casterbridge, but behind his success there always lurk the
shameful secret of his past and a personality prone to self-destructive pride and
temper. Subtitled ‘A Story of a Man of Character’, Hardy’s powerful and
sympathetic study of the heroic but deeply flawed Henchard is also an intensely
dramatic work, tragically played out against the vivid backdrop of a close-knit Dorsetshire
town.

Harriet HARMAN - A woman's work (NF) (2017, 408 pages)
When Harriet Harman started her career, men-only job adverts and a 'women's
rate' of pay were the norm, female MPs were a tiny minority - a woman couldn't
even sign for a mortgage. Harriet Harman, Britain's longest-serving female MP,
looks at her own life to see how far we've come, and where we should go next.
This is an account of the part she has played (and the setbacks along the way)
in the movement that transformed politics and women's lives - from helping
striking female factory workers to standing for election while pregnant, from her
memories of her own mother to her success in reforming the law on maternity rights,
childcare, domestic violence and getting more women into parliament. But it is also a call for
women today to get together and continue the fight for equality.
Jane HARPER – The dry (2017, 401 pages)
After getting a note demanding his presence, Federal Agent Aaron Falk arrives
in his hometown for the first time in decades to attend the funeral of his best
friend, Luke. Twenty years ago when Falk was accused of murder, Luke was
his alibi. Falk and his father fled under a cloud of suspicion, saved from
prosecution only because of Luke's steadfast claim that the boys had been
together at the time of the crime. But now more than one person knows they
didn't tell the truth back then, and Luke is dead. Amid the worst drought in a
century, Falk and the local detective question what really happened to Luke. As Falk
reluctantly investigates to see if there's more to Luke's death than there seems to be, longburied mysteries resurface, as do the lies that have haunted them. And Falk will find that
small towns have always hidden big secrets. Winner of the 2017 Gold Dagger award for the
Best Crime Novel.
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Sarah HARRIS - The colour of Bee Larkham's murder (2018, 437 p)
Jasper is not ordinary. In fact, he would say he is extraordinary. Synaesthesia
paints the sounds of his world in a kaleidoscope of colours that no one else can
see. But on Friday, he discovered a new colour - the colour of murder. He's
sure something has happened to his neighbour, Bee Larkham, but no-one else
seems to be taking it as seriously as they should be. The knife and the screams
are all mixed up in his head and he's scared that he can't quite remember
anything clearly. But where is Bee? Why hasn't she come home yet? Jasper
must uncover the truth about that night - including his own role in what happened. A Richard
and Judy Winter 2019 book club choice
Melissa HARRISON – At hawthorn time (2015, 278p)
Howard and Kitty have recently moved to Lodeshill after a life spent in London;
now, their marriage is wordlessly falling apart. Custom car enthusiast Jamie has
lived in the village for all of his nineteen years and dreams of leaving it behind,
while Jack, a vagrant farm-worker and mystic in flight from a bail hostel, arrives in
the village on foot one spring morning, bringing change. All four of them are
struggling to find a life in the modern countryside; all are trying to find ways to
belong. Building to an extraordinary climax over the course of one spring month, At
Hawthorn Time is both a clear-eyed picture of rural Britain, and an exploration of love, land
and loss. Shortlisted for the Costa Novel Award 2015, and Longlisted for the Bailey’s Prize
2016.
L. P. HARTLEY – The Go-Between (1953, 336 pages)
When one long, hot summer, young Leo is staying with a school-friend at Brandham Hall, he
begins to act as a messenger between Ted, the farmer, and Marian, the beautiful young
woman up at the hall. He becomes drawn deeper and deeper into their dangerous game of
deceit and desire, until his role brings him to a shocking and premature revelation. The
haunting story of a young boy's awakening into the secrets of the adult world, The GoBetween is also an unforgettable evocation of the boundaries of Edwardian society.
Paula HAWKINS – Girl on the train (Hbk) (2015, 316p)
Rachel catches the same commuter train every morning. She knows it will wait at
the same signal each time, overlooking a row of back gardens. She's even started
to feel like she knows the people who live in one of the houses. 'Jess and Jason',
she calls them. Their life - as she sees it - is perfect. If only Rachel could be that
happy. And then she sees something shocking. It's only a minute until the train
moves on, but it's enough. Now everything's changed. Now Rachel has a chance
to become a part of the lives she's only watched from afar. Now they'll see; she's much more
than just the girl on the train...
Noah HAWLEY – Before the fall (2016, 400 pages)
A private jet plunges into the sea. The only survivors are down-on his luck artist
Scott Burroughs and JJ Bateman, the four year old son of a super-rich TV
executive. For saving the boy, Scott is suddenly a hero. And then, as the official
investigation is rapidly overtaken by a media frenzy, it seems he may also be a
villain. Why was he on the plane in the first place, and why did it crash?
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Noah HAWLEY – The Good Father (2013, 400 pages)
Dr Paul Allen is a well-respected man. He lives a happy, comfortable life with his second wife
and their family until the night when a knock at the door blows his world apart: a hugely
popular presidential candidate has been shot, and they say the young man who pulled the
trigger is Paul's son. Daniel, the only child from his first, failed marriage, was always a good
kid and Paul is convinced his quiet boy is not capable of murder.
Overwhelmed by a vortex of feelings, Paul embarks on a mission to understand what
happened and why. Following the trail of his son's journey across America, he is forced to reexamine his life as a husband and a parent, and every decision he ever made. What follows
is a powerfully emotional and suspense-filled quest that keeps you guessing to the very end.
Elizabeth HAYNES – Human Remains (2013, 402 pages)
When Annabel, a police analyst, discovers her neighbour’s decomposing body in the house
next door, she’s appalled to think that no one, including herself, noticed that anything was
wrong. Back at work, she feels compelled to investigate, despite her colleagues' lack of
interest, and finds data showing that such cases are common – too common – in her home
town. As she’s drawn deeper into the mystery and becomes convinced she’s on the trail of a
killer, she also must face her own demons and her own mortality. Would anyone notice if she
just disappeared? This is a dark psychological thriller, using multiple characters to tell the
story.
Natalie HAYNES – Amber Fury (2014, 320 pages)
When Alex Morris loses her fiance in dreadful circumstances, she moves from London to
Edinburgh to make a break with the past. Alex takes a job at a Pupil Referral Unit, which
accepts the students excluded from other schools in the city. These are troubled, difficult
kids and Alex is terrified of what she's taken on. There is one class - a group of five
teenagers - who intimidate Alex and every other teacher on The Unit. But with the help of the
Greek tragedies she teaches, Alex gradually develops a rapport with them. Finding them
enthralled by tales of cruel fate and bloody revenge, Alex even begins to worry that they are
taking her lessons to heart, and that a whole new tragedy is being performed, right in front of
her. The Amber Fury is a psychological page-turner, a dark mystery of a novel about loss,
obsession, and the deep, abiding human need to connect.
Emma HEALEY – Elizabeth is Missing (2015, 288 pages)
Maud is forgetful. She makes a cup of tea and doesn't remember to drink it. She goes to the
shops and forgets why she went. Sometimes her home is unrecognizable - or her daughter
Helen seems a total stranger. But there's one thing Maud is sure of: her friend Elizabeth is
missing. The note in her pocket tells her so. And no matter who tells her to stop going on
about it, to leave it alone, to shut up, Maud will get to the bottom of it. Because somewhere
in Maud's damaged mind lies the answer to an unsolved seventy-year-old mystery. One
everyone has forgotten about. Everyone, except Maud . . .
Seamus HEANEY – New Selected Poems 1966-1987 (Poetry) (1990, 256 pages)
An updated selection of all Heaney's books, up to and including The Haw Lantern, which
was published in 1987. The book also includes selections from Stations, prose poems of
1975 which have never appeared except as a pamphlet.
Joseph HELLER – Catch 22 (1962, 559 pages)
Explosive, subversive, wild and funny, 50 years on the novel's strength is undiminished.
Reading Joseph Heller's classic satire is nothing less than a rite of passage. Set in the
closing months of World War II in an American bomber squadron off the coast of Italy,
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Catch-22 is the story of a bombardier named Yossarian who is frantic and furious because
thousands of people he has never even met keep trying to kill him. Joseph Heller's
bestselling novel is a hilarious and tragic satire on military madness, and the tale of one
man's efforts to survive it.
Zoe HELLER – The Believers (2008, 256 pages)
When Audrey makes a devastating discovery about her husband, New York radical lawyer
Joel Litvinoff, she is forced to re-examine everything she thought she knew about their fortyyear marriage. Joel's children will have to deal with this unsettling secret themselves, but
meanwhile, they are trying to cope with their own dilemmas. Rosa, beautiful, disillusioned
revolutionary, is grappling with a new-found attachment to Orthodox Judaism. Unhappily
married Karla is falling in love with an unlikely suitor at the hospital where she works.
Adopted brother Lenny is back on drugs again. In the course of battling their own demons
and each other, every member of the family is called upon to decide what – if anything – they
still believe in.
Ernest HEMINGWAY – A Farewell to Arms (1999 [1929], 304 pages)
In 1918 Ernest Hemingway went to war, to the 'war to end all wars'. He volunteered for
ambulance service in Italy, was wounded and twice decorated. Out of his experiences came
his early masterpiece, A Farewell to Arms.
In an unforgettable depiction of war, Hemingway recreates the fear, the comradeship, the
courage of his young American volunteers and the men and women he encounters along the
way with conviction and brutal honesty. A love story of immense drama and uncompromising
passion, A Farewell to Arms offers a unique and unflinching view of the world and people, by
the winner of the 1954 Nobel Prize for Literature.
Ernest HEMINGWAY – For whom the bell tolls ([1940], 2005, 496p)
High in the pine forests of the Spanish Sierra, a guerrilla band prepares to blow
up a vital bridge. Robert Jordan, a young American volunteer, has been sent to
handle the dynamiting. There, in the mountains, he finds the dangers and the
intense comradeship of war. And there he discovers Maria, a young woman who
has escaped from Franco's rebels...
Ernest HEMINGWAY – The old man and the sea ([1952], 1993, 112p)
It is the story of an old Cuban fisherman and his supreme ordeal: a relentless,
agonizing battle with a giant marlin far out in the Gulf Stream. Using the simple,
powerful language of a fable, Hemingway takes the timeless themes of courage in
the face of defeat and personal triumph won from loss and transforms them into a
magnificent twentieth-century classic.
Emma HENDERSON – Grace Williams Says it Loud (2010, 336 pages)
The doctors said no more could be done and advised Grace's parents to put her away. On
her first day at the Briar Mental Institute, Grace, aged eleven, meets Daniel. Debonair
Daniel, an epileptic who can type with his feet, sees a different Grace: someone to share
secrets and canoodle with, someone to fight for. A deeply affecting, spirit-soaring story of
love against the odds.
Sarah HENSHAW – The Bookshop that Floated Away (Non-Fiction) (2014, 272 pages)
In early 2009 a strange sort of business plan landed on the desk of a pinstriped bank
manager. It had pictures of rats and moles in rowing boats and archaic quotes about
Cleopatra's barge. It asked for a £30,000 loan to buy a black-and-cream narrowboat and a
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small hoard of books. The manager said no. Nevertheless The Book Barge opened six
months later and enjoyed the happy patronage of local readers, a growing number of
eccentrics and the odd moorhen. Business wasn't always easy, so one May morning owner
Sarah Henshaw set off for six months chugging the length and breadth of the country. Books
were bartered for food, accommodation, bathroom facilities and cake. During the journey, the
barge suffered a flooded engine, went out to sea, got banned from Bristol and, on several
occasions, floated away altogether. This account follows the ebbs and flows of Sarah's
journey as she sought to make her vision of a floating bookshop a reality.
James HERRIOT – All Creatures Great and Small (Non-Fiction) (1975 [2013]560 pages)
Follow the true adventures of Yorkshire veterinarian James Herriott and his charming
comrades as he traverses the Yorkshire dales in the 1930's attending to the ailing animals
that he loves so dearly. You'll feel every mile as he bumps along over the fells and moors,
you'll see all the wild beauty of the extraordinary Yorkshire territory of England, but most
importantly, you'll feel all the emotions tugging at your heart from the hardened Yorkshire
farmers to the humorous and warm hearted citizens of Darrowby.
Homer HICKAM – Carrying Albert home (2015, 416p)
Carrying Albert Home is the story of a man and his wife, a sweet pet alligator and
a very lucky rooster who decide to take a road trip to Florida in 1935; the year of
the Great Depression. What follows next is all completely true, well, except for the
parts that are made up...
Coal miner Homer is a simple family man who works hard, loves his wife dearly
and is content with the status quo. Unfortunately, his unsettled wife Elsie couldn't
be more different. She hates life in the small mining town of Coalwood and yearns for her
former life in Florida, where she was romanced by a handsome young actor and dancer
called Buddy Ebsen. Her pet alligator, Albert, was a wedding gift from Buddy and all she has
to remind her of those happy times. When Homer makes Elsie choose between him and the
'gator, Elsie makes the decision to drive across America to Florida to take Albert home. But
will she be returning with Homer, or staying with her beloved Albert? During the course of
their journey, the couple (and the alligator) have plenty of unusual adventures. Each story is
told in such a way that we really do start to wonder how much of it is actually true. Albert, of
course, is the star of the show …..
Susan HILL – The Beacon (2009, 160 pages)
The Prime children Colin, May, Frank and Berenice grew up in a bleak country farm house
called The Beacon. Colin and Berenice married locally and May went to university in London,
but came home within a year and never left again. Only Frank, quiet, watchful Frank, got
away. He left for Fleet Street and a career in journalism but it is the publication of a book
about his childhood that brings the fame and money he craves - and tears his family apart.
This is a story of betrayal and revenge, but also of a life left unfulfilled, the untold memories
and secrets that could be present in any family's past, and the human capacity to corrupt and
manipulate.
Susan HILL – The Small Hand (2010, 204 pages)
Late one summers evening, antiquarian bookseller Adam Snow is returning from a client visit
when he takes a wrong turn. He stumbles across a derelict Edwardian house, and compelled
by curiosity, approaches the door. Standing before the entrance, he feels the unmistakable
sensation of a small cold hand creeping into his own, 'as if a child had taken hold of it'. At
first he is merely puzzled by the odd incident but then begins to suffer attacks of fear and
panic, and is visited by nightmares. He is determined to learn more about the house and its
once-magnificent, now overgrown garden but when he does so, he receives further,
increasingly sinister, visits from the small hand.
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Tobias HILL – The Cryptographer (2003, 264 pages)
John Law is a man full of secrets. People call him the Cryptographer, or the Codemaker. He
is mysterious and charming, the world's first quadrillionaire, the inventor of an unbreakable
code, of a new form of electronic money. As a man, he is admired and distrusted more than
most. Tax inspector Anna Moore's talent is for getting clients to talk. She is good at what she
does, one of the best. So when the Revenue assigns John Law as Anna's new client, her
first task is to discover just what it is he's trying to hide...
Victoria HISLOP – The Island (2005, 473 pages)
On the brink of a life-changing decision, Alexis Fielding longs to find out about her mother's
past, but Sofia has never spoken of it. All she admits to is growing up in a small Cretan
village before moving to London. When Alexis decides to visit Crete, however, Sofia gives
her daughter a letter to take to an old friend, and promises that through her she will learn
more. Arriving in Plaka, Alexis is astonished to see that it lies a stone's throw from the tiny,
deserted island of Spinalonga – Greece's former leper colony. Then she finds Fortini, and at
last hears the story that Sofia has buried all her life: the tale of her great-grandmother Eleni
and her daughters and a family rent by tragedy, war and passion. She discovers how
intimately she is connected with the island, and how secrecy holds them all in its powerful
grip...
Victoria HISLOP – The Return (2008, 480 pages)
Beneath the Alhambra, Granada's cobbled streets resonate with music and secrets. Sonia
Cameron knows nothing of the city's shocking past; she is here to dance. But in a quiet cafe,
a chance conversation and an intriguing collection of old photographs draw her into the
extraordinary tale of Spain's devastating civil war. Seventy years earlier, the cafe is home to
the close-knit Ramirez family. In 1936, an army coup led by Franco shatters the country's
fragile peace, and in the heart of Granada the family witnesses the worst atrocities of
conflict. Divided by politics and tragedy, everyone must take a side, fighting a personal battle
as Spain rips itself apart.
Victoria HISLOP – The Thread (2011, 465 pages)
Thessaloniki, 1917. As Dimitri Komninos is born, a devastating fire sweeps
through the thriving Greek city where Christians, Jews and Muslims live side by
side. Five years later, Katerina Sarafoglou's home in Asia Minor is destroyed by
the Turkish army. Losing her mother in the chaos, she flees across the sea to
an unknown destination in Greece. Soon her life will become entwined with
Dimitri's, and with the story of the city itself, as war, fear and persecution begin
to divide its people. Thessaloniki, 2007. A young Anglo-Greek hears his
grandparents' life story for the first time and realises he has a decision to make. For many
decades, they have looked after the memories and treasures of the people who were forced
to leave. Should he become their next custodian and make this city his home?
Corinne HOFMANN – The White Masai (Non-Fiction) (2005, 320 pages)
Corinne Hofmann falls in love with a Masai warrior while on holiday with her boyfriend in
Kenya. After overcoming all sorts of obstacles, she moves into a tiny shack with him and his
mother in his village, and spends four years in Kenya. Slowly but surely the dream starts to
crumble until she flees back home with her baby daughter born out of the seemingly
indestructible love between a white European woman and a Masai.
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Alan HOLLINGHURST – The Line of Beauty (2004, 300 pages)
It is the summer of 1983, and young Nick Guest, an innocent in the matters of politics and
money, has moved into an attic room in the Notting Hill home of the Feddens: Gerald, an
ambitious new Tory MP, his wealthy wife Rachel, and their children Toby and Catherine.
Nick had idolized Toby at Oxford, but in his London life it will be the troubled Catherine who
becomes his friend and his uneasy responsibility. At the boom years of the mid-80s unfold,
Nick becomes caught up in the Feddens' world. In an era of endless possibility, Nick finds
himself able to pursue his own private obsession, with beauty – a prize as compelling to him
as power and riches are to his friends.
Gail HONEYMAN - Eleanor Oliphant is completely fine (2017, 385 pages)
Meet Eleanor Oliphant: She struggles with appropriate social skills and tends to
say exactly what she's thinking. Nothing is missing in her carefully timetabled
life of avoiding social interactions, where weekends are punctuated by frozen
pizza, vodka, and phone chats with Mummy.
But everything changes when Eleanor meets Raymond, the bumbling and
deeply unhygienic IT guy from her office. When she and Raymond together
save Sammy, an elderly gentleman who has fallen on the sidewalk, the three
become the kinds of friends who rescue one another from the lives of isolation they have
each been living. And it is Raymond's big heart that will ultimately help Eleanor find the way
to repair her own profoundly damaged one. Winner of the Costa First Novel Award 2017.
Anna HOPE – Wake (2014, 412p)
Remembrance Day 1920: A wartime secret connects three women’s lives: Hettie
whose wounded brother won’t speak; Evelyn who still grieves for her lost lover;
and Ada, who has never received an official letter about her son’s death, and is
still waiting for him to come home. As the mystery that binds them begins to
unravel, far away, in the fields of France, the Unknown Soldier embarks on his
journey home. The mood of the nation is turning towards the future – but can
these three women ever let go of the past?
Anna HOPE – Ballroom (2016, 298p)
1911: Inside an asylum at the edge of the Yorkshire moors, where men and
women are kept apart by high walls and barred windows, there is a ballroom vast
and beautiful. For one bright evening every week they come together and dance.
When John and Ella meet it is a dance that will change two lives forever. Set over
the heatwave summer of 1911, the end of the Edwardian era, The Ballroom is a
tale of unlikely love and dangerous obsession, of madness and sanity, and of who
gets to decide which is which. A Richard and Judy Autumn 2016 book choice.
Nick HORNBY – A Long Way Down (2005, 288 pages)
The book sees four very different people on top of a block of flats that also serves as a local
suicide spot one New Years Eve. All four stop each other from jumping yet all feel that they
have very real problems that they cannot solve, at least not on their own. From this point,
Hornby moves through the development of the characters lives from this point onwards and
explores the common bond that ties them all together. Hornby has drawn his characters
expertly and it is difficult not to empathise with them. The book is also shot through with his
normal humorous observations and this could be the funniest book about depression ever
written. This is not to say that the book makes light of suicide – indeed, it is a beautiful
exploration of what remains a real taboo within society.
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Gill HORNBY – All together now (2015, 325p)
The Bridgeford Community Choir is in crisis. Numbers are down. The choir leader
is in hospital. The tea urn is behaving in an ominous fashion. Something must be
done. New joiners Tracey Leckford and Bennett Parker might just be able to save
the day. But Tracey is hiding a huge secret about her past. And Bennett - while
equipped with a beautiful singing voice - is entirely baffled by the world and
everything in it. Can they really fit in with dependable old regulars like Annie? As
the choir suffers through fights, feuds and the perils of the school fair, it becomes clear that
their struggles are not just about music, but the future of their community. In order to save
their singing group and their town, the Bridgeford Singers will have to find a way to work
together - in harmony.
Anthony HOROWITZ – The House of Silk (2012, 416 pages)
Brilliantly captures the spirit and tone of Conan Doyle’s original stories while devising a new
mystery for modern readers.
Khaled HOSSEINI – And the Mountains Echoed .(2014, 480 pages)
Afghanistan, 1952. Abdullah and his sister Pari live with their father and stepmother in the
small village of Shadbagh. Their father, Saboor, is constantly in search of work and they
struggle together through poverty and brutal winters. To Abdullah, Pari - as beautiful and
sweet-natured as the fairy for which she was named - is everything. More like a parent than
a brother, Abdullah will do anything for her, even trading his only pair of shoes for a feather
for her treasured collection. One day the siblings journey across the desert to Kabul with
their father; Pari and Abdullah have no sense of the fate that awaits them there, for the event
which unfolds will tear their lives apart; sometimes a finger must be cut to save the hand
Elizabeth Jane HOWARD – Falling (1999, 430p)
Henry Kent -- a man looking for a woman --- preferably one with a little money….
Henry, in late middle age, is living without means on a dank houseboat. Getting by
on his charm is no longer feasible and when writer Daisy Langrish buys a cottage
close by, he sets his sights on her. But those around Daisy --- her agent, her
daughter -- begin to ask questions about him. And the revelations they uncover
have them very worried indeed.
Roger HUTCHINSON – Calum’s Road (Non-Fiction) (2008, 224 pages)
Calum MacLeod had lived on the northern point of Raasay since his birth in 1911. He tended
the Rona lighthouse at the very tip of his little archipelago, until semi-automation in 1967
reduced his responsibilities. So he decided to build a road out of Arnish in his months off.
With a road he hoped new generations of people would return to Arnish and all the north end
of Raasay. And so, at the age of 56, Calum MacLeod, the last man left in northern Raasay,
set about single-handedly constructing the 'impossible' road. It would become a romantic,
quixotic venture, a kind of sculpture; an obsessive work of art so perfect in every gradient,
culvert and supporting wall that its creation occupied almost twenty years of his life. In
"Calum's Road", Roger Hutchinson recounts the extraordinary story of this remarkable man's
devotion to his visionary project.
Aldous HUXLEY – Brave New World (1931, 229 pages)
Far in the future, the World Controllers have created the ideal society. Through clever use of
genetic engineering, brainwashing and recreational sex and drugs all its members are happy
consumers. Bernard Marx seems alone in feeling discontent. Harbouring an unnatural desire
for solitude, and a perverse distaste for the pleasures of compulsory promiscuity, Bernard
has an ill-defined longing to break free. A visit to one of the few remaining Savage
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Reservations where the old, imperfect life still continues may be the cure for his distress Huxley's ingenious fantasy of the future sheds a blazing light on the present and is
considered to be his most enduring masterpiece.
Catharina INGLEMAN-SUNDBERG – The Little Old Lady who Broke all the Rules (2014,
464 pages)
79-year-old Martha Andersson dreams of escaping her care home and robbing a bank. She
has no intention of spending the rest of her days in an armchair and is determined to fund
her way to a much more exciting lifestyle. Along with her four oldest friends - otherwise
known as the League of Pensioners - Martha decides to rebel against all of the rules
imposed upon them. Together, they cause uproar with their antics protesting against early
bedtimes and plasticky meals. As the elderly friends become more daring, they hatch a
cunning plan to break out of the dreary care home and land themselves in a far more
attractive Stockholm establishment. With the aid of their Zimmer frames, they resolve to
stand up for old aged pensioners everywhere - Robin Hood style. And that's when the
adventure really takes off..
J W IRONMONGER – The Coincidence Authority (2014, 320 pages)
This is the tale of two lost souls, each with a quest to understand the secret patterns hidden
in a very random universe. It is the story of the short but eventful life of Azalea Lewis, a
foundling child discovered at a travelling fair; and it is the unfolding story of Thomas Post
who looks for patterns in a haphazard world, and who finds his belief in the fabric of life
challenged by Azalea. From the windswept tranquillity of a Manx village, to the commuter
swarms of London, to the brutal abduction of child soldiers in Africa, this is a search for truth,
a search for God, a search for love, and a search for a decent pizza in North London.
John IRVING - The fourth hand (2001, 380 p)
While reporting a story from India, a New York television journalist has his left
hand eaten by a lion; millions of TV viewers witness the accident. In Boston, a
renowned hand surgeon awaits the opportunity to perform the nation's first hand
transplant. A married woman in Wisconsin wants to give the one-handed
reporter her husband's left hand, that is, after her husband dies. But the
husband is alive, relatively young, and healthy...
Kazuo ISHIGURO – The buried giant (2015, 316p)
The Romans have long since departed, and Britain is steadily declining into ruin.
But at last the wars that once ravaged the country have ceased. The Buried Giant
begins as a couple, Axl and Beatrice, set off across a troubled land of mist and
rain in the hope of finding a son they have not seen for years. They expect to face
many hazards - some strange and other-worldly - but they cannot yet foresee how
their journey will reveal to them dark and forgotten corners of their love for one
another.
Kazuo ISHIGURU – Never Let Me Go (2005, 282 pages)
A moving story of love, loss and hidden truths. Kathy, Ruth and Tommy were pupils at
Hailsham, an idyllic establishment situated deep in the English countryside. The children
there were tenderly sheltered from the outside world, brought up to believe they were
special, and that their personal welfare was crucial. But for what reason were they really
there? It is only years later that Kathy, now aged thirty-one, finally allows herself to yield to
the pull of memory. What unfolds is the haunting story of how Kathy, Ruth and Tommy
slowly come to face the truth about their seemingly happy childhoods – and about their
futures.
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Kazuo ISHIGURU – Remains of the Day (1999, 272 pages)
In the summer of 1956, Stevens, the ageing butler of Darlington Hall, embarks on a leisurely
holiday that will take him deep into the countryside and into his past ...A contemporary
classic, "The Remains of the Day" is Kazuo Ishiguro's beautiful and haunting evocation of life
between the wars in a Great English House, of lost causes and lost love.
Henry JAMES – The Turn of the Screw (1898, 272 pages)
This is a subtle and masterful ghost story, concerning a young governess and her horrifying
realisation that the house she lives in is haunted, and worse, her young charges are not only
secretly aware of the ghosts but welcome their presence. It's therefore a few steps ahead of
the average ghost story, and is told in a subtle and gently unfolding way.
P.D. JAMES – Death comes to Pemberley (2012, 352 pages)
The year is 1803, and Darcy and Elizabeth have been married for six years. There are now
two handsome and healthy sons in the nursery, Elizabeth's beloved sister Jane and her
husband Bingley live nearby and the orderly world of Pemberley seems unassailable. But all
this is threatened when, on the eve of the annual autumn ball, as the guests are preparing to
retire for the night a chaise appears, rocking down the path from Pemberley's wild woodland.
As it pulls up, Lydia Wickham - Elizabeth's younger, unreliable sister - stumbles out
screaming that her husband has been murdered.
Peter JAMES – Perfect people (2011, 400p)
John and Naomi Klaesson are grieving the death of their four-year-old son from a
rare genetic disorder. They desperately want another child, but when they find out
they are both carriers of a rogue gene, they realize the odds of their next child
contracting the disease are high. Then they hear about geneticist Doctor Leo
Dettore. He has methods that can spare them the heartache of ever losing
another child to any disease - even if his methods cost more than they can afford.
His clinic is where their nightmare begins. They should have realized that something was
wrong when they saw the list. Choices of eye colour, hair, sporting abilities. They can literally
design their child. Now it's too late to turn back. Naomi is pregnant, and already something is
badly wrong...
Dinah JEFFERIES – The tea planter's wife (2015, 421p)
Nineteen-year-old Gwendolyn Hooper is newly married to a rich and charming
widower, eager to join him on his tea plantation, determined to be the perfect wife
and mother. But life in Ceylon is not what Gwen expected. The plantation workers
are resentful, the neighbours treacherous. And there are clues to the past - a
dusty trunk of dresses, an overgrown gravestone in the grounds - that her
husband refuses to discuss. Just as Gwen finds her feet, disaster strikes. She
faces a terrible choice, hiding the truth from almost everyone, but a secret this big can't stay
buried forever . . . A Richard and Judy Book Club choice in 2015.
Pam JENOFF – The Winter Guest (2014, 336 pages)
Caught up in the struggle of Nazi occupied Poland, sisters Helena and Ruth Nowak have
created an enviable bond that can’t be broken. Or so they thought…When Helena discovers
a Jewish Allied paratrooper, wounded but alive, she risks the safety of herself and her family
to hide him. As her feelings for the solider grow deeper, she finds her loyalties torn.
Outraged at this impulsive choice that endangers them all, mild-mannered Ruth finds herself
becoming increasingly jealous of Helena. As tensions are sparked, a singular act of betrayal
unleashes a chain of events that will endanger them all and reverberate for decades to
come. From hardship and heartbreak, this tale puts to the test the ties of sisterhood in the
shadow of WW2.
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Jerome K JEROME – Three Men in a Boat (1889, 169 pages)
Is this the funniest book in the English language? Many people, over 100 years after
publication, would say so. The bravura comic scenes are still hilarious "I had the general
symptoms, the chief among them being a disinclination to work of any kind." So begin the
hilarious misadventures of a merry, but scandalously lazy band of well-to-do young men –
and a plucky and rather world-weary fox terrier named Montmorency – on an idyllic cruise
along the River Thames. Soggy weather, humiliating dunkings, the irritating behaviour of
small boats and the "contrariness of teakettles" are just a few of the barbarisms our genteel
heroes are forced to endure. First published in 1889, Three Men in a Boat was an instant
success, and Jerome has been compared to comic master P.G. Wodehouse.
Alan JOHNSON – This Boy (Non-Fiction) (2014, 304 pages)
This is essentially the story of two incredible women: Alan's mother, Lily, who battled against
poor health, poverty, domestic violence and loneliness to try to ensure a better life for her
children; and his sister, Linda, who had to assume an enormous amount of responsibility at a
very young age and who fought to keep the family together and out of care when she herself
was still only a child.
Played out against the background of a vanishing community living in condemned housing,
the story moves from post-war austerity in pre-gentrified Notting Hill, through the race riots,
school on the Kings Road, Chelsea in the Swinging 60s, to the rock-and-roll years, making a
record in Denmark Street and becoming a husband and father whilst still in his teens. This
Boy is one man’s story, but it is also a story of England and the West London slums which
are so hard to imagine in the capital today.
Jonas JONASSON – The hundred-year-old man who climbed out of the window and
disappeared (2012, 120 pages)
It all starts on the one-hundredth birthday of Allan Karlsson. Sitting quietly in his room in an
old people's home, he is waiting for the party he-never-wanted-anyway to begin. The mayor
is going to be there. The press is going to be there. But, as it turns out, Allan is not...Slowly
but surely Allan climbs out of his bedroom window, into the flowerbed (in his slippers) and
makes his getaway. And so begins his picaresque and unlikely journey involving criminals,
several murders, a suitcase full of cash, and incompetent police. As his escapades unfold,
we learn something of Allan's earlier life, in which he helped to make the atom bomb,
became friends with American presidents, Russian tyrants, and Chinese leaders, and was a
participant behind the scenes in many key events of the twentieth century.
Lloyd JONES – Mister Pip (2006, 240 pages)
On a copper-rich tropical island shattered by war, where the teachers have fled with almost
everyone else, only one white man chooses to stay behind: the eccentric Mr. Watts, object of
much curiosity and scorn, who sweeps out the ruined schoolhouse and begins to read to the
children each day from Charles Dickens's classic Great Expectations. But on an island at
war, the power of fiction has dangerous consequences. Imagination and beliefs are
challenged by guns. Mister Pip is an unforgettable tale of survival by story; a dazzling piece
of writing that lives long in the mind after the last page is finished.
Sadie JONES – The Uninvited Guests (2013, 368 pages)
It is the eve of Emerald Torrington's twentieth birthday and the family has assembled at
Sterne, the once grand, now crumbling, family seat. The cake is iced, the wine decanted, the
house gleams invitingly, but before the first dish can be served, a mysterious group of
strangers arrives at the door. Victims of a local train accident they are seeking shelter at the
house. The Torringtons welcome them in but there is something unsettling about the group
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and, as night falls and a storm rages outside, the family begins to wonder if something more
malevolent than stranded travellers is in their home...
Terry JONES – Trouble on the Heath (Quick Reads) (2011, 96 pages)
Malcolm Thomas is not happy. The view he loves is about to be blocked by an ugly building.
He decides to take action and forms a protest group. Then things go wrong and Malcolm
finds himself running for his life. Along the way he gets mixed up with depressed town
planners, violent gangsters and a kidnapped concert pianist. Malcolm starts to wonder if
objecting to the building was such a good idea when he finds himself upside down with a gun
in his mouth. This hilarious story from Monty Python star, Terry Jones, will make you laugh
out loud.
Rachel JOYCE – Perfect (2014, 448 pages)
Summer, 1972: In the claustrophobic heat, eleven-year-old Byron and his friend begin
'Operation Perfect', a hapless mission to rescue Byron's mother from impending crisis.
Winter, present day: As frost creeps across the moor, Jim cleans tables in the local café, a
solitary figure struggling with OCD. His job is a relief from the rituals that govern his nights.
Little would seem to connect them except that two seconds can change everything; and if
your world can be shattered in an instant, can time also put it right?
Rachel JOYCE – The Unlikely Pilgrimage of Harold Fry (2012, 368 pages)
When Harold Fry nips out one morning to post a letter, leaving his wife hoovering upstairs,
he has no idea that he is about to walk from one end of the country to the other. He has no
hiking boots or map, let alone a compass, waterproof or mobile phone. All he knows is that
he must keep walking to save someone else's life.
Paul KALANITHI – When breath becomes air (NonFiction) (2016, 256 pages)
At the age of thirty-six, on the verge of completing a decade’s training as a
neurosurgeon, Paul Kalanithi was diagnosed with inoperable lung cancer. One
day he was a doctor treating the dying, the next he was a patient struggling to
live. The book chronicles Kalanithi’s transformation from a medical student asking
what makes a virtuous and meaningful life into a neurosurgeon working in the
core of human identity – the brain – and finally into a patient and a new father.
What makes life worth living in the face of death? What do you do when when life is
catastrophically interrupted? What does it mean to have a child as your own life fades away?
Paul Kalanithi died while working on this book, yet his words live on as a guide to us all.
When Breath Becomes Air is a life-affirming reflection on facing our mortality and on the
relationship between doctor and patient, from a gifted writer who became both. Shortlisted
for the 2017 Wellcome Prize and Pulitzer Prize.
William KAMKWAMBA – The Boy who Harnessed the Wind (Non-Fiction) (2010, 288
pages)
When William Kamkwamba was just 14 years old his parents told him that he must leave
school and come and work on the family farm as they could no longer afford to $80 a year
tuition fees. This is the story of his refusal to give up on learning and reading. Forced to
leave school with no hope of raising the funds to go again, William resorted to borrowing
books from the small local library to continue his education. One day he picked up a book
about energy, with a picture of a wind turbine on the front cover. Fascinated by science and
electricity, but knowing little more about the technology, William decided to build his own.
Ridiculed by those around him, and exhausted from his work in the fields and using nothing
more than bits of scrap metal, old bicycle parts and wood from the blue gum tree, he slowly
built his very own windmill. This windmill has changed the world in which William and his
family live. William's dream is that other African's will learn to help themselves – one windmill
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and one light bulb at a time – and that maybe one day they will be able to power their own
computers, and use the internet, and see for themselves how his life has changed after
picking up that book in the library.
Jackie KAY – Trumpet (1998, 200 pages)
The book starts with a stunning secret. After his death Joss Moody, the mixed-race jazz
trumpet player, is found to have been a woman. The world is shocked and his adopted son
devastated. Only his wife knew the truth. The novel follows the consequences of this
discovery. A very moving story, painful to read at times, but absolutely compelling.
Hannah KENT - The good people (2016, 385 pages)
Based on true events in nineteenth century Ireland, Hannah Kent's novel tells
the story of three women, drawn together to rescue a child from a superstitious
community. Nora, bereft after the death of her husband, finds herself alone and
caring for her grandson Micheal, who can neither speak nor walk. A handmaid,
Mary, arrives to help Nora just as rumours begin to spread that Micheal is a
changeling child who is bringing bad luck to the valley. Determined to banish
evil, Nora and Mary enlist the help of Nance, an elderly wanderer who
understands the magic of the old ways. Shortlisted for the Walter Scott Prize for Historical
Fiction 2017.
Maylis de KERANGAL – Mend the living (2016, 230 pages)
A twenty-four-hour whirlwind of death and life. In the depths of a winter's night,
the heart of Simon Limbeau is resting, readying itself for the day to come. In a
few hours' time, just before six, his alarm will go off and he will venture into the
freezing dawn, drive down to the beach, and go surfing with his friends. A trip he
has made a hundred times and yet, today, the heart of Simon Limbeau will
encounter a very different course. But for now, the black-box of his body is free to
leap, swell, melt and sink, just as it has throughout the years of Simon's young life. Winner of
the 2017 Wellcome Book Prize and Longlisted for the 2016 Man Booker International Prize.
Daniel KEYES – Flowers for Algernon (2000, 216 pages)
Algernon is extra-clever thanks to an experimental brain operation so far tried only on
animals; Charlie eagerly volunteers as the first human subject. After frustrating delays and
agonies of concentration, the effects begin to show and the reports steadily improve but
getting smarter brings cruel shocks, as Charlie realises that his merry "friends" at the bakery
where he sweeps the floor have all along been laughing at him, never with him. The IQ rise
continues, taking him steadily past the human average to genius level and beyond, until he's
as intellectually alone as the old, foolish Charlie ever was--and now painfully aware of it.
Then, ominously, the smart mouse Algernon begins to deteriorate ...
Jess KIDD – Himself (2016, 368 pages)
When Mahony returns to Mulderrig, a speck of a place on Ireland’s west coast, he
brings only a photograph of his long-lost mother and a determination to do battle
with the village’s lies. His arrival causes cheeks to flush and arms to fold in
disapproval. No one in the village - living or dead - will tell what happened to the
teenage mother who abandoned him as a baby, despite Mahony's certainty that
more than one of them has answers. Between Mulderrig’s sly priest, its pitiless
nurse and the caustic elderly actress throwing herself into her final village play, this debut
novel creates an world of mystery, bloody violence and buried secrets. Longlisted for the
2017 Crime Writers Association New Blood Dagger award.
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Sue Monk KIDD – Invention of Wings (2014, 448 pages)
Sarah Grimké is the middle daughter. The one her mother calls difficult and her father calls
remarkable. On Sarah's eleventh birthday, Hetty 'Handful' Grimké is taken from the slave
quarters she shares with her mother, wrapped in lavender ribbons, and presented to Sarah
as a gift. Sarah knows what she does next will unleash a world of trouble. She also knows
that she cannot accept. And so, indeed, the trouble begins ...
Sue Monk KIDD – The Secret Life of Bees (2002. 384 pages)
Lily has grown up believing she accidentally killed her mother when she was four. She not
only has her own memory of holding the gun, but her father's account of the event. Now
fourteen, she yearns for her mother, and for forgiveness. Living on a peach farm in South
Carolina with her father, she has only one friend: Rosaleen, a black servant whose sharp
exterior hides a tender heart. When racial tension explodes one summer afternoon, and
Rosaleen is arrested and beaten, Lily is compelled to act. Fugitives from justice and from
Lily's harsh and unyielding father, they follow a trail left by the woman who died ten years
before. Finding sanctuary in the home of three beekeeping sisters, Lily starts to understand
of the world and the mystery surrounding her mother.
Stephen KIERNAN – The Curiosity .(2014, 480 pages)
Maverick scientific genius Erastus Carthage has developed a technique to bring frozen
simple-celled animals back to life. But when his Arctic research vessel discovers a body
encased in an iceberg, he seizes the chance to apply his pioneering process to a human
being. The man Carthage's lad awakens from death is Jeremiah Rice, a Massachusetts
judge, who was born in 1868 and fell overboard in 1906. Jeremiah is an instant celebrity chased by paparazzi, vilified by the religious right, and overwhelmed by a society he sees as
brilliant and diverse but also vulgar and violent. As his only ally biologist Kate Philo attempts
to protect him from financial and political exploitation, the two fall in love. Meanwhile,
Jeremiah's time on earth is slipping away
Judith KINGHORN – The Memory of Lost Senses (2013, 400 pages)
A lyrically written and wonderfully evocative, romantic historical novel that draws you into the
intriguing and secret lives of the characters in the hot lazy summer of 1911. A Countess, her
grandson, a famous author writing her memoir and a young village girl are brought together,
and as the long buried family secrets are revealed all their lives will be changed forever.
Barbara KINGSOLVER – Flight Behaviour (2013, 608 pages)
Dellarobia Turnbow steps out from her back door intent on wrecking her marriage. For ten
years she has lived a humdrum existence on her husband's family farm. She is heading for
a secret tryst with a young telephone engineer, but in small town Tennessee can anything be
kept secret? On her way she is stopped in her tracks by a natural wonder, a valley of fire.
She returns to her home, glad of the wake up call, and her narrow escape from infidelity.
Jennifer KLINEC – The temporary bride: a memoir of love and food in Iran (NonFiction) (2014, 271p)
In her thirties, Jennifer Klinec abandons a corporate job to launch a cooking
school from her London flat. Raised in Canada to Hungarian-Croatian parents,
she has already travelled to countries most people are fearful of, in search of
ancient recipes. Her quest leads her to Iran where, hair discreetly covered and
eyes modest, she is introduced to a local woman who will teach her the secrets of
the Persian kitchen. Vahid is suspicious of the strange foreigner who turns up in his mother’s
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kitchen; he is unused to seeing an independent woman. But a compelling attraction pulls
them together and then pits them against harsh Iranian laws and customs. Getting under the
skin of one of the most complex and fascinating nations on earth, The Temporary Bride is a
story of being loved, being fed, and the struggle to belong.
Herman KOCH – The Dinner (2013, 320 pages)
An evening in Amsterdam and two couples meet for dinner. They need to discuss their
teenage sons. The boys have committed a horrifying act, caught on CCTV. They remain
unidentified - except by their parents. How far will each couple go to protect their child?
The reader does not rise from his table happy and replete so much as stand up suddenly,
pale and reeling.
Jhumpa LAHIRI – Lowland (2014, 416 pages)
Growing up in Calcutta, born just fifteen months apart, Subhash and Udayan Mitra are
inseparable brothers, one often mistaken for the other. But they are also opposites, with
gravely different futures ahead of them. It is the 1960s, and Udayan--charismatic and
impulsive--finds himself drawn to the Naxalite movement, a rebellion waged to eradicate
inequity and poverty: he will give everything, risk all, for what he believes. Subhash, the
dutiful son, does not share his brother's political passion; he leaves home to pursue a life of
scientific research in a quiet, coastal corner of America. But when Subhash learns what
happened to his brother in the lowland outside their family's home, he comes back to India,
hoping to pick up the pieces of a shattered family, and to heal the wounds Udayan left
behind--including those seared in the heart of his brother's wife.
Laila LALAMI – The moor's account (2015, 430p)
In 1527 the Spanish conquistador Panfilo de Narvaez arrived on the coast of
modern-day Florida with hundreds of settlers, and claimed the region for Spain.
Almost immediately, the expedition was decimated by a combination of
navigational errors, disease, starvation and fierce resistance from indigenous
tribes. Within a year, only four survivors remained: three noblemen and a
Moroccan slave called "Estebanico". The official record, set down after a reunion
with Spanish forces in 1536, contains only the three freemen's accounts. The fourth, to which
the title of Laila Lalami's masterful novel alludes, is Estebanico's own. Lalami gives us
Estebanico as history never did: as Mustafa, the vibrant merchant from Azemmur forced into
slavery and a new name, and reborn as the first black explorer of the Americas, discovering
and being discovered by various tribes both hostile and compassionate. The Moor's Account
illuminates the ways in which stories can transmigrate into history, and how storytelling can
offer a chance for redemption, reinvention and survival. Longlisted for the 2015 Man Booker
prize.
William LANDAY – Defending Jacob (2013, 512 pages)
Andy Barber's job is to put killers behind bars and when a boy from his son Jacob's school is
found stabbed to death, Andy is doubly determined to find and prosecute the perpetrator,
until a crucial piece of evidence turns up linking Jacob to the murder. Suddenly Andy and his
wife find their son accused of being a cold-blooded killer. In the face of every parent's worst
nightmare, they will do anything to defend their child because, deep down, they know him
better than anyone - don't they?
Harriet LANE – Alys, Always (2012, 240 pages)
Frances is a thirty-something lowly sub-editor, but her routine, colourless existence is
disrupted one winter evening when she happens upon the aftermath of a car crash and
hears the last words of the driver, Alys Kyte. When Alys's family makes contact in an attempt
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to find closure, Frances is given a tantalising glimpse of a very different world: one of
privilege and possibility. The relationships she builds with the Kytes will have an impact on
her own life, both professionally and personally, as Frances dares to wonder whether she
might now become a player in her own right ...
Harriet LANE – Her (2014, 256 pages)
On the face of it, Emma and Nina have very little in common. Isolated and exhausted by
early motherhood, Emma finds her confidence is fading fast. Nina--sophisticated, generous,
effortlessly in control--seems to have all the answers. It's easy to see why Emma is drawn to
Nina. But what does Nina see in her? A seemingly innocent friendship slowly develops into a
dangerous game of cat and mouse as Nina eases her way into Emma's life. Soon, it
becomes clear that Nina wants something from the unwitting Emma--something that might
just destroy her.
Kay LANGDALE – Choose me (2013, 304 pages)
Billy is only nine years old. But he's already learned that when your mum dies, you get your
own social worker. He's also learned that once you are ten, the odds of finding a family to
adopt you don't look so good. That's the part he wasn't supposed to overhear. Miriam Riley
is up against a deadline to give Billy the 'forever family' that every child deserves.
Determined to cut through red tape, she finds three very different couples who might fit the
bill, though prospective parents come with issues of their own. Through Billy's watchful eyes,
the summer unfolds. What does he really need? Will anyone choose him?
Shari LAPENA - The couple next door (2016, 343 pages)
Your neighbour told you that she didn't want your six-month-old daughter at the
dinner party. Nothing personal, she just couldn't stand her crying. Your husband
said it would be fine. After all, you only live next door. You'll have the baby
monitor and you'll take it in turns to go back every half hour. Your daughter was
sleeping when you checked on her last. But now, as you race up the stairs in
your deathly quiet house, your worst fears are realized. She's gone.
You've never had to call the police before. But now they're in your home, and
who knows what they'll find there.
Erik LARSON – Dead wake: the last crossing of the Lusitania (Non-Fiction) (2015,
429p)
On 1st May 1915, the luxury ocean liner Lusitania sailed out of New York, bound
for Liverpool. Her passengers were anxious. Germany had declared the seas
around Britain to be a war zone and its submarines were bringing terror to the
Atlantic. But the Lusitania’s captain, William Thomas Turner, had faith in the
gentlemanly terms of warfare that had, for a century, kept civilian ships safe from
attack. He also knew that his ship was the fastest then in service and could outrun any
threat. Germany was, however, intent on changing the rules, and Walther Schwieger, the
captain of Unterseeboot-20, was happy to oblige. For this would be the ill-fated Lusitania’s
final crossing . . .
Antoine LAURAIN – The President's hat (2013, 208p)
Dining alone in an elegant Parisian brasserie, accountant Daniel Mercier can
hardly believe his eyes when President François Mitterrand sits down to eat at the
table next to him. After the presidential party has gone, Daniel discovers that
Mitterrand's black felt hat has been left behind. After a few moments' soulsearching, Daniel decides to keep the hat as a souvenir of an extraordinary
evening. It's a perfect fit, and as he leaves the restaurant Daniel begins to feel
somehow … different.
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John LE CARRE - A legacy of spies (2017, 320 pages)
Peter Guillam, former disciple of George Smiley in the British Secret Service,
has long retired to Brittany when a letter arrives, summoning him to London.
The reason? Cold War ghosts have come back to haunt him. Intelligence
operations that were once the toast of the Service are to be dissected by a
generation with no memory of the Berlin Wall. Somebody must pay for innocent
blood spilt in the name of the greater good . . .
Laurie LEE – Cider with Rosie (Non-Fiction) (2002[1959], 232 pages)
Cider with Rosie is a wonderfully vivid memoir of childhood in a remote Cotswold village, a
village before electricity or cars, a timeless place on the verge of change. Growing up
amongst the fields and woods and characters of the place, Laurie Lee depicts a world that is
both immediate and real and belongs to a now-distant past.
Harper LEE – To Kill a Mockingbird (1960, 309 pages)
Lawyer Atticus Finch defends the real mockingbird of Harper Lee's classic, Pulitzer Prizewinning novel – a black man charged with the rape of a white woman. Through the eyes of
Atticus's children, Scout and Jem Finch, Harper Lee explores with rich humour and
unflinching honesty the irrationality of adult attitudes toward race and class in the Deep
South of the 1930's. This is a wonderful unusual story which takes you into a different world.
Doris LESSING – Alfred and Emily (2008, 288 pages)
Here, Doris Lessing explores the lives of her parents, both of them irrevocably damaged by
the Great War. Her father wanted the simple life of an English farmer, but shrapnel almost
killed him in the trenches, and thereafter he had to wear a wooden leg. Her mother Emily's
great love was a doctor who drowned in the Channel, and she spent the war nursing the
wounded in the Royal Free Hospital. In the first half of this book, Lessing imagines the lives
her parents might have made for themselves had there been no war, a story that has them
meeting at a village cricket match as children but leading separate lives. This is followed by a
piercing examination of their lives as they actually came to be in the shadow of that war, their
move to Rhodesia, a damaged couple hulking over Lessing’s childhood in a strange land.
Andrea LEVY – Small Island (2004, 544 pages)
It is 1948, and England is recovering from a war. But in Nevern Street, London, the conflict
has only just begun. Queenie Bligh’s neighbours do not approve when she agrees to take in
Jamaican lodgers, but Queenie doesn’t know when her husband will return, or if he will come
back at all. What else can she do? Gilbert Joseph was one of the several thousand
Jamaican men who joined the RAF to fight against Hitler. Returning to England as a civilian
he finds himself treated very differently. It is desperation that makes him remember a
wartime friendship with Queenie and knock at her door. Gilbert’s wife Hortense, too, had
longed to leave Jamaica and start a better life in England. But when she joins him she is
shocked to find London shabby, decrepit, and far from the golden city of her dreams. Even
Gilbert is not the man she thought he was.
Deborah LEVY – Hot milk (2016, 208p)
Sofia, a young anthropologist, has spent much of her life trying to solve the
mystery of her mother's unexplainable illness. She is frustrated with Rose and her
constant complaints, but utterly relieved to be called to abandon her own
disappointing fledgling adult life. She and her mother travel to the searing, arid
coast of southern Spain to see a famous consultant--their very last chance--in the
hope that he might cure her unpredictable limb paralysis. But Dr. Gomez has
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strange methods that seem to have little to do with physical medicine, and as the treatment
progresses, Sofia's mother's illness becomes increasingly baffling. Sofia's role as detective-tracking her mother's symptoms in an attempt to find the secret motivation for her pain-deepens as she discovers her own desires in this transient desert community. Shortlisted for
the Man Booker Prize 2016.
John LEWIS-STEMPLE – Meadowland: the private life of an English field (Non-Fiction)
(2014, 293p)
Meadowland gives a unique and intimate account of an English meadow’s life
from January to December, together with its biography. In exquisite prose, John
Lewis-Stempel records the passage of the seasons from cowslips in spring to the
hay-cutting of summer and grazing in autumn, and includes the biographies of the
animals that inhabit the grass and the soil beneath: the badger clan, the fox
family, the rabbit warren, the skylark brood and the curlew pair, among others. Their births,
lives, and deaths are stories that thread through the book from first page to last. Winner of
the Thwaites Wainwright Prize, 2015.
Amy LIPTROT – The Outrun (Non-Fiction) (2016, 304p)
At the age of thirty, Amy Liptrot finds herself washed up back home on Orkney.
Standing unstable on the island, she tries to come to terms with the addiction that
has swallowed the last decade of her life. As she spends her mornings swimming
in the bracingly cold sea, her days tracking Orkney's wildlife, and her nights
searching the sky for the Merry Dancers, Amy discovers how the wild can restore
life and renew hope. Winner of the 2016 Wainwright Prize and Shortlisted for the
2016 Wellcome Prize.
Penelope LIVELY – Family Album (2009, 272 pages)
Allersmead is a big shabby Victorian suburban house. The perfect place to grow up for
elegant Sandra, difficult Gina, destructive Paul, considerate Katie, clever Roger and flighty
Clare. But was it? As adults, the children return to Allersmead one by one. To their homemaking mother and aloof writer father, and a house that for years has played silent witness
to a family's secrets. And one devastating secret of which no one speaks...
Penelope LIVELY – The Photograph (2003, 240 pages)
Searching through a little-used cupboard at home, Glyn Peters chances upon a photograph
he has never seen before. It shows his wife holding hands with another man. As Glyn begins
to search for answers, he, and those around him, finds the certainties of the past and
present slip away.
David LODGE – Deaf Sentence (2008, 320 pages)
Retired Professor of Linguistics Desmond Bates is going deaf. It's a bother for his wife who
has an enviably successful new career and is too busy to be endlessly repeating herself.
Roles are reversed with his aging father, who resents his son's attempts to help him. And
then there's Alex, a student whom Desmond has agreed to help after a typical
misunderstanding at a party. But her increasingly bizarre requests cannot all be blamed on
his defective hearing. So much for growing old gracefully...
David LODGE – A man of parts (2012, 576 pages)
Sequestered in his blitz-battered Regent's Park house in 1944, the ailing Herbert George
Wells, 'H.G.' to his family and friends, looks back on a life crowded with incident, books, and
women. Charting his unpromising start as a draper's assistant to his rapid rise to fame as a
writer with a prophetic imagination, his immersion in socialist politics and his belief in and
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practice of free love, A Man of Parts is an astonishing novel of passion, ambition and
controversy.
Eric LOMAX – The Railway Man (Non-fiction) .(1995 [2014], 336 pages)
During the Second World War Eric Lomax was forced to work on the notorious Burma-Siam
Railway and was tortured by the Japanese for making a crude radio. Left emotionally scarred
and unable to form normal relationships, Lomax suffered for years until, with the help of his
wife, Patti, and The Medical Foundation for the Care of Victims of Torture, he came terms
with what happened. Fifty years after the terrible events, he was able to meet one of his
tormentors. The Railway Man is a story of innocence betrayed, and of survival and courage
in the face of horror.
Kate LONG – Swallowing Grandma (2005, 240 pages)
Katherine Millar is eighteen and desperate to be less fat, less swotty and to have cooler
friends. But most of all, she wishes she had two parents, instead of one grandma, Poll. Poll
is pushing seventy, half blind and utterly poisonous. She has looked after Katherine since
she was a baby. Poll's ambition is for things to stay exactly the same for ever, and for
Katherine never to leave their pit village of Bank Top. Katherine has other ideas, and she
can feel change is coming; the omens are all around her. In the meantime, she cleans up
after Poll, revises for her exams, watches daytime television and surfs the net at the library
trying to find out how to be bulimic. What she doesn't quite realize yet is that life won't always
wait for you to catch up with it. Swallowing Grandma is a perceptive, vivid and painfully funny
novel about the ties of love and loathing, and the ways in which our versions of the past can
thwart our visions for the future.
Charles C.LOVETT – The bookman's tale (2013, 300p)
After the death of his wife, Peter Byerly, a young antiquarian bookseller, relocates
from the States to the English countryside, where he hopes to rediscover the joys
of life through his passion for collecting and restoring rare books. But when he
opens an eighteenth-century study on Shakespeare forgeries, he is shocked to
find a Victorian portrait strikingly similar to his wife tumble out of its pages, and
becomes obsessed with tracking down its origins. As he follows the trail back to
the nineteenth century and then to Shakespeare's time, Peter learns the truth about his own
past and unearths a book that might prove that Shakespeare was indeed the author of all his
plays.
Maja LUNDE - The history of bees (2017, 337 pages)
This literary debut follows three generations of beekeepers from the past,
present, and future, weaving the story of their relationship to the bees - and to
their children and one another - against the backdrop of an urgent global crisis.
England, 1852. William is a biologist and seed merchant who sets out to build a
new type of beehive - one that will give both him and his children honour and
fame.
United States, 2007. George is a beekeeper fighting an uphill battle against
modern farming but hopes that his son can be their salvation.
China, 2098. Tao hand paints pollen onto the fruit trees now that the bees have long since
disappeared. When Tao's young son is taken away by the authorities after a tragic accident,
she sets out on a grueling journey to find out what happened to him.
The History of Bees joins these three very different narratives into one story that is just as
much about the powerful bond between children and parents as it is about our very
relationship to nature and humanity.
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Rosamund LUPTON – Afterwards (2011, 480 pages)
Black smoke stains a summer blue sky. A school is on fire. And one mother, Grace, sees the
smoke and runs. She knows her teenage daughter Jenny is inside. She runs into the burning
building to rescue her. Afterwards, Grace must find the identity of the arsonist and protect
her family from the person who's still intent on destroying them. Afterwards, she must fight
the limits of her physical strength and discover the limitlessness of love.
Rosamund LUPTON – Sister (2010, 359 pages)
Nothing can break the bond between sisters ...When Beatrice gets a frantic call in the middle
of Sunday lunch to say that her younger sister, Tess, is missing, she boards the first flight
home to London. But as she learns about the circumstances surrounding her sister's
disappearance, she is stunned to discover how little she actually knows of her sister's life and unprepared for the terrifying truths she must now face. The police, Beatrice's fiancé and
even their mother accept they have lost Tess but Beatrice refuses to give up on her. So she
embarks on a dangerous journey to discover the truth, no matter the cost.
Rosamund LUPTON – Quality of silence (2015, 394p)
The Quality of Silence is the story of Yasmin, a beautiful astrophysicist, and her
precocious deaf daughter, Ruby, who arrive in a remote part of Alaska to be told
that Ruby's father, Matt, has been the victim of a catastrophic accident. Unable to
accept his death as truth, Yasmin and Ruby set out into the hostile winter of the
Alaskan tundra in search of answers. But as a storm closes in, Yasmin realizes
that a very human danger may be keeping pace with them. And with no one else
on the road to help, they must keep moving, alone and terrified, through an endless Alaskan
night.
Gillian MCALLISTER - Anything you do say (2018, 388 pages)
Joanna is an avoider. So far she has spent her adult life hiding bank statements
and changing career aspirations weekly. But then one night Joanna hears
footsteps on the way home. Is she being followed? She is sure it's him; the man
from the bar who wouldn't leave her alone. Hearing the steps speed up Joanna
turns and pushes with all of her might, sending her pursuer tumbling down the
steps and lying motionless on the floor. Now Joanna has to do the thing she
hates most - make a decision. Fight or flight? Truth or lie? Right or wrong?
Laura MCBRIDE – We are Called to Rise (2015, 400 pages)
An immigrant boy whose family is struggling to assimilate. A middle-aged housewife coping
with an imploding marriage and a troubled son. A social worker at home in the darker
corners of Las Vegas. A wounded soldier recovering from an injury he can't remember
getting. By the time we realize how these voices will connect, the impossible and perhaps
the unbearable has already happened. We Are Called to Rise is a boomtown tale, in which
the lives of people from different backgrounds and experiences collide in coincidence. When
presented the opportunity to sink into despair, these characters rise. Through acts of
remarkable charity and bravery, they rescue themselves.
Cormac McCARTHY – The Road (2006, 304 pages)
A father and his son walk alone through burned America, heading through the ravaged
landscape to the coast. This is the profoundly moving story of their journey. "The Road"
boldly imagines a future in which no hope remains, but in which two people, 'each the other's
world entire', are sustained by love. Awesome in the totality of its vision, it is an unflinching
meditation on the worst and the best that we are capable of: ultimate destructiveness,
desperate tenacity, and the tenderness that keeps two people alive in the face of total
devastation.
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Helen MACDONALD – H is for hawk (Non-Fiction) (2014, 300p)
As a child, Helen Macdonald was determined to become a falconer, learning the
arcane terminology and reading all the classic books. Years later, when her father
died and she was struck deeply by grief, she became obsessed with the idea of
training her own goshawk. She bought Mabel for £800 on a Scottish quayside
and took her home to Cambridge, ready to embark on the long, strange business
of trying to train this wildest of animals. H is for Hawk is an unflinchingly honest
account of Macdonald's struggle with grief during the difficult process of the hawk's taming
and her own untaming. This is a book about memory, nature and nation, and how it might be
possible to reconcile death with life and love. Winner of both the Costa Book of the Year and
the Samuel Johnson prize for non-fiction.
to atone.
Ian MCEWAN – The Children Act (2014, 215p)
Fiona Maye, a leading High Court judge, renowned for her fierce intelligence and
sensitivity is called on to try an urgent case. For religious reasons, a seventeenyear-old boy is refusing the medical treatment that could save his life. Time is
running out. She visits the boy in hospital – an encounter which stirs long-buried
feelings in her and powerful new emotions in the boy. But it is Fiona who must
ultimately decide whether he lives or dies and her judgement will have
momentous consequences for them both.
Ian McEWAN – On Chesil Beach (2007, 176 pages)
It is June, 1962. In a hotel on the Dorset coast, overlooking Chesil Beach, Edward and
Florence, who got married that morning, are sitting down to dinner in their room. Neither is
entirely able to suppress their anxieties about the wedding night to come ... On Chesil Beach
is another masterwork from Ian McEwan - a story about how the entire course of a life can
be changed by a gesture not made or a word not spoken.
Ian McEWAN – Solar (2010, 304 pages)
Michael Beard is a Nobel prize-winning physicist whose best work is behind him. Trading on
his reputation, he speaks for enormous fees, lends his name to the letterheads of renowned
scientific institutions and half-heartedly heads a government-backed initiative tackling global
warming. A compulsive womaniser, Beard finds his fifth marriage floundering. But this time it
is different: she is having the affair, and he is still in love with her. When Beard's professional
and personal worlds collide in a freak accident, an opportunity presents itself for Beard to
extricate himself from his marital mess, reinvigorate his career and save the world from
environmental disaster. Ranging from the Arctic Circle to the deserts of New Mexico, Solar is
a serious and darkly satirical novel, showing human frailty struggling with the most pressing
and complex problem of our time. A profound and stylish story of one man's greed and selfdeception.
Ian MCEWAN – Sweet tooth (2013, 384 pages)
McEwan's latest novel charts the progress of Serena Frome from the seat of her father's
bishopric, via a mathematics degree at Cambridge, to a junior role in MI5 during the 1970s.
Much of the novel is taken up with her romantic engagements, professional disappointments
and love of literature until all of them become bound together in a single operation, Sweet
Tooth.
Fiona MACFARLANE – The Night Guest (2014, 288 pages)
Ruth is widowed, her sons are grown, and she lives in an isolated beach house outside of
town. Her routines are few and small. One day a stranger arrives at her door, looking as if
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she has been blown in from the sea. This woman—Frida—claims to be a care worker sent
by the government. Ruth lets her in. Now that Frida is in her house, is Ruth right to fear the
tiger she hears on the prowl at night, far from its jungle habitat? Why do memories of
childhood in Fiji press upon her with increasing urgency? How far can she trust this
mysterious woman, Frida, who seems to carry with her her own troubled past? And how far
can Ruth trust herself? A novel about trust, dependence, and fear.
Jon McGREGOR – If Nobody Speaks of Remarkable Things (2002, 288 pages)
In a multi-layered narrative, If Nobody Speaks of Remarkable Things charts a single day in
the life of an ordinary suburban street that will be shaken by a dramatic event. Threaded
through the stories of the anonymous inhabitants are the recollections of one of them three
years after that event, now faced with a crisis, which brings her life sharply into focus.
Through the details of his characters’ day-to-day lives: a couple nervous in their new
coupledom; a wife’s knowledge of the secret her husband lovingly attempts to conceal; the
terrible scarring of a man’s hands, Jon McGregor explores the small dramas played out on
our streets and in our houses that make the seemingly prosaic extraordinary.
Jon MCGREGOR - Reservoir 13 (2017, 326 pages)
Midwinter in the early years of this century. A teenage girl on holiday has gone
missing in the hills at the heart of England. The villagers are called up to join the
search, fanning out across the moors as the police set up roadblocks and a
crowd of news reporters descends on their usually quiet home. Meanwhile,
there is work that must still be done: cows milked, fences repaired, stone cut,
pints poured, beds made, sermons written, a pantomime rehearsed. The search
for the missing girl goes on, but so does everyday life. As it must. An novel
which explores the rhythms of the natural world and the repeated human gift for violence,
unfolding over thirteen years as the aftershocks of a stranger's tragedy refuse to subside.
Winner of the Costa Novel of the Year 2017 and Longlisted for the Man Booker Prize 2017.
Sinclair MCKAY – The Secret Life of Bletchley Park (Non-Fiction) (2011, 368 pages)
Though plenty has been written about the boffins, and the codebreaking, fictional and nonfiction – from Robert Harris and Ian McEwan to Andrew Hodges’ biography of Turing – what
of the thousands of men and women who lived and worked at Bletchley Park during the war?
What was life like for them – an odd, secret territory between the civilian and the military?
This is the first history of life at Bletchley Park, and is an amazing compendium of memories
from people now in their eighties – of skating on the frozen lake in the grounds (a depressed
Angus Wilson, the novelist, once threw himself in) – of a youthful Roy Jenkins, useless at
codebreaking, of the high jinks at nearby accommodation hostels – and of the implacable
secrecy that meant girlfriend and boyfriend working in adjacent huts knew nothing about
each other’s work.
Clare MACKINTOSH – I let you go (2014, 373p)
In a split second, Jenna Gray's world is shattered. Her only hope of moving on is
to walk away from everything she knows to start afresh. Desperate to escape her
past, Jenna moves to a remote cottage on the Welsh coast, but she is haunted by
her fears, her grief and her memories of the cruel November night that changed
her life for ever. DI Ray Stevens is tasked with seeking justice for a mother who is
living every parent's worst nightmare. Determined to get to the bottom of the case,
it begins to consume him as he puts both his professional and personal life on the line. As
Ray and his team seek to uncover the truth, Jenna, slowly, begins to glimpse the potential
for happiness in her future. But her past is about to catch up with her, and the consequences
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will be devastating. By an author who has greatly entertained Oxfordshire readers at library
summer events, this was a Richard and Judy Book Club choice in 2015.
Ben MACINTYRE – Operation Mincemeat (Non- Fiction) (2010, 432 pages)
One April morning in 1943, a sardine fisherman spotted the corpse of a British soldier
floating in the sea off the coast of Spain and set in train a course of events that would
change the course of the Second World War. Operation Mincemeat was the most successful
wartime deception ever attempted, and certainly the strangest. It hoodwinked the Nazi
espionage chiefs, sent German troops hurtling in the wrong direction, and saved thousands
of lives by deploying a secret agent who was different, in one crucial respect, from any spy
before or since: he was dead. His mission: to convince the Germans that instead of attacking
Sicily, the Allied armies planned to invade Greece.

Bernard MACLAVERTY - Midwinter break (2017, 242 pages)
A retired couple, Gerry and Stella Gilmore, fly to Amsterdam for a midwinter
break. A holiday to refresh the senses, to see the sights and to generally take
stock of what remains of their lives. But amongst the wintry streets and icy
canals we see their relationship fracturing beneath the surface. And when
memories re-emerge of a troubled time in their native Ireland things begin to fall
apart. As their midwinter break comes to an end, we understand how far apart
they are - and can only watch as they struggle to save themselves. Shortlisted
for the Irish Novel of the Year 2018.
Grace MACLEAN – The Land of Decoration (2013, 304 pages)
Judith doesn’t have much. The house she shares with her devoutly religious father is full of
dusty relics, reminders of the mother Judith never knew. Bullied at school, she finds comfort
in creating a miniature world in her bedroom – a world of wonder she calls The Land of
Decoration. Perhaps, she thinks, if she makes it snow in The Land of Decoration there will
be no school on Monday.
Sure enough, when Judith opens her curtains the next day, the world beyond her window
has turned white. And that's when her troubles begin.
Gilly MACMILLAN – Burnt paper sky (2015, 470p)
Rachel Jenner turned her back for a moment. Now her eight-year-old son Ben is
missing. But what really happened that fateful afternoon? Caught between her
personal tragedy and a public who have turned against her, there is nobody left
who Rachel can trust. But can the nation trust Rachel? The clock is ticking to find
Ben alive.
Anna MCPARTLIN – Somewhere inside of happy (2016, 426p)
Maisie Bean is a fighter. A survivor. Seventeen years ago, she went on a first
date that went so badly it was enough to put the girl off chips. The marriage that
followed was hell but it gave her two children: funny, caring Jeremy and bullish
but brilliant Valerie.
Just as it seems everything might finally start going right, sixteen-year-old Jeremy
goes missing. The police descend and a media storm swirls, over five days of
searching that hurtle towards an inevitable, terrible conclusion. Maisie is facing another fight,
and this time it’s the fight of her life. But she’s a survivor. Whatever the odds, she’ll never
give in.
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Lucy MANGAN - Bookworm: a memoir of childhood reading (Non-Fiction) (2018, 321p)
When Lucy Mangan was little, stories were everything. They opened up new
worlds and cast light on all the complexities she encountered in this one. No
wonder she only left the house for her weekly trip to the library or to spend her
pocket money on amassing her own at home. In this book, Lucy revisits her
childhood reading with wit, love and gratitude. She relives our best-beloved
books, their extraordinary creators, and looks at the thousand subtle ways they
shape our lives. She also disinters a few forgotten treasures to inspire the next
generation of bookworms and set them on their way. Lucy brings the favourite characters of
our collective childhoods back to life - prompting endless re-readings, rediscoveries, and,
inevitably, fierce debate - and brilliantly uses them to tell her own story, that of a born, and
unrepentant, bookworm.
Hilary MANTEL – Wolf Hall (2009, 400 pages)
Henry VIII is on the throne, but has no heir. Cardinal Wolsey is his chief advisor, charged
with securing the divorce the pope refuses to grant. Into this atmosphere of distrust and need
comes Thomas Cromwell, first as Wolsey's clerk, and later his successor. Cromwell is a
wholly original man: the son of a brutal blacksmith, a political genius, a briber, a charmer, a
bully, a man with a delicate and deadly expertise in manipulating people and events.
Ruthless in pursuit of his own interests, he is as ambitious in his wider politics as he is for
himself. His reforming agenda is carried out in the grip of a self-interested parliament and a
king who fluctuates between romantic passions and murderous rages. We see Tudor
England as a half-made society, moulding itself with great passion, suffering and courage.
Winner of the Man Booker Prize 2009.
Henry MARSH – Do no harm (Non-Fiction) (2014, 277p)
What is it like to be a brain surgeon? How does it feel to hold someone's life in
your hands, to cut through the stuff that creates thought, feeling and reason?
How do you live with the consequences when it all goes wrong? DO NO HARM
offers an unforgettable insight into the highs and lows of a life dedicated to
operating on the human brain, in all its exquisite complexity. With astonishing
candour and compassion, Henry Marsh reveals the exhilarating drama of surgery,
the chaos and confusion of a busy modern hospital, and above all the need for hope when
faced with life's most agonising decisions.
Yann MARTEL – High mountains of Portugal (2016, 352p)
In Lisbon in 1904, a young man named Tomas discovers an old journal. It hints at
the existence of an extraordinary artifact that - if he can find it - would redefine
history. Traveling in one of Europe's earliest automobiles, he sets out in search of
this strange treasure. Thirty-five years later, a Portuguese pathologist devoted to
the murder mysteries of Agatha Christie finds himself at the center of a mystery of
his own and drawn into the consequences of Tomas' quest. Fifty years on, a
Canadian senator takes refuge in his ancestral village in Northern Portugal, grieving the loss
of his beloved wife. But he arrives with an unusual companion: a chimpanzee. And there the
century-old quest will come to an unexpected conclusion.
Daniel MASON – The Piano Tuner (2002, 384 pages)
On a misty London afternoon in 1886, piano tuner Edgar Drake receives a strange request
from the War Office: he must leave his wife, and his quiet life in London, to travel to the
jungles of Burma to tune a rare Erard grand piano. The piano belongs to Surgeon-Major
Anthony Carroll, an enigmatic British officer, whose success at making peace in the war-torn
Shan States is legendary, but whose unorthodox methods have begun to attract suspicion.
En route he is entranced by the Doctor's letters but as his captivation grows, so do his
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questions: about the Doctor's true motives. Sensuous and lyrical, rich with passion and
adventure, The Piano Tuner is a hypnotic tale of myth, romance and self-discovery.
Mark MASON - Move along, please: Land's End to John O'Groats by bus (NF) (2013,
311 pages)
At 10.41am on a Tuesday morning in September, Mark Mason boards the
number 1A bus at Land’s End in Cornwall. Forty-six buses and eleven days later
he disembarks at John O’Groats in Scotland. Move Along Please is his account
of that gruelling 1100-mile odyssey; a paint-by-bus-numbers portrait of Britain.
Along the way he visits everywhere from the village where the internet enters
Britain to the urban sprawl of Birmingham. He samples staples of the British diet
and uncovers countless fascinating facts about his native land. Set against the backdrop of
2000 years of history, this is the unmissable story of a man rediscovering his nation in all its
idiosyncratic glory.
Peter MAY – Entry Island (2014, 534 pages)
When Detective Sime Mackenzie is sent from Montreal to investigate a murder on the
remote Entry Island, 850 miles from the Canadian mainland, he leaves behind him a life of
sleeplessness and regret. But what had initially seemed an open-and-shut case takes on a
disturbing dimension when he meets the prime suspect, the victim's wife, and is convinced
that he knows her - even though they have never met. And when his insomnia becomes
punctuated by dreams of a distant Scottish past in another century, this murder in the Gulf of
St. Lawrence leads him down a path he could never have foreseen, forcing him to face a
conflict between his professional duty and his personal destiny.
Herman MELVILLE – Moby-Dick, or, The whale (2012 [1851], 620p)
An epic tale of the conflict between man and his fate. Captain Ahab's obsessive
quest to destroy the great white whale that tore off his leg leads the "Pequod" and
its crew to disaster. But more than just a novel of adventure, more than an
encyclopaedia of whaling lore and legend, the book can be seen as part of its
author's lifelong meditation on America.
Tom MICHELL – Penguin lessons (Non-Fiction) (2015, 240p)
Tom Michell is in his roaring twenties: single, free-spirited and seeking adventure.
He has a plane ticket to South America, a teaching position in a prestigious
Argentine boarding school, and endless summer holidays. He even has a
motorbike. What he doesn't need is a pet. What he really doesn't need is a pet
penguin. Set against Argentina's turbulent years following the collapse of the
corrupt Perónist regime, this is the heart-warming story of Juan Salvador the
penguin, rescued by Tom from an oil slick in Uruguay just days before a new term. When the
bird refuses to leave Tom's side, the young teacher has no choice but to smuggle it across
the border, through customs, and back to school. Whether it's as the rugby team's mascot,
the housekeeper's confidant, the host at Tom's parties or the most flamboyant swimming
coach in world history, Juan Salvador transforms the lives of all he meets - in particular one
homesick school boy. And as for Tom, he discovers in Juan Salvador a compadre like no
other...
David MITCHELL – Cloud Atlas (2004, 544 pages)
Six interlocking lives and one amazing adventure. A reluctant voyager crossing the Pacific in
1850; a disinherited composer blagging a precarious livelihood in between-the-wars
Belgium; a high-minded journalist in Governor Reagan's California; a vanity publisher fleeing
his gangland creditors; a genetically modified 'dinery server' on death-row; and Zachry, a
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young Pacific Islander witnessing the nightfall of science and civilisation. The narrators of
Cloud Atlas hear each other's echoes down the corridor of history, and their destinies are
changed in ways great and small. Shortlisted for the 2004 Man Booker Prize.
David MITCHELL – Slade house (2015, 240p)
Turn down Slade Alley - narrow, dank and easy to miss, even when you're looking
for it. Find the small black iron door set into the right-hand wall. No handle, no
keyhole, but at your touch it swings open. Enter the sunlit garden of an old house
that doesn't quite make sense; too grand for the shabby neighbourhood, too large
for the space it occupies. A stranger greets you and invites you inside. At first, you
won't want to leave. Later, you'll find that you can't.
This unnerving tale begins in 1979 and comes to its turbulent conclusion around Hallowe'en,
2015. Because every nine years, on the last Saturday of October, a 'guest' is summoned to
Slade House. But why has that person been chosen, by whom and for what purpose? The
answers lie waiting in the long attic, at the top of the stairs . . .
Deborah MOGGACH – These Foolish Things (2004, 256 pages)
When Ravi Kapoor, an over-worked London doctor, is driven beyond endurance by his
disgusting and difficult father-in-law, he asks his wife: 'Can't we just send him away
somewhere? Somewhere far, far away.' His prayer seems to have been answered when his
entrepreneurial cousin, Sonny, sets up a retirement home, recreating a lost corner of
England in a converted guesthouse in Bangalore. Travel and set-up are inexpensive, staff
willing and plentiful – and the British pensioners can enjoy the hot weather and take mango
juice with their gin. A brilliant comedy of manners, mixing acute observation with a deeper
message about how different cultures cope in the modern world.
Thomas MONTASSER – Very special year (2016, 198p)
When businesswoman Valerie takes over the bookshop owned by her aunt – who
has vanished without trace – her intention is to bring some order to the chaos,
and then sell the business. But she has underestimated the power of the little
shop. One day she stumbles upon a mysterious book with an unfinished ending.
Valerie thinks it must be a defective copy, but when a customer turns up
searching for that very book, her view of the shop – and world – shifts, as she is
forced to question what is and isn’t possible.
Erin MORGENSTERN – The Night Circus (2011, 400 pages)
In 1886, a mysterious travelling circus becomes an international sensation. Open only at
night, constructed entirely in black and white, Le Cirque des Reves delights all who wander
its circular paths and warm themselves at its bonfire. Although there are acrobats, fortunetellers and contortionists, the Circus of Dreams is no conventional spectacle. Some tents
contain clouds, some ice. The circus seems almost to cast a spell over its aficionados, who
call themselves the reveurs - the dreamers. At the heart of the story is the tangled
relationship between two young magicians, Celia, the enchanter's daughter, and Marco, the
sorcerer's apprentice. At the behest of their shadowy masters, they find themselves locked in
a deadly contest, forced to test the very limits of the imagination, and of their love...A
fabulous, fin-de-siecle feast for the senses and a life-affirming love story.
Michael MORPURGO – Private Peaceful (2003, 192 pages)
Heroism or cowardice; a stunning story of the First World War from a master storyteller. Told
in the voice of a young soldier, the story follows 24 hours in his life at the front during WW1,
and captures his memories as he looks back over his life. Full of stunningly researched detail
and engrossing atmosphere, the book leads to a dramatic and moving conclusion. Both a
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love story and a deeply moving account of the horrors of the First World War, this book will
reach everyone from 9 to 90.
Heather MORRIS - The tattooist of Auschwitz (2018, 270 p)
In 1942, Lale Sokolov arrived in Auschwitz-Birkenau. He was given the job of
tattooing the prisoners marked for survival - scratching numbers into his fellow
victims' arms in indelible ink to create what would become one of the most
potent symbols of the Holocaust. Waiting in line to be tattooed, terrified and
shaking, was a young girl. For Lale - a dandy, a jack-the-lad, a bit of a chancer it was love at first sight. And he was determined not only to survive himself, but
to ensure this woman, Gita, did, too. So begins one of the most life-affirming,
courageous, unforgettable and human stories of the Holocaust: the love story of the tattooist
of Auschwitz. A Richard and Judy Autumn 2018 book club choice
Greg MORTENSON – Three Cups of Tea (Non-Fiction) (2006, 352 pages)
'Here we drink three cups of tea to do business; the first you are a stranger, the second you
become a friend, and the third, you join our family, and for our family we are prepared to do
anything – even die' – Haji Ali, Korphe Village Chief, Karakoram mountains, Pakistan. In
1993, after a terrifying and disastrous attempt to climb K2, Greg Mortenson drifted, cold and
dehydrated, into an impoverished Pakistan village in the Karakoram Mountains. Moved by
the inhabitants' kindness, he promised to return and build a school. Over the next decade
Mortenson built not just one but fifty-five schools – especially for girls – in remote villages
across the forbidding and breathtaking landscape of Pakistan and Afghanistan, just as the
Taliban rose to power.
Kate MOSSE - The burning chambers (2018, 585 p)
Carcassonne 1562: Nineteen-year-old Minou Joubert receives an anonymous
letter at her father's bookshop. Sealed with a distinctive family crest, it contains
just five words: SHE KNOWS THAT YOU LIVE. But before Minou can decipher
the mysterious message, a chance encounter with a young Huguenot convert,
Piet Reydon, changes her destiny forever. For Piet has a dangerous mission of
his own, and he will need Minou's help if he is to get out of La Cité alive.
Toulouse: As the religious divide deepens in the Midi, and old friends become
enemies, Minou and Piet both find themselves trapped in Toulouse, facing new dangers as
sectarian tensions ignite across the city, the battle-lines are drawn in blood and the
conspiracy darkens further. Meanwhile, as a long-hidden document threatens to resurface,
the mistress of Puivert is obsessed with uncovering its secret and strengthening her power . .
A Richard and Judy Spring 2019 book club choice
Abir MUKHERJEE - A rising man (2016, 386 pages)
India, 1919. Desperate for a fresh start, Captain Sam Wyndham arrives to take
up an important post in Calcutta's police force. He is soon called to the scene of
a horrifying murder. The victim was a senior official, and a note in his mouth
warns the British to leave India – or else. With the stability of the Empire under
threat, Wyndham and Sergeant 'Surrender-not' Banerjee must solve the case
quickly. But there are some who will do anything to stop them...
Alice MUNRO – Selected stories (2010, 432 pages)
Twenty-three bittersweet tales of Canadian life.
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Iris MURDOCH – The Bell (1958, 315 pages)
Dora Greenfield, erring wife, returns to live with her husband in a lay community encamped
outside Imber Abbey, home to a mysterious enclosed order of nuns. Watched over by its
devout director and the discreet authority of the wise old Abbess, Imber Court is a haven for
lost souls seeking tranquillity. But then the lost Abbey bell, legendary symbol of religion and
magic, is rediscovered, and hidden truths and desires are forced into the light.

Iris MURDOCH - The Sea, the Sea (1999) [1978], 560 pages)
When Charles Arrowby retires from his glittering career in the London theatre, he buys a
remote house on the rocks by the sea. He hopes to escape from his tumultuous love affairs
but unexpectedly bumps into his childhood sweetheart and sets his heart on destroying her
marriage. His equilibrium is further disturbed when his eccentric friends all decide to come
and keep his company and Charles finds his seaside idyll severely threatened by his past.
Paul MURRAY – The mark and the void (2015, 480p)
A novel of institutional folly. While marooned at his banking job in the
bewilderingly damp and insular realm known as Ireland, Claude Martingale is
approached by a down-on-his-luck author, Paul, looking for his next great subject.
Claude finds that his life gets steadily more exciting under Paul's fictionalizing
influence; he even falls in love with a beautiful waitress. But Paul's plan is not
what it seems - and neither is Claude's employer, the Bank of Torabundo, which
inflates through dodgy takeovers and derivatives-trading until - well, you can probably guess
how that shakes out. An examination of the deceptions carried out in the names of art, love
and commerce - and probably the funniest novel ever written about a financial crisis.
Azar NAFIZI – Reading Lolita in Tehran (Non-Fiction) (2003, 386 pages)
For two years before she left Iran in 1997, Azar Nafisi gathered seven young women at her
house every Thursday morning to read and discuss forbidden works of Western literature.
They were all former students whom she had taught at university. Some came from
conservative and religious families, others were progressive and secular; several had spent
time in jail. Shy and uncomfortable at first, they soon began to open up and speak more
freely, not only about the novels they were reading but also about themselves, their dreams
and disappointments. Nafisi's account flashes back to the early days of the revolution when
she first started teaching at the University of Tehran amid the swirl of protests and
demonstrations. offering a fascinating portrait of the Iran-Iraq war viewed from Tehran and a
rare glimpse, from the inside, of women's lives in revolutionary Iran. It is a work of great
passion and poetic beauty, written with a startlingly original voice.
Irene NEMIROVSKY – Suite Francaise (1941, 416 pages)
In 1941, Irène Némirovsky sat down to write a work that would convey the magnitude of what
she was living through by evoking the domestic lives and personal trials of the ordinary
citizens of France. She did not live to see the day when, sixty-five years later, Suite
Française would be hailed as a masterpiece. Set in June 1940, when the Nazis occupy
France, it falls into two parts. The first is a brilliant depiction of a group of Parisians as they
flee the Nazi invasion; the second follows the inhabitants of a small rural community under
occupation. This is a novel that teems with wonderful characters, each more vivid than the
next.
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Patrick NESS – The Crane Wife (2013, 320p)
One night George Duncan is woken by a noise in his garden. Impossibly, a great white crane
has tumbled to earth, shot through its wing by a giant arrow. Unexpectedly
moved, he helps the crane, and from the moment he watches it fly off, George's
life is transformed. The next day, he meets and falls in love with the enigmatic
Kumiko. It is a passion that burns hot as a volcano. But this passion comes at a
terrible price.

Linda NEWBERY – Missing Rose (2014, 400p)
At quarter past two on a hot summer afternoon, Anna’s beautiful, headstrong
older sister Rose disappears. And Anna was the last person to see her. Their
parents, Rose’s friends, the police – no-one can find where Rose has gone or
who might have taken her. Twenty years later, Rose is still missing. Anna is the
only one who still believes she might be alive, and unable to take control of her
own life while her sister’s disappearance remains unsolved, she begins to hunt for
the truth herself. But the search for Rose will uncover secrets she is not prepared for… A
prize-winning author for children and young people, this is her first novel for adults, and was
a Radio 2 Book Club choice.
Celeste NG – Everything I Never Told You (2014, 304 pages)
Lydia is the favourite child of Marilyn and James Lee; their middle daughter, a girl who
inherited her mother’s bright blue eyes and her father’s jet-black hair. Her parents are
determined that Lydia will fulfill the dreams they were unable to pursue—in Marilyn’s case
that her daughter become a doctor rather than a homemaker, in James’s case that Lydia be
popular at school, a girl with a busy social life and the centre of every party. When Lydia’s
body is found in the local lake, the delicate balancing act that has been keeping the Lee
family together tumbles into chaos, forcing them to confront the long-kept secrets that have
been slowly pulling them apart.
David NICHOLLS – Us (2014, 399p)
Douglas Petersen understands his wife's need to 'rediscover herself' now that
their son is leaving home. He just thought they'd be doing their rediscovering
together. So when Connie announces that she will be leaving, too, he resolves to
make their last family holiday into the trip of a lifetime: one that will draw the three
of them closer, and win the respect of his son. One that will make Connie fall in
love with him all over again. The hotels are booked, the tickets bought, the
itinerary planned and printed. What could possibly go wrong?
Audrey NIFFENEGGER – The Night Bookmobile (Graphic Novel) (2010, 40 pages)
The Night Bookmobile tells the story of a young woman who encounters a mysterious
disappearing mobile library one night, which happens to stock every book she has ever read.
Seeing both her own history and her most intimate self in this library, she embarks on a
search for the elusive bookmobile. Over time, her search turns into an obsession as she
longs to be reunited with her own collection and her memories.
Elizabeth NOBLE – The Reading Group (2003, 480 pages)
A glass of wine, a gossip, and a good book; The Reading Group members are as different as
the books they read, but each woman has secret hopes and fears, and finds laughter and
support in the group's monthly meetings. Each chapter is built around the book the group is
discussing. How does it compare with your reading group?!
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Charity NORMAN – The new woman (2015, 368 pages)
Luke Livingstone is a respected solicitor, a father and grandfather, a pillar of the
community. Yet Luke is struggling with an unbearable secret, and it's threatening
to destroy him. All his life, Luke has hidden the truth about himself and his identity.
It's a truth so fundamental that it will shatter his family and leave him outcast. But
to continue living, he must become the person - the woman - he knows himself to
be, whatever the cost.
Barney NORRIS – Five rivers met on a wooded plain (2016, 283 pages)
One quiet evening in Salisbury, the peace is shattered by a serious car crash.
At that moment, five lives collide - a flower seller, a schoolboy, an army wife, a
security guard, a widower - all facing their own personal disasters. As one of
those lives hangs in the balance, the stories of all five unwind, drawn together
by connection and coincidence into a web of love, grief, disenchantment and
hope that perfectly represents the joys and tragedies of small-town life.
Clare NORTH – Touch (2015, 426p)
Kepler had never meant to die this way — viciously beaten to death by a stinking
vagrant in a dark back alley. But when reaching out to the murderer for salvation
in those last dying moments, a sudden switch takes place. Now Kepler is looking
out through the eyes of the killer himself, staring down at a broken and ruined
body lying in the dirt of the alley. Instead of dying, Kepler has gained the ability to
roam from one body to another, to jump into another person’s skin and see
through their eyes, live their life -- be it for a few minutes, a few months or a lifetime. Kepler
means these host bodies no harm — and even comes to cherish them intimately like lovers.
But when one host, Josephine Cebula, is brutally assassinated, Kepler embarks on a
mission to seek the truth — and avenge Josephine’s death.
Charlie OATWAY – Tackling Life (Quick Read) (2011, 112 pages)
Charlie Oatway was born into a family who were often in prison and always on the wrong
side of the law. Unable to learn his lessons in school, Charlie was soon involved in petty
crime and it seemed his life would follow that of his dad and uncles. He managed to become
a professional footballer, but when he was sent to jail himself, it seemed that there was no
turning back for this bad lad either. Tackling Life is the story of how Charlie managed to turn
his life around. Even though trouble was always just around the corner, his fighting spirit
made him a success on the football pitch. And after becoming captain of Brighton and Hove
Albion, Charlie went public with his problems with reading and writing. His book tells how
people can be inspired and educated through the power of football.
Barack OBAMA – Dreams from my Father (Biography) (2004, 464 pages)
The son of a black African father and a white American mother, Obama was only two years
old when his father walked out on the family. Many years later, Obama receives a phone call
from Nairobi: his father is dead. This sudden news inspires an emotional odyssey for
Obama, determined to learn the truth of his father's life and reconcile his divided inheritance.
Written at the age of thirty-three, "Dreams from my Father" is an unforgettable read. It
illuminates not only Obama's journey, but also our universal desire to understand our history,
and what makes us the people we are.
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Chigozie OBIOMA – The Fishermen (2015, 414p)
In a small town in western Nigeria, four young brothers - the youngest is nine, the
oldest fifteen - use their strict father's absence from home to go fishing at a
forbidden local river. They encounter a dangerous local madman who predicts
that the oldest brother will be killed by another. This prophesy breaks their strong
bond and unleashes a tragic chain of events of almost mythic proportions.
Shortlisted for The 2015 Man Booker Prize, and for the Guardian First Book
Award.
Tea OBREHT – The Tiger’s Wife (2011, 335 pages)
A tiger escapes from the local zoo, padding through the ruined streets and onwards, to a
ridge above the Balkan village of Galina. His nocturnal visits hold the villagers in a terrified
thrall. But for one boy, the tiger is a thing of magic. Natalia is the granddaughter of that boy.
Now a doctor, she is visiting orphanages after another war has devastated the Balkans. On
this journey, she receives word of her beloved grandfather's death, far from their home, in
circumstances shrouded in mystery. From fragments of stories her grandfather told her as a
child, Natalia realises he may have died searching for 'the deathless man', a vagabond who
was said to be immortal. Struggling to understand why a man of science would undertake
such a quest, she stumbles upon a clue that will lead her to a tattered copy of The Jungle
Book, and then to the extraordinary story of the tiger's wife.
Edna O’BRIEN – The Country Girls (2007, 240 pages)
It is the early 1960s in a country village in Ireland. Caithleen Brady and her attractive friend
Baba are on the verge of womanhood and dreaming of spreading their wings in a wider
world; of discovering love and luxury and liquor and above all, fun. With bawdy innocence,
shrewd for all their inexperience, the girls romp their way through convent school to the
bright lights of Dublin - where Caithleen finds that suave, idealised lovers rarely survive the
real world.
Edna O'BRIEN – The little red chairs (2015, 299 pages)
One night, in the dead of winter, a mysterious stranger arrives in the small Irish
town of Cloonoila. Broodingly handsome, worldly, and charismatic, Dr. Vladimir
Dragan is a poet, a self-proclaimed holistic healer, and a welcome disruption to
the monotony of village life. Before long, the beautiful black-haired Fidelma
McBride falls under his spell and, defying the shackles of wedlock and
convention, turns to him to cure her of her deepest pains. Then, one morning,
the illusion is abruptly shattered. While en route to pay tribute at Yeats's grave,
Dr. Vlad is arrested and revealed to be a notorious war criminal and mass murderer. The
Cloonoila community is devastated by this revelation, and no one more than Fidelma, who is
made to pay for her deviance and desire. In disgrace and utterly alone, she embarks on a
journey that will bring both profound hardship and, ultimately, the prospect of redemption.
Shortlisted for the Irish Book Awards.
Maggie O’FARRELL – The Hand that First Held Mine (2010, 374 pages)
When the sophisticated Innes Kent turns up on her doorstep, Lexie Sinclair realises she
cannot wait any longer for her life to begin, and leaves for London. There, at the heart of the
1950s Soho art scene, she carves out a new life. In the present day, Elina and Ted are
reeling from the difficult birth of their first child. Elina struggles to reconcile the demands of
motherhood with sense of herself as an artist, and Ted is disturbed by memories of his own
childhood that don't tally with his parents' version of events. As Ted begins to search for
answers, an extraordinary portrait of two women is revealed, separated by fifty years, but
connected in ways that neither could ever have expected.
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Maggie O’FARRELL – The Vanishing Act of Esme Lennox (2006, 224 pages)
Esme was a woman edited out of her family's history, and when, sixty years later, she is
released from care, a young woman, Iris, discovers the great aunt she never knew she had.
The mystery that unfolds is the heartbreaking tale of two sisters in colonial India and 1930s
Edinburgh of the loneliness that binds them together and the rivalries that drive them
apart, and lead one of them to a shocking betrayal but above all it is the story of Esme, a
fiercely intelligent, unconventional young woman, and of the terrible price she is made to pay
for her family's unhappiness...
Maggie O’FARRELL – This must be the place (2016, 496 pages)
Meet Daniel Sullivan, a man with a complicated life. A New Yorker living in the
wilds of Ireland, he has children he never sees in California; a father he loathes in
Brooklyn; and a wife, Claudette, who is a reclusive ex-film star given to shooting
at anyone who ventures up their driveway. He is also about to find out something
about a woman he lost touch with 20 years ago, and this discovery will send him
off course, far away from wife and home. Will his love for Claudette be enough to
bring him back? At its heart it is an extraordinary portrait of a marriage, the forces that hold it
together, and the pressures that drive it apart. A Richard and Judy Summer 2017 choice
Maggie O'FARRELL - I am, I am, I am: seventeen brushes with death (NF) (2017, 219
pages)
A childhood illness she was not expected to survive. A teenage yearning to
escape that nearly ended in disaster. A terrifying encounter on a remote path. A
mismanaged labour in an understaffed hospital. This is the extraordinary
memoir from bestselling author Maggie O'Farrell. It is a book to make you
question yourself. What would you do if your life was in danger, and what would
you stand to lose?
Catherine O’FLYNN – Mr Lynch’s holiday (2014, 272 pages)
'I'm looking forward to seeing you and Laura and getting my first taste of "abroad".' Eamonn
Lynch stares at the letter announcing his father's imminent arrival. His first thought: I'll make
an excuse, I'll put him off. But it's too late. Laura has left, and Dermot is already here, a fresh
arrival from Ireland to southern Spain. Now it's just the two of them, father and son, for two
long, hot weeks. Neither knows quite what to make of the other. But as they are swept up in
the British expats' ceaseless barbecuing and bickering, they begin to discover the truth about
why each left home and about the family past. At the same time they uncover a shocking,
unacknowledged secret at the heart of this defiant but beleaguered community.
George ORWELL – Burmese Days (1934, 320 pages)
Set in the days of the Empire, with the British ruling in Burma, Burmese Days describes both
indigenous corruption and Imperial bigotry. Against the prevailing orthodoxy, Flory, a white
timber merchant, befriends Dr Veraswami, a black enthusiast for Empire. The doctor needs
help. U Po Kyin, Sub-divisional Magistrate of Kyauktada, is plotting his downfall. The only
thing that can save him is European patronage: membership of the hitherto all-white Club.
While Flory prevaricates, beautiful Elizabeth Lackersteen arrives in Upper Burma from Paris.
At last, after years of 'solitary hell', romance and marriage appear to offer Flory an escape
from the 'lie' of the 'pukka sahib pose'.
George ORWELL – Down and out in Paris and London (2011 [1933], 256 pages)
Written when Orwell was a struggling writer in his twenties, this book documents his 'first
contact with poverty'. Here, he painstakingly documents a world of unrelenting drudgery and
squalor - sleeping in bug-infested hostels and doss houses of last resort, working as a
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dishwasher in Paris's vile 'Hôtel X', surviving on scraps and cigarette butts, living alongside
tramps, a star-gazing pavement artist and a starving Russian ex-army captain. Exposing a
shocking, previously-hidden world to his readers, Orwell gave a human face to the statistics
of poverty for the first time. Despite its age, down and out still strikes a chord in the modern
world and while much has changed in the intervening years, there are still telling parallels
with today’s society.
George ORWELL – Nineteen Eighty-Four (1948, 336 pages)
Winston Smith works for the Ministry of Truth in London, chief city of Airstrip One. Big
Brother stares out from every poster, the Thought Police uncover every act of betrayal.
When Winston finds love with Julia, he discovers that life does not have to be dull and
deadening, and awakens to new possibilities. Winston and Julia begin to question the Party;
they are drawn towards conspiracy. Yet Big Brother will not tolerate dissent - even in the
mind. For those with original thoughts they invented Room 101. Nineteen Eighty-Four is
George Orwell's terrifying vision of a totalitarian future in which everything and everyone is
slave to a tyrannical regime.
George ORWELL – The Road to Wigan Pier (2001 [1937], 240 pages)
George Orwell, commissioned by the Left Book Club, tours the recession hit mining areas of
Lancashire and Yorkshire in 1936 and his report on the harsh social conditions he found
there pulls no punches; it serves as a reminder of just how harsh life was for many people,
within living memory. The second part of the book charts Orwell's personal odyssey from
public schoolboy and officer of the Indian Imperial Police in Burma to crusading Left-wing
author and journalist. Along the way Orwell expounds his personal strategy for Socialism and
although dated, his insights are fascinating, describing as they do the origins of the class
struggle ideas that infested and inflamed British politics right up to the 1990s.
Chris PACKHAM – Fingers in the sparkle jar (NF) (2016, 384 pages)
An introverted, unusual young boy, isolated by his obsessions and a loner at
school, Chris Packham was only at home in the fields and woods around his
suburban home. But when he stole a young kestrel from its nest, he was about to
embark on a friendship that would teach him what it meant to love, and that would
change him forever. In his rich, lyrical and emotionally exposing memoir, Chris
brings to life his childhood in the 70s, from his bedroom bursting with fox skulls,
birds' eggs and sweaty jam jars, to his feral adventures. But pervading his story is the search
for freedom, meaning and acceptance in a world that didn’t understand him. Longlisted for
the 2017 Wainwright Prize for Nature and Travel writing.
Libby PAGE - The lido (2018, 394 p)
Rosemary has lived in Brixton all her life. But now everything she knows is
changing - the library where she used to work has closed, the family fruit and
veg shop has become a trendy bar, and her beloved husband George is gone.
Kate has just moved and feels alone in a city that is too big for her. She's at the
bottom rung of her career as a journalist on a local paper, and is determined to
make something of it. So when the local lido is threatened with closure, Kate
knows this story could be her chance to shine. And Rosemary knows it is the
end of everything for her. Together they are determined to make a stand, to show that the
pool is more than just a place to swim - it is the heart of the community. Together they will
show the importance of friendship, the value of community, and how ordinary people can
protect the things they love.
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Chris PALING – Reading allowed (NF) (2017, 256 pages)
Chris works as a librarian in a small-town library in the south of England. This is
the story of the library, its staff, and the fascinating group of people who use the
library on a regular basis. We'll meet lots of characters here – some stories are
tragic, some are amusing, some are genuinely surreal, but together they will
paint a bigger picture of the world we live in today, and of a library's hugely
important place within it. Yes, of course, people come in to borrow books, but
the library is also the equivalent of the village pump. It's one of the few places
left where anyone, regardless of age or income or background, can wander in and find
somebody to listen to their concerns, to share the time of day. Reading Allowed will provide
us with a fascinating portrait of a place that we all value and cherish, but which few of us
truly know very much about ...
Orhan PAMUK – Strangeness in my mind (2015, 784p)
In the four decades between 1969 and 2012, Mevlut works a number of different
jobs on the streets of Istanbul, from selling yoghurt and cooked rice, to guarding a
car park. He observes many different kinds of people thronging the streets, he
watches most of the city get demolished and re-built, and he sees migrants from
Anatolia making a fortune; at the same time, he witnesses all of the transformative
moments, political clashes, and military coups that shape the country. He always
wonders what it is that separates him from everyone else - the source of that strangeness in
his mind. But he never stops selling boza during winter evenings and trying to understand
who his beloved really is. What matters more in love: what we wish for, or what our fate has
in store? Do our choices dictate whether we will be happy or not, or are these things
determined by forces beyond our control? Shortlisted for the Man Booker International Prize
2016.
Prajwal PARAJULY – Land where I flee (2014, 265p)
To commemorate Chitralekha Nepauney's Chaurasi 84th birthday three of her
grandchildren are travelling to Gangtok, Sikkim, to pay their respects. Agastaya is
flying in from New York. Although a successful oncologist, he is dreading his
family's inquisition into why he is not married, and is terrified that the reason for
his bachelordom will be discovered. Joining him are Manasa and Bhagwati,
travelling from London and Colorado respectively. One the Oxford-educated
achiever; the other the disgraced eloper - one moneyed but miserable; the other ostracized
but optimistic. All three harbour the same dual objective: to emerge from the celebrations
with their formidable grandmother's blessing and their nerves intact - a goal that will become
increasingly impossible thanks to a mischievous maid and a fourth, uninvited guest.
Gaile PARKIN – Baking Cakes in Kigali (2009, 361 pages)
Meet Angel Tungaraza, professional cake-baker, amateur matchmaker, an ear to listen and
a shoulder to cry on. A uniquely charming, funny and touching novel of life, love and food set
in Rwanda, a country recovering from unimaginable terror and violence. Angel Tungazara
has recently moved to Rwanda from her native Tanzania and with her husband, Pius, and
the five orphaned children of their late son and daughter she is hardly short of things to
do,but she still finds time to pursue her hobby and her passion, her small but increasingly
successful business, baking individually-designed cakes for the parties and celebrations of
her neighbours and their friends. Angel is entirely aware that many of the Rwandans around
her have witnessed and survived horrors she can barely imagine, but she also knows that
their lives go on and that they also have reasons to celebrate, to be joyous and to be happy.
As she gets to know her neighbours and as they tell her their stories, she comes to realise
how much each of them has to mourn as well as how much they have to celebrate. And,
finally, she comes to accept how much that is true of her too.
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Nado PARRADO – Miracle in the Andes (Non-Fiction) (2006, 274p)
When Nando Parrado took off on a flight from Uruguay to Chile with his rugby
team-mates, he was looking forward to an enjoyable weekend break and had
invited his mother and sister along for the trip. Then disaster struck, as their plane
crashed into a mountain. Miraculously, many of the passengers survived but
Nando's family died and he was unconscious for three days. Stranded 11 000 feet
up on an inhospitable glacier, the survivors had almost no food or suitable
equipment to withstand temperatures as low as -40C. In a final, desperate bid for safely,
Nando and one of his friends set off on an impossible journey, climbing 17 000 feet-high
mountains, facing death at every step.
S J PARRIS – Heresy (2010, 464p)
Oxford, 1583. A place of learning and murderous schemes.
England is rife with plots to assassinate Queen Elizabeth and return the country to
the Catholic faith. Defending the realm through his network of agents, the
Queen’s spymaster Sir Francis Walsingham works tirelessly to hunt down all
traitors. His latest recruit is Giordano Bruno, a radical thinker fleeing the
Inquisition, who is sent undercover to Oxford to expose a Catholic conspiracy. But
he has his own secret mission at the University – one that must remain hidden at all costs.
When a series of hideous murders ruptures close-knit college life, Bruno is compelled to
investigate. And what he finds makes it brutally clear that the Tudor throne itself is at stake
Ann PATCHETT – State of Wonder (2012, 400 pages)
Among the tangled waterways and giant anacondas of the Brazilian Rio Negro, an enigmatic
scientist is developing a drug that could alter the lives of women for ever. Dr Annick
Swenson's work is shrouded in mystery; she refuses to report on her progress, especially to
her investors. Anders Eckman, a mild-mannered lab researcher, is sent to investigate. A curt
letter reporting his untimely death is all that returns. Now Marina Singh, Anders' colleague
and once a student of Dr Swenson, is their last hope. She retraces her friend's steps into the
heart of the South American darkness, determined to track down Dr. Swenson and uncover
the secret. What Marina does not yet know is that, in this ancient corner of the jungle, she
will face challenges beyond her wildest imagination.
Michael PATERNITI – The Telling Room (Non-Fiction) (2014, 368 pages)
In the medieval Castilian village of Guzmán villagers have gathered for centuries in the
'telling room' to share stories and drink the local wine. It was here, in the summer of 2000,
that Michael Paterniti found himself listening to a compelling tale about a cheese made from
an ancient family recipe that was reputed to be among the finest in the world until, Ambrosio
said, things had gone horribly wrong. Hooked on the story, Paterniti relocated his young
family to the tiny hilltop village to find out more, but like many Spanish villages, Guzmán was
rife with gossip and old feuds, secret alliances and plotted vengeance and before long
Paterniti was sucked into the heart of an unfolding mystery. When he learned that the
cheesemaker had apparently plotted to murder his closest friend, the village began to spill its
long-held secrets, and Paterniti found himself implicated in ways he never expected . .
Laline PAULL – The Bees (2015, 352 pages)
Born into the lowest class of her society, Flora 717 is a sanitation bee, only fit to clean her
orchard hive. Living to accept, obey and serve, she is prepared to sacrifice everything for her
beloved holy mother, the Queen. But Flora is not like other bees. Despite her ugliness she
has talents that are not typical of her kin. While mutant bees are usually instantly destroyed,
Flora is removed from sanitation duty and is allowed to feed the newborns, before becoming
a forager, collecting pollen on the wing. She also finds her way into the Queen's inner
sanctum, where she discovers secrets both sublime and ominous. But enemies are
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everywhere, from the fearsome fertility police to the high priestesses who jealously guard the
Hive Mind. And when Flora breaks the most sacred law of all her instinct to serve is
overshadowed by an even deeper desire, a fierce love that will lead to the unthinkable....
Laline PAULL - The ice (2017, 356 pages)
A frozen corpse emerges from a melting glacier and after three years of
uncertainty, Sean Cawson can finally put the past behind him. Tom Harding,
Sean’s friend of thirty years was lost in an accident and Sean was the last
person to see him alive. Tom’s body is not the only secret hidden in the ice. As
global businesses and global powers jostle for territory in this new, lawless
frontier there are big opportunities for those with the courage – or mendacity –
to seize them. And equally big risks. For years Sean has navigated these
dangerous waters, loving the glamour and influence they bring. But as the
inquest into Tom's death begins, the choices made by both men – in love and in life – are put
on the stand. Soon everything Sean has believed about his friends, his position and himself
is thrown into question. Just how deep do the lies go?
Michelle PAVER – Dark Matter (2011, 288)
January 1937. Clouds of war are gathering over a fogbound London. Twenty-eight year old
Jack is poor, lonely and desperate to change his life. So when he's offered the chance to join
an Arctic expedition, he jumps at it. Spirits are high as the ship leaves Norway: five men and
eight huskies, crossing the Barents Sea by the light of the midnight sun. At last they reach
the remote, uninhabited bay where they will camp for the next year. Gruhuken. But the Arctic
summer is brief. As night returns to claim the land, Jack feels a creeping unease. One by
one, his companions are forced to leave. He faces a stark choice. Stay or go. Soon he will
see the last of the sun, as the polar night engulfs the camp in months of darkness. Soon he
will reach the point of no return - when the sea will freeze, making escape impossible. And
Gruhuken is not uninhabited. Jack is not alone. Something walks there in the dark...
Matthew PEARL – Last bookaneer (2015, 389p)
On the island of Samoa, a dying Robert Louis Stevenson labours over a new
novel. It is rumoured that this may be the author of Treasure Island's greatest
masterpiece. On the other side of the world this news fires the imaginations of the
bookaneers, literary pirates who steal the latest manuscripts by famous writers.
Two adversaries set out for the South Pacific: Pen Davenport, a tortured criminal
genius haunted by his past and Belial, his nemesis. Both dream of fortune and
immortality with what may be their last and most incredible heist. The Last Bookaneer
depicts the lost world of these doomed outlaws, a tropical island with a violent destiny, a
brewing colonial war and a reclusive genius directing events from high in his mountain
compound.
Tim PEARS – The horseman (2017, 302 pages)
Somerset, 1911. The forces of war are building across Europe, but this pocket
of England, where the rhythms of lives are dictated by the seasons and the
land, remains untouched. Albert Sercombe is a farmer on Lord Prideaux's
estate and his eldest son, Sid, is underkeeper to the head gamekeeper. His
son, Leo, a talented rider, grows up alongside the master's spirited daughter,
Charlotte--a girl who shoots and rides, much to the surprise of the locals. In
beautiful, pastoral writing, The Horseman tells the story of a family, a
community, and the landscape they come from. The Horseman is the first book of a trilogy
that will follow Leo away from the estate and into the First World War and beyond.
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Mal PEET – The Murdstone trilogy (2014, 310p)
This is a black comedy about an impoverished literary writer who makes a pact
with the devil. How hard can it be to write a fantasy trilogy? Award-winning YA
author Philip Murdstone is in trouble. His star has waned. The world is leaving him
behind. His agent, the ruthless Minerva Cinch, convinces him that his only hope is
to write a sword-and-sorcery blockbuster. Unfortunately, Philip — allergic to the
faintest trace of Tolkien — is utterly unsuited to the task. In a dark hour, a
dwarfish stranger comes to his rescue. But the deal he makes with Pocket Wellfair turns out
to have Faustian consequences.
Stef PENNEY – The Tenderness of Wolves (2006, 450 pages)
It is 1867, Canada: as winter tightens its grip on the isolated settlement of Dove River, a man
is brutally murdered and a 17-year old boy disappears. Tracks leaving the dead man's cabin
head north towards the forest and the tundra beyond. In the wake of such violence, people
are drawn to the township - journalists, Hudson's Bay Company men, trappers, traders - but
do they want to solve the crime or exploit it? One-by-one the assembled searchers set out
from Dove River, pursuing the tracks across a desolate landscape home only to wild
animals, madmen and fugitives, variously seeking a murderer, a son, two sisters missing for
17 years, a Native American culture, and a fortune in stolen furs before the snows settle and
cover the tracks of the past for good. In an astonishingly assured debut, Stef Penney deftly
waves adventure, suspense, revelation and humour into a panoramic historical romance, an
exhilarating thriller and a keen murder mystery.
Sarah PERRY – Essex serpent (2016, 448 pages)
Set in Victorian London and an Essex village in the 1890's, and enlivened by the
debates on scientific and medical discovery which defined the era, The Essex
Serpent has at its heart the story of two extraordinary people who fall for each
other, but not in the usual way. They are Cora Seaborne and Will Ransome. Cora
is a well-to-do London widow who moves to the Essex parish of Aldwinter, and
Will is the local vicar. They meet as their village is engulfed by rumours that the
mythical Essex Serpent, once said to roam the marshes claiming human lives, has returned.
Cora, a keen amateur naturalist is enthralled, convinced the beast may be a real
undiscovered species. But Will sees his parishioners' agitation as a moral panic, a deviation
from true faith. Although they can agree on absolutely nothing, as the seasons turn around
them in this quiet corner of England, they find themselves inexorably drawn together and
torn apart. Listed for prizes including Bailey’s Prize and Costa Novel Prize, winner of the
British Book Awards and a Summer 2017 Richard and Judy choice.
Jodi PICOULT – My Sister’s Keeper (2004, 416 pages)
"A major decision about me is being made, and no one's bothered to ask the one person
who most deserves it to speak her opinion." The only reason Anna was born was to donate
her cord blood cells to her older sister. And though Anna is not sick, she might as well be. By
age thirteen, she has undergone countless surgeries, transfusions, and shots so that her
sister, Kate, can somehow fight the leukaemia that has plagued her since she was a child.
Anna was born for this purpose, her parents tell her, which is why they love her even more.
But now that she has reached an age of physical awareness, she can't help but long for
control over her own body and respite from the constant flow of her own blood seeping into
her sister's veins. And so she makes a decision that for most would be too difficult to bear, at
any time and at any age. She decides to sue her parents for the rights to her own body.
Jodie PICOULT – The Storyteller (2014, 464 pages)
For seventy years, Josef Weber has been hiding in plain sight, he is a pillar of his local
community; he is also a murderer. When Josef decides to confess, it is to Sage Singer, a
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young woman who trusts him as her friend. What she hears shatters everything she thought
she knew and believed. The first part of the novel centres on Sage, a reclusive young
woman who hides herself away from the world due to a disfiguring facial scar. She works
nights in a bakery and, apart from minimal contact with her co-workers, her only other
interaction with the outside world is through the grief counselling group she attends to help
her come to terms with the death of her mother three years earlier. It's through this group
that she meets Josef Weber, an elderly man of German extraction who inveigles his way into
her life and chooses her as his confidant when he decides to unburden himself of a shocking
secret which he has kept buried for 60 years. Josef's revelation and the request he makes of
her as a result cause Sage to examine her own conscience and look deep into her family
history. What follows is the tale of one woman (her grandmother Minka) who was a survivor
of the death camps at Auschwitz.
Jodi PICOULT – Vanishing Acts (2005, 480 pages)
When is it right to steal a child from her mother? Jodi Picoult's explosive and emotive
Sunday Times bestseller comes to paperback. Delia Hopkins has led a charmed life. Raised
in rural New Hampshire by her widowed father Andrew, she now has a young daughter, a
handsome fiancé, and her own Search and Rescue bloodhound – which she uses to find
missing persons. But as she plans her wedding, she is plagued by flashbacks of a life she
can't recall. Then a policeman shows up at her door, arresting her father for the kidnap of a
little girl. And Delia's past and present fracture into little pieces. Vanishing Acts is a book
about the very nature and power of memory. It explores what happens when the past we
have been running from catches up to us, and questions who we trust to tell us the story of
our lives before we are capable of remembering it ourselves.
Sylvia PLATH – The Bell Jar (1961, 234 pages)
The Bell Jar is Sylvia Plath's only novel. Renowned for its intensity and outstandingly vivid
prose, it broke existing boundaries between fiction and reality and helped to make Plath an
enduring feminist icon. It was published a few weeks before the author's suicide.
Mary PORTAS – Shop Girl (Non-Fiction) (2015, 274p)
Young Mary Newton, born into a large Irish family in a small Watford semi, was
always getting into trouble. And, unlike her brothers, somehow she always got
caught… Britain in the 1970s was a world where R White's lemonade was drunk
in secret, curry came in a cardboard box marked Vesta and Beanz meant Heinz.
In Mary’s family, money was scarce. Clothes were hand-me-downs, holidays a
church day out to Hastings and meals were variations on the potato. But these
were also good times which revolved around the force of nature that was Theresa, Mary’s
mum. When tragedy unexpectedly blows this world apart, a new chapter in Mary’s life opens
up. She takes to the camp and glamour of Harrods window dressing like a duck to water,
and Mary, Queen of Shops is born…
Max PORTER – Grief is the thing with feathers (2015, 128p)
In a London flat, two young boys face the unbearable sadness of their mother's
sudden death. Their father, a Ted Hughes scholar and scruffy romantic, imagines
a future of well-meaning visitors and emptiness. In this moment of despair they
are visited by Crow - antagonist, trickster, healer, babysitter. This sentimental bird
is drawn to the grieving family and threatens to stay until they no longer need him.
As weeks turn to months and the pain of loss gives way to memories, the little unit
of three starts to heal. Winner of the Goldsmiths Prize 2015.
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Kevin POWERS – The Yellow Birds (2013, 230p)
In Al Tafar, Iraq, twenty-one-year old Private Bartle and eighteen-year-old Private
Murphy cling to life as their platoon launches a bloody battle for the city. In the
endless days that follow, the two young soldiers do everything to protect each
other from the forces that press in on every side: the insurgents, physical fatigue,
and the mental stress that comes from constant danger. Bound together since
basic training when their tough-as-nails Sergeant ordered Bartle to watch over
Murphy, the two have been dropped into a war neither is prepared for. As reality begins to
blur into a hazy nightmare, Murphy becomes increasingly unmoored from the world around
him and Bartle takes impossible actions. This is a reflection on the effects of a hidden war,
especially on mothers and families at home.
Stuart PREBBLE – The insect farm (2015, 300p)
Brothers Jonathan and Roger Maguire each have an obsession. For Jonathan, it
is his beautiful and talented girlfriend Harriet. For Roger, it is the elaborate
universe he has constructed in a shed in their parents' garden, populated by
millions of tiny insects. But Roger lives in an impenetrable world of his own and,
after the mysterious death of their parents, Jonathan is forced to give up his
studies to take care of him. This obligation forces Jonathan to live apart from
Harriet - further fuelling his already jealous nature. Their lives are abruptly shattered by a
sudden and violent death, and Jonathan is drawn into a cat-and-mouse game with the
police. Does Roger know more than he is letting on? A cleverly plotted mystery with a shock
ending.
Alex PRESTON – In love and war (2014, 347p)
Desperate to prove himself to his politician father, Esmond Lowndes is sent to
Italy to forge ties between the British Union of Fascists and Mussolini's
government. In Florence, he discovers art and passion amongst the eccentric
expatriates and glamorous locals. But with the coming of war Esmond chooses to
leave his past behind and joins the Florentine resistance. Finding himself closely
bound to his comrades and unexpectedly in love, Esmond becomes involved in
undercover operations and assassination plots, culminating in a final mission of
extraordinary daring.
Annie PROULX – Barkskins (2017, 700 p)
In the late 17th century two illiterate woodsmen, Rene Sel and Charles Duquet,
make their way from Northern France to New France to seek a living. Bound to
a feudal lord, a 'seigneur', for three years in exchange for land, they suffer
extraordinary hardship, always in awe of the forest they are charged with
clearing, sometimes brimming with dreams of its commercial potential. Rene
marries an Indian healer, and they have children, mixing the blood of two
cultures. Duquet travels the globe and back, starting a logging company that will
prosper for generations. Proulx tells the stories of the children, grandchildren, and
descendants of these two lineages, the Sels and the Duquets, as well as the descendants of
their allies and foes, as they travel back to Europe, to China, to New England, always in
quest of a livelihood or a fortune, or fleeing stunningly brutal conditions. Longlisted for the
Women’s Prize for Fiction 2017
Natasha PULLEY - The watchmaker of Filigree Street (2015, 318 pages)
It's 1883. Thaniel Steepleton returns home to his tiny London apartment to find
a gold pocket watch on his pillow. Six months later the mysterious timepiece
saves his life, drawing him away from a blast that destroys Scotland Yard. At
last he goes in search of its maker, Keita Mori, a kind, lonely immigrant from
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Japan. Although Mori seems harmless, a chain of unexplainable events soon suggests he
must be hiding something. When Grace Carrow, an Oxford physicist, unwittingly interferes,
Thaniel is torn between opposing loyalties.
Barbara PYM – Excellent Women (1952, 304 pages)
Mildred Lathbury is one of those 'excellent women' who is often taken for granted. She is a
godsend, 'capable of dealing with most of the stock situations of life: birth, marriage, death,
the successful jumble sales, the garden fete spoilt by bad weather'. As such, she often gets
herself embroiled in other people's lives such as those of her glamorous new neighbours, the
Napiers, whose marriage seems to be on the rocks. One cannot take sides in these matters,
though it is tricky, especially when Mildred, teetering on the edge of spinsterhood, has a soft
spot for dashing young Rockingham Napier. This is Barbara Pym's world at its funniest and
most touching.

Dorit RABINYAN - All the rivers (2017, 278 pages)
A chance encounter in New York brings two strangers together: Liat is an
idealistic translation student, Hilmi a talented young painter. Together they
explore the city, share fantasies, jokes and homemade meals, and fall in love.
There is only one problem: Liat is from Israel, Hilmi from Palestine. Keeping
their deepening relationship secret, the two lovers build an intimate universe for
two in this city far from home. But outside reality can only be kept at bay for so
long. After a tempestuous visit from Hilmi's brother, cracks begin to form in the
relationship, and their points of difference - Liat's military service, Hilmi's hopes for
Palestine's future - threaten to overwhelm their shared present. When they return separately
to their divided countries, Liat and Hilmi must decide whether to keep going, or let go.
Ben RAWLENCE – City of thorns: nine lives in the world's largest refugee camp (NonFiction) (2016, 352p)
To the charity workers, Dadaab refugee camp is a humanitarian crisis; to the
Kenyan government, it is a 'nursery for terrorists'; to the western media, it is a
dangerous no-go area; but to its half a million residents, it is their last resort.
Situated hundreds of miles from any other settlement, in the midst of the
inhospitable desert of northern Kenya where only thorn bushes grow, Dadaab is a
city like no other. Its buildings are made from mud, sticks or plastic, its entire
economy is grey, and its citizens survive on rations and luck. Over the course of four years,
Ben Rawlence became a first-hand witness to a strange and desperate limbo-land, getting to
know many of those who have come there seeking sanctuary. Rawlence interweaves the
stories of nine individuals to show what life is like in the camp and to sketch the wider
political forces that keep the refugees trapped there.
Cathy RENTZENBRINK – Last act of love (Non-Fiction) (2015, 248p)
In the summer of 1990, Cathy's brother Matty was knocked down by a car on the
way home from a night out. It was two weeks before his GCSE results, which
turned out to be the best in his school. Sitting by his unconscious body in
hospital, holding his hand and watching his heartbeat on the monitors, Cathy and
her parents willed him to survive. They did not know then that there are many and
various fates worse than death. This is the story of what happened to Cathy and
her brother, and the unimaginable decision that she and her parents had to make eight years
after the night that changed everything. A Richard and Judy summer choice for 2016.
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Jean RHYS – The Wide Sargasso Sea (1966 [2000], 192 pages
Jean Rhys’s grand attempt to tell what she felt was the story of Jane Eyre's 'madwoman in
the attic', Bertha Rochester. Born into the oppressive, colonialist society of 1930s Jamaica,
white Creole heiress Antoinette Cosway meets a young Englishman who is drawn to her
innocent beauty and sensuality. After their marriage, however, disturbing rumours begin to
circulate which poison her husband against her. Caught between his demands and her own
precarious sense of belonging, Antoinette is inexorably driven towards madness, and her
husband into the arms of another novel's heroine.
James RICE – Alice and the fly (2015, 323p)
This is a book about phobias and obsessions, isolation and dark corners. It's
about families, friendships, and carefully preserved secrets. But above everything
else it's about love. Finding love - in any of its forms - and nurturing it.

Hannah RICHELL – The Shadow Year (2013, 480 pages)
On a hot summer's day in 1980 five friends stumble upon an abandoned cottage hidden
deep in the English countryside. Isolated and run-down, it offers a retreat, somewhere they
can escape from the world, but as the seasons change, tensions begin to rise...
Three decades later, Lila arrives at the remote cottage. Bruised from a tragic accident and
with her marriage in crisis, she finds renovating the tumbledown house gives her a renewed
sense of purpose, but why did the cottage's previous inhabitants leave their belongings
behind? And why can't she shake the feeling that someone is watching her?
T.R RICHMOND – What she left (2015, 374p)
Alice Salmon: young, smart, ambitious - with her whole life ahead of her. Until the
night she mysteriously drowns. Nobody knows how or why. But Alice left a few
clues: her diary, texts, emails, and presence on social media. Alice is gone but
fragments of the life she led remain - and in them might lie the answer to what
really happened to her - if only someone can piece it all together before it
vanishes for ever...
Michele ROBERTS – Ignorance (2013, 240 pages)
Jeanne and Marie-Angèle grow up, side by side yet apart, in the Catholic village of Ste
Madeleine. Marie-Angèle is the daughter of the grocer, inflated with ideas of her rightful
place in society; Jeanne's mother washes clothes for a living and used to be a Jew. When
war arrives, the village must play its part in a game for which no one knows the rules - not
the dubious hero who embroils Marie-Angele in the black market, nor the artist living alone
with his red canvases. In these uncertain times, the enemy may be hiding in your garden
shed and the truth can be buried under a pyramid of recriminations.
Deborah RODRIGUEZ – The Little Coffee Shop of Kabul (2013, 416 pages)
The story of a remarkable coffee shop in the heart of Afghanistan, and the men and women
who meet there — thrown together by circumstance, bonded by secrets, and united in an
extraordinary friendship. Sunny, the proud proprietor, who needs an ingenious plan - and
fast - to keep her café and customers safe. Yazmina, a young pregnant woman stolen from
her remote village and now abandoned on Kabul's violent streets. Candace, a wealthy
American who has finally left her husband for her Afghan lover, the enigmatic Wakil. Isabel,
a determined journalist with a secret that might keep her from the biggest story of her life.
And Halajan, the sixty-year-old den mother, whose long-hidden love affair breaks all the
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rules. As these five women discover there's more to one another than meets the eye, they
form a unique bond that will for ever change their lives and the lives of many others.
Monique ROFFEY – House of Ashes (2014, 352p)
The City of Silk is restless, its people suffering in the grip of corruption. Then, one
hot July evening, The Leader gathers his followers, half-trained men and boys,
and storms the House of Power. Caught up in the mayhem is quiet, scholarly
Ashes. He had been inspired by The Leader's charisma, but now he's not so sure.
What happens over the next six days will change the small island's future
forever...
Charlotte ROGAN – The Lifeboat (2013, 352 pages)
I was to stand trial for my life. I was twenty-two years old. I had been married for ten weeks
and a widow for six. It is 1914 and Europe is on the brink of war. When a magnificent ocean
liner suffers a mysterious explosion en route to New York City, Henry Winter manages to
secure a place in a lifeboat for his new wife Grace, but the survivors quickly realize the boat
is over capacity and could sink at any moment - for any to live, some must die. Over the
course of three perilous weeks, the passengers on the lifeboat plot, scheme, gossip and
console one another while sitting inches apart. Their deepest beliefs are tested to the limit as
they begin to discover what they will do in order to survive.
Marie-Sabine ROGER – Get well soon (2017, 250 pages)
Saved from drowning in Paris's River Seine, a sixty-something misanthrope
finds himself stuck in a hospital bed for six weeks while he recovers. As he
looks back on his life, the good and the bad, he makes some unexpected new
acquaintances, and just when he thought life had no more surprises in store for
him, he finds out he was wrong....

Jennie ROONEY – Red Joan (2014, 400 pages)
Jenny Rooney's third novel is loosely inspired by the story of Melita Norwood, unmasked in
her eighties as a spy for the Russians. Rooney's heroine Joan Stanley is a respectable
widow in her 80s, returned to the UK after decades in Australia. One morning her tranquil
existence, painting watercolours, gardening and going to ballroom dancing classes, is
interrupted by the arrival of intelligence officers, who have found out that in the 1940s Joan
provided Russian intelligence officers with highly confidential information? Why? The story
flits between Joan's present-day interrogation attended by her adopted son, a QC who had
no idea about his mother's past, and Joan's own youth.
Meg ROSOFF – How I Live Now (2005, 224 pages)
Daisy is sent from New York to England to spend a summer with cousins she has never met.
They are Isaac, Edmond, Osbert and Piper, plus two dogs and a goat. She's never met
anyone quite like them before and, as a dreamy English summer progresses, Daisy finds
herself caught in a timeless bubble. It seems like the perfect summer. But their lives are
about to explode. Falling in love is just the start of it. War breaks out – a war none of them
understands, or really cares about, until it lands on their doorstep. The family is separated.
The perfect summer is blown apart. Daisy's life is changed forever - and the world is too.
Hannah ROTHSCHILD – Improbability of love (2015, 479p)
When lovelorn Annie McDee stumbles across a dirty painting in a junk shop while
looking for a present for an unsuitable man, she has no idea what she has
discovered. Soon she finds herself drawn unwillingly into the tumultuous London
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art world, populated by exiled Russian oligarchs, avaricious Sheikas, desperate auctioneers
and unscrupulous dealers, all scheming to get their hands on her painting - a lost eighteenthcentury masterpiece called 'The Improbability of Love'. Delving into the painting's past, Annie
will uncover not just an illustrious list of former owners, but some of the darkest secrets of
European history, and in doing so she might just learn to open up to the possibility of falling
in love again. Winner of the Bollinger Everyman Wodehouse Prize for Comic Fiction 2016,
shortlisted for the Bailey’s Prize 2016
Steven ROWLEY – Lily and the octopus (2017, 305 pages)
The world over, man and his dog remain the most faithful of friends. But for
Ted, the unexpected arrival of a small 'octopus' that affixes itself to his beloved
daschund Lily's head threatens the bond with his one true friend and throws his
life into turmoil. Reminiscent of 'The Life of Pi' and 'The Art of Racing in the
Rain', 'Lily and the Octopus' captures the search for meaning in death.

Eric Beck RUBIN – School of velocity (2016, 224 pages)
Jan - a virtuoso pianist - is about to go on stage to perform his solo. But, once
again, the music he hears in his head is not what he is supposed to be playing,
and it threatens to sabotage his performance. As he struggles with this hidden
anguish, he remembers his intense high school friendship with magnetic,
eccentric Dirk. It began like a game, with Dirk playfully stealing Jan's first
girlfriend. And it continued like a game - a friendship with an undertone of
intimacy and danger. When they reunite as adults, Jan is forced to question
everything.
Salman RUSHDIE – Midnight’s Children (2008 [1980], 464 pages
Saleem Sinai was born at midnight, the midnight of India's independence, and found himself
mysteriously 'handcuffed to history' by the coincidence. He is one of 1,001 children born at
the midnight hour, each of them endowed with an extraordinary talent - and whose privilege
and curse it is to be both master and victims of their times. Through Saleem's gifts - inner ear
and wildly sensitive sense of smell - we are drawn into a fascinating family saga set against
the vast, colourful background of the India of the 20th century.
Donal RYAN – The Spinning Heart (2013, 160 pages)
"The Spinning Heart" is set in a village in rural Ireland just after the "Celtic Tiger" boom years
came to a crashing halt. An important construction employer has gone bust and fled the
country leaving behind him a mess; unfinished houses, unemployed workers, penury and
mental illness. A gripping plot unfolds as the book devotes a chapter each to a series of
characters from the village who tell their own, often moving, stories . These fascinating
accounts all combine to tell a tale of loneliness, violence, frustration and desperation and
provide a brilliant snapshot of life in 21st Century Ireland.
Donal RYAN – The Thing About December (2014, 208 pages)
This novel tells the story of Johnsey Cunliffe, in 12 chapters that cover one year of his life.
Johnsey is not quite as other people and finds it hard to find his place in the world, especially
the world of a small Irish community. Regularly bullied, without friends, struggling to make
sense of the world around him, he is particularly vulnerable when his parents die and he is
left completely alone. The novel is set during the days of the Celtic Tiger and the boom in
property prices. Johnsey owns land, land that has now become extremely valuable and it
seems that everyone around him wants to take advantage of his innocence and force him to
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sell the land that he so dearly wants to hold on to, for it is all that he has left of the happier
times when he was safe at home with his loving parents. He simply doesn't understand why
he should be willing to give it up. Some of the locals seem eager to help him, and even
appear to befriend him, but Ryan skilfully conveys a feeling of mounting dread as the reader
begins to understand what is going on behind the scenes as the pressure is put on Johnsey
to sell.
Sanjeev SAHOTA – Year of the Runaways (2015, 467p)
The Year of the Runaways tells of the bold dreams and daily struggles of an
unlikely family thrown together by circumstance. Thirteen young men live in a
house in Sheffield, each in flight from India and in desperate search of a new life.
Tarlochan, a former rickshaw driver, will say nothing about his past in Bihar; and
Avtar has a secret that binds him to protect the chaotic Randeep. Randeep, in
turn, has a visa-wife in a flat on the other side of town: a clever, devout woman
whose cupboards are full of her husband's clothes, in case the immigration men surprise her
with a call. Sweeping between India and England, and between childhood and the present
day, this is a story of dignity in the face of adversity and the ultimate triumph of the human
spirit. Short-listed for the 2015 Man Booker Prize.
J. D. SALINGER – Catcher in the Rye (1951, 208 pages)
The Catcher in Rye is the ultimate novel for disaffected youth of all ages. The story is told by
Holden Caulfield, a seventeen-year-old dropout who has just been kicked out of his fourth
school. Throughout, Holden dissects the 'phony' aspects of society, and the 'phonies'
themselves: the headmaster whose affability depends on the wealth of the parents, his
roommate who scores with girls using sickly-sweet affection. Salinger's style creates an
effect of conversation, it is as though Holden is speaking to you personally, as though you
too have seen through the pretences of the American Dream and are growing up unable to
see the point of living in, or contributing to, the society around you. Written with the clarity of
a boy leaving childhood, it deals with society, love, loss, and expectations.
Jane SANDERSON - This much is true (2017, 405 pages)
Annie Doyle's husband, Vince, is in a care home with final-stage dementia. And
after decades of deeply unhappy marriage, Annie can barely bring herself to
care. But as the family gathers to see out Vince's final days, he utters a single
word that will change the entire family forever: 'Martha'. Who is Martha? And
why is Annie so quick to dismiss the mention of her name? Annie's past is
finally about to collide with her present, and there's no one - family member,
friend, even her loyal dog, Finn - who won't be shaken to the core by her longheld secrets.
Sathnam SANGHERA – The Boy with the Topknot (Biography) (2008, 226 pages)
For Sathnam Sanghera, growing up in Wolverhampton in the eighties was a confusing
business. On the one hand, these were the heady days of George Michael mix-tapes, Dallas
on TV and, if he was lucky, the occasional Bounty Bar. On the other, there was his wardrobe
of tartan smocks, his 30p-an-hour job at the local sewing factory and the ongoing challenge
of how to tie the perfect top-knot. And then there was his family, whose strange and often
difficult behaviour he took for granted until, at the age of twenty-four, Sathnam made a
discovery that changed everything he ever thought he knew about them. Equipped with
breathtaking courage and a glorious sense of humour, he embarks on a journey into their
extraordinary past from his father’s harsh life in rural Punjab to the steps of the
Wolverhampton Tourist Office trying to make sense of a life lived among secrets.
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Sathnam SANGHERA – Marriage Material (2014, 320 pages)
To Arjan Banga, returning to the Black Country after the unexpected death of his father, his
family’s corner shop represents everything he has tried to leave behind – a lethargic pace of
life, insular rituals and ways of thinking. But when his mother insists on keeping the shop
open, he finds himself being dragged back, forced into big decisions about his imminent
marriage back in London and uncovering the history of his broken family – the elopement
and mixed-race marriage of his aunt Surinder, the betrayals and loyalties, loves and regrets
that have played out in the shop over more than fifty years.
George SAUNDERS - Lincoln in the Bardo (2017, 341 pages)
February 1862. The Civil War is less than one year old. The fighting has begun
in earnest, and the nation has begun to realize it is in for a long, bloody
struggle. Meanwhile, President Lincoln's beloved 11-year-old son, Willie, lies
upstairs in the White House, gravely ill. In a matter of days, despite predictions
of a recovery, Willie dies and is laid to rest in a Georgetown cemetery. "My poor
boy, he was too good for this earth," the president says at the time. God has
called him home. Newspapers report that a grief-stricken Lincoln returned to the
crypt several times alone to hold his boy's body.
From that seed of historical truth, George Saunders spins a story of familial love and loss
that breaks free of its realistic historical framework into a thrilling supernatural realm both
hilarious and terrifying. Willie Lincoln finds himself in a strange purgatory where ghosts
mingle, gripe, commiserate, quarrel and enact bizarre acts of penance. Within this
transitional state called, in the Tibetan tradition, the bardo, a monumental struggle erupts
over young Willie's soul. Winner of the Man Booker Prize 2017.
Nicholas SEARLE – Good liar (2016, 272p)
When Roy meets a wealthy widow online, he can hardly believe his luck. Just like
Patricia Highsmith's Tom Ripley, Roy is a man who lives to deceive - and
everything about Betty suggests she's an easy mark. He's confident that his
scheme to swindle her will be a success. After all, he's done this before.
Sure enough, Betty soon lets Roy move into her beautiful home, seemingly blind
to the web of lies he's woven around her. But who is Roy, really? Spanning almost
a century, this stunning and suspenseful feat of storytelling interweaves the present with the
past. As the clock turns back and the years fall away, long-hidden secrets are forced into the
light. Some things can never be forgotten. Or forgiven.
Asne SEIERSTAD – The Bookseller of Kabul (Non-Fiction) (2003, 288 pages)
Two weeks after September 11th, award-winning journalist Asne Seierstad went to
Afghanistan to report on the conflict. In the following spring she returned to live with a
bookseller and his family for several months. The Bookseller of Kabul is the fascinating
account of her time spent living with the family of thirteen in their four-roomed home.
Bookseller Sultan Khan defied the authorities for twenty years to supply books to the people
of Kabul. But while Khan is passionate in his love of books and hatred of censorship, he is
also a committed Muslim with strict views on family life. As an outsider, Seierstad is able to
move between the private world of the women - including Khan's two wives - and the more
public lives of the men. The result is an intimate and fascinating portrait of a family which
also offers a unique perspective on a troubled country.
Maria SEMPLE - Today will be different (2016, 259 pages)
Eleanor Flood knows she's a mess. But today will be different. Today she will
shower and put on real clothes. She will attend her yoga class after dropping
her son, Timby, off at school. She'll see an old friend for lunch. She won't
swear. She will initiate sex with her husband, Joe. But before she can put her
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modest plan into action - life happens. For today is the day Timby has decided to pretend to
be ill to weasel his way into his mother's company. It's also the day surgeon Joe has chosen
to tell his receptionist - but not Eleanor - that he's on vacation. And just when it seems that
things can't go more awry, a former colleague produces a relic from the past - a graphic
memoir with pages telling of family secrets long buried and a sister to whom Eleanor never
speaks.
Jan-Philipp SENDKER – The Art of Hearing Heartbeats
A poignant and inspirational love story set in Burma, 'The Art of Hearing Heartbeats' spans
the decades between the 1950s and the present. When a successful New York lawyer
suddenly disappears without a trace, neither his wife nor his daughter Julia has any idea
where he might be - until they find a love letter he wrote many years ago, to a Burmese
woman they have never heard of. Intent on solving the mystery and coming to terms with her
father's past, Julia decides to travel to the village where the woman lived. There she
uncovers a tale of unimaginable hardship, resilience, and passion that will change her life
once more. (2013, 336 pages)
Mary Ann SHAFFER – The Guernsey Literary and Potato Peel Pie Society
It's 1946 and author Juliet Ashton can't think what to write next. Out of the blue, she receives
a letter from Dawsey Adams of Guernsey by chance, he's acquired a book that once
belonged to her and, spurred on by their mutual love of reading, they begin a
correspondence. When Dawsey reveals that he is a member of the Guernsey Literary and
Potato Peel Pie Society, her curiosity is piqued and it's not long before she begins to hear
from other members. As letters fly back and forth with stories of life in Guernsey under the
German Occupation, Juliet soon realizes that the society is every bit as extraordinary as its
name. (2008, 256 pages)
William SHAKESPEARE – Sonnets (Poetry) ([1609] 2016, 304p)
Universally admired and quoted, Shakespeare’s Sonnets have love, beauty and
the passing of time at their heart. Featuring some of the best-known and bestloved lines in the history of poetry (‘Shall I compare thee to a summer’s day?’,
‘Love is not love which alters when it alteration finds’), these evocative sonnets
explore passion, the fleeting nature of beauty and the essence of true and
everlasting love. Enticing lovers and scholars alike, these 154 beautiful and
sensual sonnets are as relevant and important today as when they were written 400 years
ago.
Kamila SHAMSIE – A God in every stone (2014, 320p)
Summer, 1914. Young Englishwoman Vivian Rose Spencer is in an ancient land,
about to discover the Temple of Zeus, the call of adventure, and love. Thousands
of miles away a twenty-year-old Pathan, Qayyum Gul, is learning about
brotherhood and loyalty in the British Indian army. Summer, 1915. Viv has been
separated from the man she loves; Qayyum has lost an eye at Ypres. They meet
on a train to Peshawar, unaware that a connection is about to be forged between
their lives - one that will reveal itself fifteen years later when anti-colonial resistance, an
ancient artefact and a mysterious woman will bring them together again.
Kamila SHAMSIE - Home fire (2017, 264 pages)
Isma is free. After years of watching out for her younger siblings in the wake of
their mother's death, she's accepted an invitation from a mentor in America that
allows her to resume a dream long deferred. But she can't stop worrying about
Aneeka, her beautiful, headstrong sister back in London, or their brother,
Parvaiz, who's disappeared in pursuit of his own dream, to prove himself to the
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dark legacy of the jihadist father he never knew. When he resurfaces half a globe away,
Isma's worst fears are confirmed. Then Eamonn enters the sisters' lives. Son of a powerful
political figure, he has his own birthright to live up to - or defy. Is he to be a chance at love?
The means of Parvaiz's salvation? Suddenly, two families' fates are inextricably,
devastatingly entwined, in this searing novel that asks: What sacrifices will we make in the
name of love? Winner of the Women’s Prize 2018 and longlisted for the Man Booker Prize
2017.
Mary SHELLEY – Frankenstein or The modern Prometheus (2014, 400 pages)
Shelley's suspenseful and intellectually rich gothic tale confronts some of the most important
and enduring themes in all of literature--the power of human imagination, the potential hubris
of science, the gulf between appearance and essence, the effects of human cruelty, the
desire for revenge and the need for forgiveness, and much more. (1818[2008], 264 pages)
Jane SHEMILT – Daughter (2014, 400 pages)
Jenny is a successful family doctor, the mother of three great teenagers, married to a
celebrated neurosurgeon. But when her youngest child, fifteen-year-old Naomi, doesn’t
come home after her school play, Jenny’s seemingly ideal life begins to crumble. The
authorities launch a nationwide search with no success. Naomi has vanished, and her family
is broken. As the months pass, the worst-case scenarios—kidnapping, murder—seem less
plausible. The trail has gone cold. Yet for a desperate Jenny, the search has barely begun.
More than a year after her daughter’s disappearance, she’s still digging for answers—and
what she finds disturbs her. Everyone she’s trusted, everyone she thought she knew, has
been keeping secrets, especially Naomi. Piecing together the traces her daughter left
behind, Jenny discovers a very different Naomi from the girl she thought she’d raised.
Jane SHEMILT – Drowning lesson (2015, 384p)
Emma and Adam are doctors at the top of their fields, and so when they are
offered the chance to take their three children to Africa for a year for a research
placement it seems like the opportunity of a lifetime. It's going to be an experience
they'll never forget. But for all the wrong reasons. When Emma arrives home one
night to the sickening sight of an empty cot, their family's dream adventure turns
into their worst nightmare. Thousands of miles from home and from anyone who
can help, they must discover the truth. Is this a random abduction, a tragic accident, or
something far more sinister?
Miranda SHERRY – Black Dog Summer (2015, 320 pages)
Black Dog Summer begins with a murder, a farmstead massacre, in the South African bush.
Thirty-eight-year-old Sally is but one of the victims. Her life brutally cut short, she narrates
from her vantage point in the afterlife and watches as her sister, Adele, her brother-in-law
and unrequited love Liam, her niece Bryony, and her teenage daughter, Gigi, begin to make
sense of the tragedy. As Gigi finally begins to emerge from her grief, the fragile healing
process is derailed when she receives some shattering news, and in a mistaken effort to
protect her cousin, puts Bryony’s life in imminent danger. Now Sally must find a way to
prevent her daughter from making a mistake that could destroy the lives of all who are left
behind.
Lee Margot SHETTERLEY – Hidden figures (NF) (206, 348 pages)
Set amid the civil rights movement, the never-before-told true story of NASA's
African-American female mathematicians who played a crucial role in America's
space programme.
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Anita SHREVE – The lives of Stella Bain (2013, 304p)
When an American woman, Stella Bain, is found suffering from severe shell shock
in an exclusive garden in London, surgeon August Bridge and his wife selflessly
agree to take her in. A gesture of goodwill turns into something more as Bridge
quickly develops a clinical interest in his houseguest. Stella had been working as
a nurse's aide near the front, but she can't remember anything prior to four
months earlier when she was found wounded on a French battlefield. In a
narrative that takes us from London to America and back again, this is a tale
about love and the meaning of memory, set against the haunting backdrop of a war that
destroyed an entire generation.
Lionel SHRIVER – Big Brother (2014, 416 pages)
Pandora has looked up to her older brother Edison since they were children. Now she revels
in the anonymity of her suburban Iowa life, while her brother basks in the limelight as a New
York jazz musician. But when Edison arrives in Iowa, suddenly in need of a place to stay,
Pandora literally doesn’t recognize him. The once slim, hip pianist has gained hundreds of
pounds. What happened? Soon Edison’s appalling diet and know-it-all monologues are
driving Pandora and her husband Fletcher insane, and it’s only a matter of time before
Fletcher delivers his wife an ultimatum, it’s him or me.
Lionel SHRIVER – We Need To Talk About Kevin (2003, 512 pages)
Two years ago, Eva Khatchadourian's son, Kevin, murdered seven of his fellow high-school
students, a cafeteria worker, and a popular algebra teacher. Because he was only fifteen at
the time of the killings, he received a lenient sentence and is now in a prison for young
offenders in upstate New York. Telling the story of Kevin's upbringing, Eva addresses herself
to her estranged husband through a series of letters. Fearing that her own shortcomings may
have shaped what her son has become, she confesses to a deep, long-standing
ambivalence about motherhood in general and Kevin in particular. How much is her fault?
Lionel Shriver tells a compelling, absorbing, and resonant story.

Lionel SHRIVER - Property: a collection (Short stories) (2018, 317 p)
Intermingling settings in America and Britain, Lionel Shriver's first collection
explores property in both senses of the word: real estate and stuff. These
pieces illustrate how our possessions act as proxies for ourselves, and how
tussles over ownership articulate the power dynamics of our relationships. In
Lionel Shriver's world, we may possess people and objects and places, but in
turn they possess us.

Alan SILLITOE – Saturday night and Sunday morning ([1958] 2006, 224p)
Working all day at a lathe leaves Arthur Seaton with energy to spare in the
evenings. A young rebel of a man, he knows what he wants and he's sharp
enough to get it. Before long his meetings with a couple of married women are
part of local gossip.
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Rachel SIMON – The Story of Beautiful Girl (2012, 352 pages)
On a stormy night in small-town America, a couple, desperate and soaked to the skin, knock
on a stranger's door. When Martha, a retired schoolteacher, answers their knock her world
changes for ever. Her visitors are Lynnie and Homan, who have fled The School for the
Incurable and Feebleminded with their newborn baby, but the police are closing in and their
freedom is about to be snatched away. Moments before she is taken back to the School,
bound and tied, Lynnie utters two words to Martha: 'Hide her.' And so begins the heartrending story of Lynnie, Homan, Martha and baby Julia - lives divided by seemingly
insurmountable obstacles, but drawn together by a secret pact and extraordinary love.
Helen SIMONSON – Summer before the war (2010, 592 pages)
It is late summer in East Sussex, 1914. Amidst the season's splendour, fiercely
independent Beatrice Nash arrives in the coastal town of Rye to fill a teaching
position at the local grammar school. There she is taken under the wing of
formidable matriarch Agatha Kent, who, along with her charming nephews, tries
her best to welcome Beatrice to a place that remains stubbornly resistant to the
idea of female teachers. But just as Beatrice comes alive to the beauty of the
Sussex landscape, and the colourful characters that populate Rye, the perfect summer is
about to end. For the unimaginable is coming - and soon the limits of progress, and the old
ways, will be tested as this small town goes to war.
Joe SIMPSON – Touching the Void (Non-Fiction) (1988, 224 pages)
Joe Simpson, with just his partner Simon Yates, tackled the unclimbed West Face of the
remote 21,000 foot Siula Grande in the Peruvian Andes in June 1995. But before they
reached the summit, disaster struck. A few days later, Simon staggered into Base Camp,
exhausted and frostbitten, to tell their non-climbing companion that Joe was dead. For three
days he wrestled with guilt as they prepared to return home. Then a cry in the night took
them out with torches, where they found Joe, badly injured, crawling through the snowstorm
in a delirium. Far from causing Joe's death, Simon had paradoxically saved his friend's life.
What happened, and how they dealt with the psychological traumas that resulted when
Simon was forced into the appalling decision to cut the rope, makes not only an epic of
survival but a compelling testament of friendship.
Graeme SIMSION – The Rosie Project (2014, 352 pages)
Don Tillman is not your average guy...he's a bit nerdy, he's a little socially awkward, he's
totally, refreshingly honest! Sitting on the Asperger's spectrum, Don has decided to get
married - now he just needs to find a wife.
His search for a perfect partner is at the core of the book. It's a search that brings a smile to
the reader's face as Don faces situations in which his literal self struggles with social
conventions. There are some wonderful set-pieces; the dancing scene at the start is hard to
beat.
Curtis SITTENFELD – American wife (2008, 640p)
In the year 2000, in the closest election in American history, Alice Blackwell's
husband becomes president of the United States. Their time in the White House
proves to be heady, tumultuous, and controversial. But it is Alice's own story - that
of a kind, bookish, only child born in the 1940s Midwest who comes to inhabit a
life of dizzying wealth and power - that is itself remarkable. Alice candidly
describes her small-town upbringing, and the tragedy that shaped her identity;
she recalls her early adulthood as a librarian, and her surprising courtship with the man who
swept her off her feet; she tells of the crisis that almost ended their marriage; and she
confides the privileges and difficulties of being first lady, a role that is uniquely cloistered and
public, secretive and exposed.
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Rebecca SKLOOT – The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks (Non-Fiction) (2010, 384
pages)
Her name was Henrietta Lacks, but scientists know her as HeLa. Born a poor black tobacco
farmer, her cancer cells - taken without her knowledge - became a multimillion-dollar industry
and one of the most important tools in medicine. Yet Henrietta's family did not learn of her
'immortality' until more than twenty years after her death, with devastating consequences
...Balancing the beauty and drama of scientific discovery with dark questions about who
owns the stuff our bodies are made of, The Immortal Life of Henrietta Lacks is an
extraordinary journey in search of the soul and story of a real woman, whose cells live on
today in all four corners of the world.
Nigel SLATER: Toast: The Story of a Boy’s Hunger (Biography) (2003, 247 pages)
Whether relating his mother's ritual burning of the toast, his father's dreaded Boxing Day
stew or such culinary highlights of the day as Arctic Roll and Grilled Grapefruit, this
remarkable memoir vividly recreates daily life in sixties surburban England. When Nigel's
widowed father takes on a housekeeper with social aspirations and a talent in the kitchen,
the following years become a heartbreaking cooking contest for his father's affections. But as
he slowly loses the battle, Nigel finds a new outlet for his culinary talents, and we witness the
birth of what was to become a lifelong passion for food. An incredibly moving and deliciously
evocative memoir of childhood, adolescence and sexual awakening.
Romain SLOCOMBE – Monsieur le Commandant (2013, 208 pages)
French Academician and Nazi sympathiser Paul-Jean Husson writes a letter to his local SS
officer in the autumn of 1942. Tormented by an illicit passion for Ilse, his German daughterin-law, Husson has taken a decision that will devastate several lives, including his own. The
letter is intended to explain his actions. It is a dramatic, sometimes harrowing, story that
begins in the years leading up to the war, when following the accidental drowning of his
daughter, Husson's previously gilded life begins to unravel and through Husson's confession,
Romain Slocombe gives the reader a startling picture of a man's journey: from pillar of the
French Establishment and World War One hero, to outspoken supporter of Nazi ideology
and the Vichy government.
Gillian SLOVO – Black Orchids (2008, 384 pages)
When the genteelly impoverished and rebellious Evelyn marries the charming Emil, scion of
a privileged Sinhalese family, she thinks that her dream of a life in England can now at last
come true. So the family travel, with their young son Milton, from Ceylon to Tilbury Docks.
But this is England in the 1950s and, no matter how hard Evelyn wishes that it would,
England does not take kindly to strangers, especially families who are half black and half
white. A profound and moving novel, this is the story about the search to feel at home in your
own skin.
Ali SMITH – The Accidental (2005, 305 pages)
The Accidental pans in on the Norfolk holiday home of the Smart family one hot summer.
There a beguiling stranger called Amber appears at the door bearing all sorts of unexpected
gifts, trampling over family boundaries and sending each of the Smarts scurrying from the
dark into the light. A novel about the ways that seemingly chance encounters irrevocably
transform our understanding of ourselves, The Accidental explores the nature of truth, the
role of fate and the power of storytelling.
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Ali SMITH – How to be both (2014, 371p)
A novel all about art's versatility. Borrowing from painting's fresco technique to
make an original literary double-take, it's a conversation between forms, times,
truths and fictions. There's a renaissance artist of the 1460s. There's the child of
a child of the 1960s. Two tales of love and injustice twist into a singular yarn
where time gets timeless, structural gets playful, knowing gets mysterious,
fictional gets real - and all life's givens get given a second chance. Winner of both
Costa and Baileys prizes, and shortlisted for 2014 Man Booker prize.
Ali SMITH – There but for the (2012, 284 pages)
'There once was a man who, one night between the main course and the sweet at a dinner
party, went upstairs and locked himself in one of the bedrooms of the house of the people
who were giving the dinner party . . .' As time passes by and the consequences of this
stranger's actions ripple outwards, touching the owners, the guests, the neighbours and the
whole country, so Ali Smith draws us into a beautiful, strange place where everyone is so
much more than they at first appear.
Ali SMITH – Public library and other stories (2015, 219p)
The stories in Ali Smith's new collection are about what we do with books and
what they do with us: how they travel with us; how they shock us, change us,
challenge us, banish time while making us older, wiser and ageless all at once;
how they remind us to pay attention to the world we make. Woven between the
stories are conversations with writers and readers reflecting on the essential role
that libraries have played in their lives. At a time when public libraries around the
world face threats of cuts and closures, this collection stands as a work of literary activism and as a wonderful read from one of our finest authors.
Zadie SMITH – NW (2013, 352 pages)
Zadie Smith's brilliant tragi-comic NW follows four Londoners - Leah, Natalie, Felix and
Nathan - after they've left their childhood council estate, grown up and moved on to different
lives. From private houses to public parks, at work and at play, their city is brutal, beautiful
and complicated. Yet after a chance encounter they each find that the choices they've made,
the people they once were and are now, can suddenly, rapidly unravel. A portrait of modern
urban life, NW is funny, sad and urgent - as brimming with vitality as the city itself.
Natasha SOLOMONS – The Song collector (2015, 389p)
Fox, as the celebrated composer Harry Fox-Talbot is known, wants to be left in
peace. His beloved wife has died, he's unable to write a note of music, and no, he
does not want to take up some blasted hobby. Then one day he discovers that his
troublesome four-year-old grandson is a piano prodigy. The music returns and
Fox is compelled to re-engage with life - and, ultimately, to confront an old family
rift. Natasha Solomons tells a captivating tale of passion and music, of roots,
ancient songs and nostalgia for the old ways, of the ties that bind us to family and home and
the ones we are prepared to sever. Here is the story of a man who discovers joy and
creative renewal in the aftermath of grief and learns that it is never too late to seek
forgiveness.
Muriel SPARK – The Prime of Miss Jean Brodie (1961, 144 pages)
When an unbridled schoolmistress with advanced ideas is in her prime the classroom can
take on a new identity and no one can predict what will happen. Jean Brodie is a teacher
whose unconventional ideas put her at odds with the other members of staff at the Marcia
Blaine School in Edinburgh, as she endeavours to shape the lives of the select group of girls
who form her "set".
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Jason STARR – Savage Lane (2015, 320p)
Karen Daily, recently divorced, lives with her two kids in a quaint suburb of New
York City. She's teaching at a nearby elementary school, starting to date again,
and for the first time in years has found joy in her life. Mark Berman, Karen's
friend and neighbor, wants out of his unhappy marriage, and so does his wife,
Deb, but they have been staying together for their kids. Unbeknownst to Karen,
Mark has a rich fantasy life about her, which has grown into a full-blown
obsession. As rumors about Karen spread and a bigger secret is uncovered, she becomes a
murder suspect and the target of a twisted psychopath.
M.L. STEDMAN – The Light Between the Oceans (2013, 464 pages)
Tom Sherbourne is haunted by traumatic memories of his horrific experiences in World War
I. Now, looking to his future, he becomes a lighthouse keeper and he takes a position on
remote Janus Rock, off the coast of South-Western Australia, He meets local girl Isabel
Graysmark whilst he is on the mainland, they correspond with each other when Tom returns
to the lighthouse, and they fall in love and marry. Moving forward in time to the mid 1920s,
we meet them living out on Janus Rock together, with a sadness hanging between them that
they have no children. When a boat is washed up on the rock, they make a decision that day
which will change the rest of their lives, as the couple is torn between love and desperate
need, and the truth and reality of their situation. They break the rules and follow their hearts.
John STEINBECK – The Grapes of Wrath
Set against the background of Dust Bowl Oklahoma and Californian migrant life, it tells of
Tom Joad and his family, who, like thousands of others, are forced to travel west in search of
the promised land. Their story is one of false hopes, thwarted desires and broken dreams,
yet out of their suffering Steinbeck created a drama that is intensely human, yet majestic in
its scale and moral vision. (1939, 528 pages)
John STEINBECK – Of mice and men ([1937], 2012, 112p)
A powerful and moving portrayal of two men striving to understand their own
unique place in the world. Drifters in search of work, George and his simpleminded friend Lennie have nothing in the world except each other - and a dream.
A dream that one day they will have some land of their own. Eventually they find
work on a ranch, but their hopes are doomed as Lennie - struggling against
extreme cruelty, misunderstanding and feelings of jealousy - becomes a victim of
his own strength. Tackling universal themes, friendship and a shared vision, and
giving a voice to America's lonely and dispossessed, this remains Steinbeck's most popular
work.
Susie STEINER – Missing, presumed (2016, 416p)
A missing girl - Edith Hind is gone, leaving just her coat, a smear of blood and a
half-open door. A desperate family - each of her friends and relatives has a
version of the truth. But none quite adds up. A detective at breaking point - the
press grows hungrier by the day. Can DS Manon Bradshaw fend them off, before
a missing persons case becomes a murder investigation? A Richard and Judy
Summer 2016 book choice.
Kathryn STOCKETT – The Help (2009, 464 pages)
Jackson, Mississippi, 1962 where black maids raise white children, but aren't trusted not to
steal the silver...There's Aibileen, raising her seventeenth white child and nursing the hurt
caused by her own son's tragic death; Minny, whose cooking is nearly as sassy as her
tongue; and white Miss Skeeter, home from College, who wants to know why her beloved
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maid has disappeared. No one would believe they'd be friends; fewer still would tolerate it.
But as each woman finds the courage to cross boundaries, they come to depend and rely
upon one another and together they have an extraordinary story to tell...
Mari STRACHAN – The Earth Hums in B Flat (2009, 327 pages)
Gwenni Morgan is not like any other girl in this small Welsh town. Inquisitive, bookish and full
of spirit, she can fly in her sleep and loves playing detective. So when a neighbour
mysteriously vanishes, and no one seems to be asking the right questions, Gwenni decides
to conduct her own investigation. She records everything she sees and hears: but are her
deductions correct? What is the real truth? And what will be the consequences of finding out,
for Gwenni, her family and her community?
Elizabeth STROUT – My name is Lucy Barton (2016, 193 pages)
Lucy Barton is recovering slowly from what should have been a simple
operation. Her mother, to whom she hasn't spoken for many years, comes to
see her. Gentle gossip about people from Lucy's childhood in Amgash, Illinois,
seems to reconnect them, but just below the surface lie the tension and longing
that have informed every aspect of Lucy's life: her escape from her troubled
family, her desire to become a writer, her marriage, her love for her two
daughters. Knitting this powerful narrative together is the voice of Lucy herself.
Keith STUART – A Boy made of blocks (2016, 416 pages)
Meet thirtysomething dad, Alex He loves his wife Jody, but has forgotten how to
show it. He loves his son Sam, but doesn't understand him. Something has to
change. And he needs to start with himself. Meet eight-year-old Sam Beautiful,
surprising, autistic. To him the world is a puzzle he can't solve on his own. But
when Sam starts to play Minecraft, it opens up a place where Alex and Sam begin
to rediscover both themselves and each other ...Can one fragmented family put
themselves back together, one piece at a time? Inspired by the author's experiences with his
own son, A Boy Made of Blocks is a story of love, family and autism.
Sumia SUKKAR – The Boy from Aleppo who Painted the War (2014, 330 pages)
The Boy From Aleppo Who Painted The War chronicles the struggles of a family in the midst
of the Syrian civil war, told mainly from the perspective of Adam. Adam is a 14-year-old boy
with Asperger Syndrome who attempts to understand the Syrian conflict and its effect on his
life by painting his feelings. Yasmine, his beautiful older sister, devotes herself to him, but
has to cope with her own traumas when she is taken by soldiers. Their three brothers also
struggle – on whether or not to take sides and the consequences of their eventual choices.
Sumia Sukkar is of Syrian and Algerian origin, but grew up in London.
Graham SWIFT – Mothering Sunday (2016, 160 pages)
Twenty-two year old Jane Fairchild, orphaned at birth, has worked as a maid at
one English country estate since she was sixteen. And for almost all of those
years she has been the secret lover to Paul Sheringham, the scion of the estate
next door. On an unseasonably warm March afternoon, Jane and Paul will make
love for the last time--though not, as Jane believes, because Paul is about to be
married--and the events of the day will alter Jane's life forever.
As the narrative moves back and forth from 1924 to the end of the century, what we know
and understand about Jane--about the way she loves, thinks, feels, sees, remembers-deepens with every beautifully wrought moment. Her story is one of profound self-discovery
and through her, Graham Swift has created an emotionally soaring and deeply affecting work
of fiction. Shortlisted for the Walter Scott prize for historical fiction
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Graham SWIFT – Tomorrow (2007, 247 pages)
On a midsummer's night, Paula lies awake, Mike, her husband of twenty-five years, asleep
beside her, her two teenage children, Nick and Kate, sleeping in nearby rooms. The next
day, she knows, will define all their lives. As morning approaches, Paula recalls the years
before and after her children were born. Her story is both a celebration of love possessed
and a moving acknowledgement of the fear of loss, the fragilities, illusions and secrets on
which even our most intimate sense of who we are can rest. Brilliantly distilling half a century
into one suspenseful night, as tender in its tone as it is deep in its soundings, Tomorrow is a
magical exploration of coupledom, parenthood and selfhood, and a unique meditation on the
mystery of happiness.
Meera SYAL – Anita and Me (1996, 336 pages)
Set in the 1960’s, this is the story of nine-year old Meena, who is growing up as the daughter
of the only Punjabi family in the West Midlands village of Tollington. She is torn between the
traditional world of her parents (with regular visits from the ‘Aunties and Uncles’), and
wanting to eat fish fingers and be part of Anita’s gang. Anita is the village bad girl and not the
sort of influence welcomed by Meena’s parents; a funny, touching and thought-provoking
novel.
Meera SYAL – House of hidden mothers (2015, 418p)
How far would you go to get the life you can’t have?
Shyama, aged forty-eight, has fallen for a younger man. They want a child
together. Meanwhile, in a rural village in India, young Mala, trapped in an
oppressive marriage, dreams of escape. When Shyama and Mala meet, they help
each other realise their dreams. But will fate guarantee them both happiness? A
devastating story of friendship, family and the lengths we will go to have a perfect
life.
Antonio TABUCCHI – Pereira maintains (2010, 208p)
Dr. Peirera, an editor at a second-rate Lisbon newspaper, wants nothing to do
with European politics. He's happy to translate 19th-century French stories. His
closest confidante is a photograph of his late wife. All this changes when he
meets Francesco Monteiro Rossi, an oddly charismatic young man. Pereira gives
Rossi work, and continues to pay him, even after discovering that he is using the
money to recruit for the anti-Franco International Brigade. The book chronicles
Pereira's ascent to consciousness, culminating in a devastating and reckless act of rebellion.
Vanessa TAIT – The Looking Glass House (2015, 304p)
Oxford, 1862. As Mary Prickett takes up her post as governess to the daughters
of the Dean of Christ Church, she is thrust into a strange new world. Mary is poor
and plain and desperate for change but the little girls in her care see and
understand far more than their naive new teacher. And there is another problem:
Mary does not like children, especially the precocious Alice Liddell. When Mary
meets Charles Dodgson, the Christ Church mathematics tutor, at a party at the
Deanery, she wonders if he may be the person to transform her life. Flattered by his
attentions, Mary begins to believe that she could be more than just an overlooked, dowdy
governess. One sunny day, as Mary chaperones the Liddells on a punting trip, Mr Dodgson
tells the story of Alice's Adventures in Wonderland. But Mary is determined to become Mr
Dodgson's muse - and will turn all the lives around her topsy-turvey in pursuit of her
obsession.
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Twan Eng Tan – The Garden of Evening Mists (2013, 352 pages)
Set in the 1950s, in the highlands of Malaya, a woman sets out to build a memorial to her
sister, killed at the hands of the Japanese during the brutal Occupation of their country. Yun
Ling's quest leads her to The Garden of Evening Mists, and to Aritomo, a man of
extraordinary skill and reputation, once the gardener of the Emperor of Japan. When she
accepts his offer to become his apprentice, she begins a journey into her past, inextricably
linked with the secrets of her troubled country's history.
William THACKER – Charm Offensive (2014, 256 pages)
When retired politician Joe Street is named in a tabloid media slur, he carries out a last-ditch
attempt to resurrect his marriage and undo the damage from the lie. With a cheap PR
consultant in tow, Joe is reintroduced to a world of empty sound bites and media
appearances - a world he would rather forget. His PR campaign takes a turn for the worse
and Joe sets out to rebuild a relationship with his estranged daughter; together, they commit
themselves to a challenge that will help right their wrongs. In spite of his regeneration, Joe
discovers that nothing is ever easy. With his fragile reputation on the line, his past continues
to chase him and Joe finds himself on a journey of self-discovery, of redemption, but most
importantly, of finding hope once more.
Madeleine THIEN – Do not say we have nothing (2016, 480 pages)
Ai-Ming tells the story of her family in revolutionary China, from the crowded
teahouses in the first days of Chairman Mao's ascent to the events leading to the
Beijing demonstrations of 1989. It is a history of revolutionary idealism, music and
silence, in which three musicians - the shy and brilliant composer, Sparrow; the
violin prodigy, Zhuli; and the enigmatic pianist, Kai - struggle during China's
relentless Cultural Revolution to remain loyal to one another and to the music they
have devoted their lives to. Shortlisted for the 2016 Man Booker prize.
Rosie THOMAS – The Kashmir shawl (2012, 512 pages)
Newlywed Nerys Watkins leaves rural Wales for the first time to accompany her husband on
a missionary posting to India. Deep in the exquisite heart of Kashmir lies the lakeside city of
Srinagar, where the British live on carved wooden houseboats and dance, flirt and gossip as
if there is no war; but the battles draw closer, and life in Srinagar becomes less frivolous
when the men are sent away to fight. Nerys is caught up in a dangerous friendship, and by
the time she is reunited with her husband, the innocent Welsh bride has become a different
woman. Years later, when Mair Ellis clears out her father’s house, she finds an exquisite
antique shawl, a lock of child’s hair wrapped within its folds. Tracing her grandparents’ roots
back to Kashmir, Mair embarks on a quest that will change her life forever.
Gillian TINDALL – The House by the Thames (Non-Fiction) (2006, 258 pages)
Just across the River Thames from St Paul's Cathedral stands an old house. It is the last
genuine survivor of what was once a long ribbon of elegant houses overlooking the water.
Built in the days of Queen Anne, it stands in the footprint of a far older habitation. Over the
course of almost 450 years the dwelling on this site has seen changes on the river and in the
city on the opposite bank. Rich with anecdote and colour, empathetic, scholarly and textured,
"The House by the Thames" is social history at its most enjoyable. Gillian Tindall excels at
description and at picking out the most fascinating details. She breathes life into the
forgotten names of individuals who were as passionate in their time as we ourselves – and in
so doing makes them stand for legions of others and for whole worlds that we have lost
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Colm TOIBIN – Brooklyn (2010, 256 pages)
It is Ireland in the early 1950s and for Eilis Lacey, as for so many young Irish girls,
opportunities are scarce. So when her sister arranges for her to emigrate to New York, Eilis
knows she must go, leaving behind her family and her home for the first time. Arriving in a
crowded lodging house in Brooklyn, Eilis can only be reminded of what she has sacrificed.
She is far from home - and homesick. And just as she takes tentative steps towards
friendship, and perhaps something more, Eilis receives news which sends her back to
Ireland. There she will be confronted by a terrible dilemma - a devastating choice between
duty and one great love.
Colm TOIBIN – The Master (2004, 200 pages)
It is January 1895 and Henry James's play, Guy Domville, from which he hoped to make his
fortune, has failed on the London stage. Opening with this disaster, The Master spans the
next five years of James's life, during which time he moves to Rye in Sussex where he writes
his short masterpiece The Turn of the Screw, a tale in which he incorporates many details
from his own life, including his experiences as a member of one of the great eccentric
American families and, later, an exile in England. Impelled by the need to work and haunted
by his past – including his failure to fight in the American Civil War, and the golden summer
of 1865, and the death of his sister Alice – James is watchful and witty, relishing the England
in which he has come to live and regretting the England he has left.
Colm TOIBIN – The Testament of Mary (2013, 112 pages)
The Testament of Mary tells the story of a cataclysmic event which led to an overpowering
grief. For Mary, her son has been lost to the world, and now, living in exile and in fear, she
tries to piece together the memories of the events that led to her son's brutal death. To her
he was a vulnerable figure, surrounded by men who could not be trusted, living in a time of
turmoil and change. As her life and her suffering begin to acquire the resonance of myth,
Mary struggles to break the silence surrounding what she knows to have happened. In her
effort to tell the truth in all its gnarled complexity, she slowly emerges as a figure of immense
moral stature as well as a woman from history rendered now as fully human.
Paul TORDAY – The Girl on The Landing (2009, 216 pages)
Michael, a middle-aged man of means, is dressing for dinner at a friend's country house in
Ireland. As he descends the grand staircase, he spots a small painting of a landing with an
old linen press and the white marble statue of an angel, in the background is a woman clad
in a dark green dress. He comments on the painting to his hosts but they say there is no
woman in the picture. When Michael goes up to bed later, he sees that they are correct. This
is only the first in a series of incidents that lead him to question his grip on reality. His wife
Elizabeth is unsettled by the changes she sees in a man she originally married because he
was dependable and steady, not because she loved him. Suddenly she is aware that she
has never really known Michael and as he changes, she sees glimpses of someone she
could fall in love with. Michael, in the meantime, is disturbed by events up at his family's
ancestral home in the wilds of Scotland and by a past that he is threatening to destroy
everything, and everyone, he has ever loved.
Paul TORDAY – The Light Shining in the Forest (2013, 320 pages)
Norman Stokoe has just been appointed Children's Czar by the new government. He sells
his flat and moves up north to take up the position, however before his first salary cheque
has even hit his bank account, new priorities are set for the government department for
which he works. The Children's Czar network is put on hold but it is too late to reverse the
decision to employ Norman so he is given a P.A. and a spacious office in a new business
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park on the banks of the Tyne. He settles down in his new leather chair behind his new
desk, to wait for the green light to begin his mission but the green light never comes. What
does happen is that two children go missing. As Children's Czar, surely this case should fall
within his remit, but Norman has built a career on doing nothing, on stamping pieces of
paper with 'send to the relevant department'. Now, faced with a campaigning journalist and a
distraught mother, he is forced to become involved. The search will take him to dark places
and will make him ask questions about the system he is supposed to uphold.
Paul TORDAY – More than you can say (2011, 320 pages)
Traumatised by a tour of duty in Iraq, Richard Gaunt returns home to his girlfriend with very
little of a plan in mind. Finding it difficult to settle into civilian life, he turns to drink and
gambling - and is challenged to a bet he cannot resist. All he has to do is walk from London
to Oxford in under twelve hours. But what starts as a harmless venture turns into something
altogether different when Richard recklessly accepts an unusual request from a stranger ...
Amor TOWLES – A gentleman in Moscow (2017, 462 pages)
In 1922, Count Alexander Rostov is deemed an unrepentant aristocrat by a
Bolshevik tribunal, and is sentenced to house arrest in the Metropol, a grand
hotel across the street from the Kremlin. Rostov, an indomitable man of
erudition and wit, has never worked a day in his life, and must now live in an
attic room while some of the most tumultuous decades in Russian history are
unfolding outside the hotel's doors. Unexpectedly, his reduced circumstances
provide him entry into a much larger world of emotional discovery.
Rose TREMAIN – The American lover and other stories (2014, 232p)
Trapped in a London flat, Beth remembers a transgressive love affair in 1960s'
Paris. The most famous writer in Russia takes his last breath in a stationmaster's
cottage, miles from Moscow. A father, finally free of his daughter's demands,
embarks on a long swim from his Canadian lakeside retreat. And in the grandest
house of all, Danni the Polish housekeeper catches the eye of an enigmatic
visitor. Short stories from the prize-winning author.
Rose TREMAIN – Gustav Sonata (2016, 308 pages)
What is the difference between friendship and love? Or between neutrality and
commitment? Gustav Perle grows up in a small town in 'neutral' Switzerland,
where the horrors of the Second World War seem a distant echo. But Gustav's
father has mysteriously died, and his adored mother Emilie is strangely cold and
indifferent to him. Gustav's childhood is spent in lonely isolation, his only toy a tin
train with painted passengers staring blankly from the carriage windows. As time
goes on, an intense friendship with a boy of his own age, Anton Zwiebel, begins to define
Gustav's life. Jewish and mercurial, a talented pianist tortured by nerves when he has to play
in public, Anton fails to understand how deeply and irrevocably his life and Gustav's are
entwined. Shortlisted for the Bailey’s, Costa, Walter Scott and Ondaatje Prizes.
Rose TREMAIN – Music and Silence (1999, 464 pages)
It is 1629, and a young English lute-player arrives at the court of Danish King Christian IV to
play in the Royal Orchestra. The country is in ruins, with the King living in fear of his life and
embarrassed by his wife’s not-so-secret adultery. Full of fascinating characters, intrigue and
obsessions.
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Rose TREMAIN – The Road Home (2008, 384 pages)
The tale of Lev, a middle aged Polish migrant worker, who comes to London after losing both
his job and his wife, is both moving and funny. It's a marvellous take on modern Britain
where foreign workers on scant wages toil away in the kitchens of posh restaurants in
London and asparagus fields in Norfolk, whilst at the other end of the scale celebrity culture
rules. Lev is a good man and a heroic hard worker. As he struggles to earn enough money to
send home to his mother who looks after his little girl, he is helped by unexpected acts of
kindness from a cast of diverse and entirely uncliched characters.
Rose TREMAIN – Trespass (2010, 384 pages)
In a silent valley stands an isolated stone farmhouse, the Mas Lunel. Its owner is Aramon
Lunel, an alcoholic so haunted by his violent past that he's become incapable of all
meaningful action. Meanwhile, his sister, Audrun, alone in her modern bungalow within sight
of the Mas Lunel, dreams of exacting retribution for the unspoken betrayals that have
blighted her life. Into this closed Cevenol world comes Anthony Verey, a wealthy but
disillusioned antiques dealer from London. Now in his sixties, Anthony hopes to remake his
life in France, and he begins looking at properties in the region. From the moment he arrives
at the Mas Lunel, a frightening and unstoppable series of consequences is set in motion.
Two worlds and two cultures collide. Ancient boundaries are crossed, taboos are broken, a
violent crime is committed. And all the time the Cevennes hills remain, as cruel and
seductive as ever, unforgettably captured in this powerful and unsettling novel.
S.K.TREMAYNE – The ice twins (2015, 400p)
A year after one of their identical twin daughters, Lydia, dies in an accident,
Angus and Sarah Moorcroft move to the tiny Scottish island Angus inherited from
his grandmother, hoping to put together the pieces of their shattered lives. But
when their surviving daughter, Kirstie, claims they have mistaken her identity -that she, in fact, is Lydia -- their world crashes in once again. As winter
encroaches, Angus is forced to travel away from the island for work, Sarah is
feeling isolated, and Kirstie (or is it Lydia?) is growing more disturbed. When a violent storm
leaves Sarah and her daughter stranded, they are forced to confront what really happened
on that fateful day. An Autumn 2015 Richard and Judy choice.
Liz TRENOW – The silk weaver (2017, 416 pages)
Anna Buttterfield moves from her Suffolk country home to her uncle's house in London, to be
introduced to society. A chance encounter with a local silk weaver, French immigrant Henri,
throws her from her privileged upbringing to the darker, dangerous world of London's silk
trade. Henri is working on his 'master piece' to make his name as a master silk weaver;
Anna, meanwhile, is struggling against the constraints of her family and longing to become
an artist. Henri realizes that Anna's designs could lift his work above the ordinary and give
them both an opportunity for freedom.... This is a charming story of illicit romance, set
against the world of the burgeoning silk trade in 18th-century Spitalfields - a time of religious
persecution, mass migration, racial tension and wage riots and very different ideas of what
was considered 'proper' for women.
Anthony TROLLOPE – The Warden (2012[1855], 256 pages)
Trollope's witty, satirical story of a quiet cathedral town shaken by scandal - as the traditional
values of Septimus Harding are attacked by zealous reformers and ruthless newspapers - is
a drama of conscience that pits individual integrity against worldly ambition. In The Warden
Anthony Trollope brought the fictional county of Barsetshire to life, peopled by a cast of
brilliantly realised characters that have made him among the supreme chroniclers of the
minutiae of Victorian England.
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Anthony TROLLOPE – The way we live now ([1875] 2012, 800p)
An unscrupulous Victorian lady exploits all available means to further the financial
and social aspirations of her knavish son who plans to marry the daughter of a
wealthy swindler.

Joanna TROLLOPE – City of friends (2017, 326 pages)
The day Stacey Grant loses her job feels like the last day of her life. Or at least,
the only life she'd ever known. For who was she if not a City high-flyer, Senior
Partner at one of the top private equity firms in London? As Stacey starts to
reconcile her old life with the new - one without professional achievements or
meetings, but instead, long days at home with her dog and ailing mother,
waiting for her successful husband to come home - she at least has The Girls to
fall back on. Beth, Melissa and Gaby. The girls, now women, had been best
friends from the early days of university right through their working lives, and for all the
happiness and heartbreaks in between. But these career women all have personal problems
of their own, and when Stacey's redundancy forces a betrayal to emerge that was supposed
to remain secret, their long cherished friendships will be pushed to their limits . . .
TURL STREET Writers – Turl Street Tales
Take a new group of clever writers, shut them up in a box of innovative brilliance, called the
QI club, and see what they can create. The result is a book of Oxford stories, a collection of
short pieces, romance and crime, comedy and non-fiction, poetry and even a couple of ghost
stories, all set in the historic Turl Street, Oxford.
Stuart TURTON - The seven deaths of Evelyn Hardcastle (2018, 507 p)
Tonight, Evelyn Hardcastle will be killed ... again.
It is meant to be a celebration but it ends in tragedy. As fireworks explode
overhead, Evelyn Hardcastle, the young and beautiful daughter of the house, is
killed. But Evelyn will not die just once. Until Aiden - one of the guests
summoned to Blackheath for the party - can solve her murder, the day will
repeat itself, over and over again. Every time ending with the fateful pistol shot.
The only way to break this cycle is to identify the killer. But each time the day
begins again, Aiden wakes in the body of a different guest. And someone is determined to
prevent him ever escaping Blackheath...
Winner of the Costa First Novel Award 2018
Anne TYLER – The Accidental Tourist (1998, 368 pages)
How does a man addicted to routine - a man who flosses his teeth before love-making - cope
with the chaos of everyday life? With the loss of his son, the departure of his wife and the
arrival of Muriel, a dog trainer from the Meow-Bow dog clinic, Macon's attempts at ordinary
life are tragically and comically undone.
Anne TYLER – The Beginner’s Goodbye (2013, 176 pages)
When Dorothy came back from the dead, it seemed to Aaron that some people simply didn't
notice. The accident that killed Dorothy - involving an oak tree, a sun porch and some
elusive biscuits - leaves Aaron bereft and the house a wreck. As those around him fuss and
flap and bring him casserole after casserole, Aaron ploughs on. But then Dorothy starts to
materialize in the oddest places. At first, she only comes for a short while, leaving Aaron
longing for more. Gradually she stays for longer, and as they talk, they also bicker and the
cracks that were present in their perfectly ordinary marriage start to reappear...
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Anne TYLER – A spool of blue thread (2015, 465p)
‘It was a beautiful, breezy, yellow-and-green afternoon…’
This is the way Abby Whitshank always begins the story of how she and Red fell
in love that summer’s day in 1959. The whole family on the porch, half-listening
as their mother tells the same tale they have heard so many times before. From
that porch we spool back through the generations, witnessing the events, secrets
and unguarded moments that have come to define the family. From Red’s father
and mother, newly arrived in Baltimore in the 1920s, to Abby and Red’s grandchildren
carrying the family legacy boisterously into the twenty-first century – four generations of
Whitshanks, their lives unfolding in and around the sprawling, lovingly worn Baltimore house
that has always been their home… Shortlisted for the Baileys and Man Booker prizes, and a
Richard and Judy Book club choice.
Sarah VAUGHAN – The art of baking blind (2014, 406p)
In 1966, Kathleen Eaden, cookery writer and wife of a supermarket magnate,
published The Art of Baking, her guide to nurturing a family by creating the most
exquisite pastries, biscuits and cakes. Now, five amateur bakers are competing to
become the New Mrs Eaden. There's Jenny, facing an empty nest now her family
has flown; Claire, who has sacrificed her dreams for her daughter; Mike, trying to
parent his two kids after his wife's death; Vicki, who has dropped everything to be
at home with her baby boy; and Karen, perfect Karen, who knows what it's like to have
nothing and is determined her façade shouldn't slip. As unlikely alliances are forged and
secrets rise to the surface, making the choicest choux bun seems the least of the
contestants' problems. For they will learn - as Mrs Eaden did before them - that while
perfection is possible in the kitchen, it's very much harder in life.
Sarah VAUGHAN - Anatomy of a scandal (2018, 396 pages)
A high-profile marriage thrust into the spotlight. A wife, determined to keep her
family safe, must face a prosecutor who believes justice has been a long time
coming. A scandal that will rock Westminster. And the women caught at the
heart of it.
This novel centres on a high-profile marriage that begins to unravel when the
husband is accused of a terrible crime. Sophie is sure her husband, James, is
innocent and desperately hopes to protect her precious family from the lies
which might ruin them. Kate is the barrister who will prosecute the case – she is equally
certain that James is guilty and determined he will pay for his crimes.
Timur VERMES – Look who's back (2014, 375 pages)
Berlin, Summer 2011. Adolf Hitler wakes up on a patch of open ground, alive
and well. Things have changed – no Eva Braun, no Nazi party, no war. Hitler
barely recognises his beloved Fatherland, filled with immigrants and run by a
woman. People certainly recognise him, albeit as a flawless impersonator who
refuses to break character. The unthinkable, the inevitable happens, and the
ranting Hitler goes viral, becomes a YouTube star, gets his own T.V. show, and
people begin to listen. But the Führer has another programme with even greater
ambition – to set the country he finds a shambles back to rights.
Salley VICKERS – Miss Garnett’s Angel (2007, 342p)
Julia Garnet and her long-standing companion and flatmate Harriet decide to retire from
work together, on the same day, but when two days later Harriet unexpectedly dies, Miss
Garnet decides it is time to take a trip abroad and settles upon six months in Venice.
Cautious, dignified and unadventurous by nature, Julia is also a virgin and inexperienced in
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matters of the heart. Venice is quite a revelation. The ancient Jewish story of Tobias and the
Angel is deftly interwoven amongst Julia's story of re-awakening and discovery.
Salley VICKERS – The Cleaner of Chartres (2013, 304 pages)
There is something special about the ancient cathedral of Chartres, with its mismatched
spires, astonishing stained glass and strange labyrinth and there is something special too
about Agnès Morel, the mysterious woman who is to be found cleaning it each morning. No
one quite knows where she came from - not the diffident Abbé Paul, who discovered her one
morning twenty years ago, sleeping in the north porch, nor lonely Professor Jones, whose
chaotic existence she helps to organise, nor even the irreverent young restorer, Alain Fleury,
who works alongside her each day and whose attention she catches with her tawny eyes,
her colourful clothes and elusive manner. Yet everyone she encounters would surely agree
that she is subtly transforming their lives, but with a chance meeting in the cathedral one
day, the spectre of Agnès' past returns, provoking malicious rumours from the prejudiced
Madame Beck and her gossipy companion Madame Picot. As the hearsay grows uglier,
Agnès is forced to confront her history, and the mystery of her origins finally unfolds.
Salley VICKERS – The Other Side of You (2006, 262 pages)
As a young child, Dr. David McBride witnessed the death of his six-year-old brother and this
traumatic event has shaped his own personality and choice of profession. One day, a failed
suicide, Elizabeth Cruikshank, is admitted to his hospital. She is unusually reticent and it is
not until he recalls a painting by Caravaggio that she finally yields up her story. As her story
unfolds, David finds his own life being touched by her account and a haunting sense that the
'other side' of his elusive patient has a strange resonance for him, too. Set partly in Rome,
The Other Side of You explores the theme of redemption through love and art. This is a
many-layered and subtly audacious story, which traces the boundaries of life and death and
the difficult possibilities of repentance.
Robert WAINWRIGHT – The Maverick mountaineer (Non-Fiction) (2016, 416p)
George Ingle Finch, mountaineer, soldier, scientist, rebellious spirit, boy from the
bush, was in his day one of the most famous men in the world. In 1922 he stood
at the highest point on Everest, a feat not bettered for 30 years. He invented the
predecessor to the puffer jacket and pioneered the use of oxygen in climbing. A
World War I hero whose skills also helped save London from burning to the
ground during the Blitz of World War II, he was a renowned scientist who was
personally chosen by Nehru, the first Indian prime minister, to help lead his nation into the
modern world. With a private life torn by war and misguided by social norms, a reputation as
an outsider among the British alpine climbing establishment, and some rough and ready
'colonial' habits, Finch was a brilliantly colourful character - so why has he vanished from the
pages of history?
Rebecca WAIT – The View on the Way Down (2014, 320 pages)
Emma used to have two brothers, but five years ago Kit died and on the day of his funeral
Jamie left home and never came back. Their parents never talk about what happened. But
now Emma is older she is beginning to ask questions - and she's never given up hope that
she will see Jamie again . .
Alice WALKER – The Color Purple (1982[2014], 272 pages)
Set in the deep American South between the wars, THE COLOR PURPLE is the classic tale
of Celie, a young black girl born into poverty and segregation. Raped repeatedly by the man
she calls 'father', she has two children taken away from her, is separated from her beloved
sister Nettie and is trapped into an ugly marriage. But then she meets the glamorous Shug
Avery, singer and magic-maker - a woman who has taken charge of her own destiny.
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Gradually Celie discovers the power and joy of her own spirit, freeing her from her past and
reuniting her with those she loves.
S. J. WATSON – Before I Go to Sleep (2011, 384 pages)
Memories define us; so what if you lost yours every time you went to sleep? Your name,
your identity, your past, even the people you love, all forgotten overnight. And the one
person you trust may only be telling you half the story. Welcome to Christine's life.
Evelyn WAUGH – A handful of dust ([1934] 1997, 255 pages)
After seven years of marriage, the beautiful Lady Brenda Last is bored with life
at Hetton Abbey, the Gothic mansion that is the pride and joy of her husband,
Tony. She drifts into an affair with the shallow socialite John Beaver and
forsakes Tony for the Belgravia set. Brilliantly combining tragedy, comedy and
savage irony, A Handful of Dust captures the irresponsible mood of the 'crazy
and sterile generation' between the wars. The breakdown of the Last marriage
is a painful, comic re-working of Waugh's own divorce, and a symbol of the
disintegration of society.
Evelyn WAUGH – Scoop (1938, 224 pages)
Lord Copper, newspaper magnate and proprietor of the Daily Beast, has always prided
himself on his intuitive flair for spotting ace reporters. That is not to say he has not made the
odd blunder, however, and may in a moment of weakness make another. Acting on a dinnerparty tip from Mrs Algernon Smith, he feels convinced that he has hit on just the chap to
cover a promising little war in the African Republic of Ishmaelia. One of Waugh's most
exuberant comedies, Scoop is a brilliantly irreverent satire of Fleet Street and its hectic
pursuit of hot news.
Alison WEIR – A Dangerous Inheritance (2013, 528 pages)
Two women separated by time are linked by the most famous murder mystery in history, the
Princes in the Tower. Lady Katherine Grey has already suffered more than her fair share of
tragedy. Newly pregnant, she has incurred the wrath of her formidable cousin, Queen
Elizabeth I, who sees her as a rival to her insecure throne. Alone in her chamber in the
Tower, she finds old papers belonging to a kinswoman of hers, Kate Plantagenet, who forty
years previously had embarked on a dangerous quest to find out what really happened to
her cousins, the two young Princes who had last been seen as captives in the Tower.
H.G. WELLS – The Time Machine (2012, [1895], 128 pages)
Chilling, prophetic and hugely influential, The Time Machine sees a Victorian scientist propel
himself into the year 802,701 AD, where he is delighted to find that suffering has been
replaced by beauty and contentment in the form of the Eloi, an elfin species descended from
man. But he soon realizes that they are simply remnants of a once-great culture - now weak
and living in terror of the sinister Morlocks lurking in the deep tunnels, who threaten his very
return home. H. G. Wells defined much of modern science fiction with this 1895 tale of time
travel, which questions humanity, society, and our place on Earth.
Tara WESTOVER – Educated (Non-Fiction) (2018, 392 p)
Tara Westover and her family grew up preparing for the End of Days but,
according to the government, she didn’t exist. She hadn’t been registered for a
birth certificate. She had no school records because she’d never set foot in a
classroom, and no medical records because her father didn’t believe in
hospitals. As she grew older, her father became more radical and her brother
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more violent. At sixteen, Tara knew she had to leave home. In doing so she discovered both
the transformative power of education, and the price she had to pay for it.
Edith WHARTON – The Age of Innocence (1920, 308 pages)
A brilliantly realized anatomy of New York society in the 1870s, the world in which Edith grew
up, and from which she spent her life escaping. Newland Archer, Wharton's protagonist,
charming, tactful, enlightened, is a thorough product of this society; he accepts its standards
and abides by its rules but he also recognizes its limitations. His engagement to the
impeccable May Welland assures him of a safe and conventional future, until the arrival of
May's cousin Ellen Olenska puts all his plans in jeopardy. Independent, free-thinking,
scandalously separated from her husband, Ellen forces Archer to question the values and
assumptions of his narrow world. As their love for each other grows, Archer has to decide
where his ultimate loyalty lies.
Edith WHARTON – The House of Mirth (1905, 320 pages)
First published in 1905, The House of Mirth shocked the New York society it so deftly
chronicles, portraying the moral, social and economic restraints on a woman who dared to
claim the privileges of marriage without assuming the responsibilities. Lily Bart, beautiful,
witty and sophisticated, is accepted by 'old money' and courted by the growing tribe of
nouveaux riches. But as she nears thirty, her foothold becomes precarious; a poor girl with
expensive tastes, she needs a husband to preserve her social standing and to maintain her
in the luxury she has come to expect. Whilst many have sought her, something prevents her
from making a 'suitable' match.
Dorothy WHIPPLE – Someone at a distance ([1953] 2008, 432 pages)
Avery North has been contentedly married to Ellen for 20 years, they have two
children and live in the rural commuter belt outside London. Then his mother
advertises for a companion, and the French girl who arrives sets her sights on
Avery, callously threatening the happy marriage.

David WHITEHOUSE – Mobile library (2015, 256p)
Twelve-year-old Bobby Nusku is an archivist of his mother. He catalogues traces
of her life and waits for her to return home. Bobby thinks that he's been left to
face the world alone until he meets lonely single mother Val and her daughter
Rosa. They spend a magical summer together, discovering the books in the
mobile library where Val works as a cleaner. But as the summer draws to a close,
Bobby finds himself in trouble and Val is in danger of losing her job. There's only
one thing to do -- and so they take to the road in the mobile library...
Oscar WILDE – The picture of Dorian Gray ([1891, 2003, 320p)
Oscar Wilde's tale of a Faustian pact in Victorian England, The Picture of Dorian
Gray is both a slow-burning Gothic horror and a philosophical investigation of
youth, beauty and desire. Enthralled by his own exquisite portrait, Dorian Gray
exchanges his soul for eternal youth and beauty. Influenced by his friend Lord
Henry Wotton, he is drawn into a corrupt double life; indulging his desires in secret
while remaining a gentleman in the eyes of polite society. Only his portrait bears
the traces of his decadence.
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John WILLIAMS – Stoner (1965[2012], 320 pages)
Stoner is the story of an inconsequential man, so the author tells us right at the start. He then
proceeds to prove himself wrong; even the "smallest" existence can be so full of life and so
full of meaning. John Stoner grows up dirt poor but discovers a passion for literature and
becomes a teacher at Columbia University. The book chronicles university life and politics,
love, marriage and parenthood and finally, the thoughts a man has as he prepares himself
for departure from this world. The book is very quiet and elegantly written. It is also
profoundly sad. At every turn, Stoner is denied happiness, and yet he faces every situation
with integrity and stoicism, like his farmer parents. Life is endured, not enjoyed.
James WILSON – Summer of broken stories (2015, 316p)
England, 1950s: While out playing in the woods, ten-year-old Mark meets a man
living in an old railway carriage. Despite his wild appearance, the stranger, who
introduces himself as Aubrey Hillyard, is captivating - an irreverent outsider who is
shunned by Mark's fellow villagers, and a writer to boot. Aubrey encourages Mark
to tell stories about a novel he is writing - a work of ominous science fiction. As
the meddling villagers plot to drive Aubrey out, Mark finds himself caught between
two worlds - yet convinced that he must help Aubrey prevail at any cost
Sarah WINMAN - Tin man (2017, 197 pages)
This is almost a love story.
Ellis and Michael are twelve when they first become friends, and for a long time
it is just the two of them, cycling the streets of Oxford, teaching themselves how
to swim, discovering poetry, and dodging the fists of overbearing fathers. And
then one day this closest of friendships grows into something more.
But then we fast forward a decade or so, to find that Ellis is married to Annie,
and Michael is nowhere in sight. Which leads to the question, what happened in
the years between? This is almost a love story. But it's not as simple as that.
Sarah WINMAN – When God was a Rabbit (2011, 335 pages)
Spanning four decades, from 1968 onwards, this is the story of a fabulous but flawed family
and the slew of ordinary and extraordinary incidents that shape their everyday lives. It is a
story about childhood and growing up, loss of innocence, eccentricity, familial ties and
friendships, love and life. Stripped down to its bare bones, it's about the unbreakable bond
between a brother and sister.
Sarah WINMAN – A year of Marvellous Ways (2015, 336p)
Marvellous Ways is eighty-nine years old and has lived alone in a remote Cornish
creek for nearly all her life. Lately she's taken to spending her days sitting on a
mooring stone by the river with a telescope. She's waiting for something - she's
not sure what, but she'll know it when she sees it.
Drake is a young soldier left reeling by the Second World War. When his promise
to fulfil a dying man's last wish sees him wash up in Marvellous' creek, broken in
body and spirit, the old woman comes to his aid. A story about the magic in everyday life and
the pull of the sea, the healing powers of storytelling and sloe gin, love and death and how
we carry on when grief comes snapping at our heels.
Raynor WINN - The salt path (Non-Fiction) (2018, 274 p)
In one devastating week, Raynor and her husband Moth lost their home of 20
years, just as a terminal diagnosis took away their future together. With nowhere
else to go, they decided to walk the South West Coast Path: a 630-mile seaswept trail from Somerset to Dorset, via Devon and Cornwall. This ancient,
wind-battered landscape strips them of every comfort they had previously
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known. With very little money for food or shelter, Raynor and Moth carry everything on their
backs and wild camp on beaches and clifftops. But slowly, with every step, every encounter,
and every test along the way, the walk sets them on a remarkable journey. They don't know
how far they will travel, but - to their surprise - they find themselves on a path to freedom.
Shortlisted for the Costa Biography prize and the Wainwright Prize 2018
Tom WINTER – Lost and found (2013, 320 pages)
It started with a letter ... It's hard for Carol to admit her failings. Unhappy in her marriage and
with a teenage daughter who will barely converse with her, she feels trapped. So she puts
pen to paper; well, it seems less daunting than airing her thoughts aloud. She isn't expecting
anyone to read her letters, so she doesn't address them. Instead, she marks them with a
smiley face and pops them in the post box. Albert's retirement day at Royal Mail looms and
he's given one final task; organise the 'lost letters' that have been piling up in a room behind
the sorting machine. Amongst the letters addressed to Santa, he arrives at one with a smiley
face drawn in place of an address. Albert opens the letter, unaware that in doing so his world
would never be the same again.
Jeanette WINTERSON – Oranges Are Not the Only Fruit (1985, 171 pages)
The story of the struggles of a young girl against a domineering mother and the strictures of
religion, growing up in a northern town in a community in which she never quite fits, despite
her talent for preaching and her wildly imaginative ideas. Jeanette yearns to lead her own life
and receives rejection and resentment from those closest to her. As well as being an
accurate account of religious excess and the claustrophobia of growing up in a small town
this is a touching love story which perfectly depicts the innocence of young love.
Jeannette WINTERSON – Why be happy when you could be normal (Non-fiction)
(2012, 240 pages)
In 1985 Jeanette Winterson's first novel, Oranges Are Not the Only Fruit, was published. It
was Jeanette's version of the story of a terraced house in Accrington, an adopted child, and
the thwarted giantess Mrs Winterson. It was a cover story, a painful past written over and
repainted. It was a story of survival. This book is that story's the silent twin. It is full of hurt
and humour and a fierce love of life. It is about the pursuit of happiness, about lessons in
love, the search for a mother and a journey into madness and out again. It is generous,
honest and true.
Jeanette WINTERSON – Gap of time (2015, 304p)
A baby girl is abandoned, banished from London to the storm-ravaged American
city of New Bohemia. Her father has been driven mad by jealousy, her mother to
exile by grief. Seventeen years later, Perdita doesn't know a lot about who she is
or where she's come from - but she's about to find out.
Jeanette Winterson’s cover version of The Winter’s Tale vibrates with echoes of
Shakespeare's original and tells a story of hearts broken and hearts healed, a
story of revenge and forgiveness, a story that shows that whatever is lost shall be found.
One in a series of contemporary Shakespeare re-tellings.
P. G. WODEHOUSE – Carry on, Jeeves ([1925] 2008, 288 pages)
From the moment Jeeves glides into Bertie Wooster's life and provides him with a
magical hangover cure, Bertie wonders how he ever managed without him.
Jeeves makes himself totally indispensable, getting Bertie out of all sorts of
scrapes. Originally published in 1925.
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Patricia WOOD – Lottery (2007, 320 pages)
Perry's IQ is only 76, but he's not stupid. His grandmother taught him everything he needs to
know to survive. She taught him to write things down so he won't forget them. She taught
him to play the lottery every week. And most important, she taught him whom to trust. When
Gram dies, Perry is left orphaned and bereft at the age of thirty-one. Then he wins twelve
million dollars with his weekly Washington State Lottery ticket, and he finds he has more
family than he knows what to do with. Peopled with characters both wicked and heroic who
leap off the pages, Lottery is a deeply satisfying, gorgeously rendered novel about trust,
loyalty, and what distinguishes us as capable.
Virginia WOOLF – Mrs Dalloway (1925, 217 pages)
On a June morning in 1923, Clarissa Dalloway is preparing for a party and remembering her
past. Elsewhere in London, Septimus Smith is suffering from shell-shock and on the brink of
madness. Their days interweave and their lives converge as the party reaches its glittering
climax. Here, Virginia Woolf perfected the interior monologue and the novel's lyricism and
accessibility have made it one of her most popular works.
Jennifer WORTH – Call the midwife (Non-Fiction) (2012[2002], 368 pages)
Jennifer Worth came from a sheltered background when she became a midwife in the
Docklands in the 1950s. Jennifer witnessed brutality and tragedy but she also met with
amazing kindness and understanding, tempered by a great deal of Cockney humour. She
earned the confidences of some whose lives were truly stranger, more poignant and more
terrifying than could ever be recounted in fiction, Jennifer tells the story not only of the
women she treated, but also of the community of nuns and the camaraderie of the midwives
with whom she trained. Funny, disturbing and incredibly moving, Jennifer's stories bring to
life the colourful world of the East End in the 1950s.
Jennifer WORTH – Shadows of the workhouse (Non-Fiction) (2009, 304 pages)
There's Jane, who cleaned and generally helped out at Nonnatus House - she was taken to
the workhouse as a baby and was allegedly the illegitimate daughter of an aristocrat. Peggy
and Frank's parents both died within 6 months of each other and the children were left
destitute. At the time, there was no other option for them but the workhouse. The Reverend
Thornton-Appleby-Thorton, a missionary in Africa, visits the Nonnatus nuns and Sister
Julienne acts as matchmaker. And Sister Monica Joan, the eccentric ninety-year-old nun, is
accused of shoplifting some small items from the local market. She is let off with a warning,
but then Jennifer finds stolen jewels from Hatton Garden in the nun's room. These stories
give a fascinating insight into the resilience and spirit that enabled ordinary people to
overcome their difficulties.
Susan ELLIOT WRIGHT – What she lost (2017, 400 pages)
Eleanor and her mother, Marjorie, have always had a difficult relationship, and
although they've tried, they have somehow just failed to connect. Now Marjorie
has Alzheimer's, and as her memory fades, her grip on what she has kept hidden
begins to loosen. When she calls her daughter to say, "There's something I have
to tell you," Eleanor hopes this will be the moment she learns the truth about the
terrible secret that has cast a shadow over both their lives. But Marjorie's memory
is failing fast, and she can't recall what she wanted to say. Eleanor knows time is running
out, and as she tries to gently uncover the truth before it becomes lost inside her mother's
mind forever, she begins to discover what really happened when she was a child - and
why....
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John WYNDHAM – The Midwich Cuckoos (1957, 224 pages)
In the English village of Midwich, a silver object appears and all the inhabitants fall
unconscious. A day later the object is gone and everyone awakens unharmed – except that
all the women in the village are pregnant. This book offers a tale of aliens, exploring how we
respond when confronted by those who are innately superior to us in every way.
Hanya YANAGIHARA – A Little life (2015, 720p)
When four graduates from a small Massachusetts college move to New York to
make their way, they're broke, adrift, and buoyed only by their friendship and
ambition. There is kind, handsome Willem, an aspiring actor; JB, a quick-witted,
sometimes cruel Brooklyn-born painter seeking entry to the art world; Malcolm, a
frustrated architect at a prominent firm; and withdrawn, brilliant, enigmatic Jude,
who serves as their centre of gravity. Over the decades, their relationships
deepen and darken, tinged by addiction, success, and pride. Yet their greatest challenge,
each comes to realize, is Jude himself, by midlife a terrifyingly talented litigator yet an
increasingly broken man, his mind and body scarred by an unspeakable childhood, and
haunted by what he fears is a degree of trauma that he'll not only be unable to overcome but that will define his life forever.
Malala YOUSUFZAI – I am Malala (Non-Fiction) (2014, 320 pages)
In 2009 Malala Yousafzai began writing a blog on BBC Urdu about life in the Swat Valley as
the Taliban gained control, at times banning girls from attending school. When her identity
was discovered, Malala began to appear in both Pakistani and international media,
advocating the freedom to pursue education for all. In October 2012, gunmen boarded
Malala's school bus and shot her in the face, a bullet passing through her head and into her
shoulder. Remarkably, Malala survived the shooting. This is her story.
Carlos Ruiz ZAFON – The angel’s game (2010, 544 pages)
In an abandoned mansion at the heart of Barcelona, a young man - David Martin - makes his
living by writing sensationalist novels under a pseudonym. The survivor of a troubled
childhood, he has taken refuge in the world of books, and spends his nights spinning
baroque tales about the city's underworld. But perhaps his dark imaginings are not as
strange as they seem, for in a locked room deep within the house letters hinting at the
mysterious death of the previous owner. Like a slow poison, the history of the place seeps
into his bones as he struggles with an impossible love. Then David receives the offer of a
lifetime: he is to write a book with the power to change hearts and minds. In return, he will
receive a fortune, perhaps more. But as David begins the work, he realises that there is a
connection between this haunting book and the shadows that surround his home...
Emile ZOLA – Therese Raquin (1967, 208 pages)
Therese Raquin is bored by her loveless marriage to her sickly cousin, and allows herself to
be swept away by lust and excitement when she meets his earthy and sensual friend
Laurent. But the animal passion between them will result in a terrible crime - one that will
haunt them for ever.
Markus ZUSAK – The Book Thief (2006, 560 pages)
Nazi Germany. The country is holding its breath. Death has never been busier. Liesel, a
nine-year-old girl, is living with a foster family on Himmel Street. Her parents have been
taken away to a concentration camp. Liesel steals books. This is her story and the story of
the inhabitants of her street when the bombs begin to fall. It's a story about: a girl, an
accordionist, some fanatical Germans, a Jewish fist fighter, and quite a lot of thievery.
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